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Chapter 1  
Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 
A modelocked laser (MLL) is a much used laser source to obtain a periodic 

train of short light pulses. Different types of modelocked lasers with specific 
performance levels exist for various applications. Historically, passive modelocking 
was first observed in Nd doped glass lasers [1] that were passively Q-switched using 
saturable dye absorbers. Pulses down to approximately 1 ps were reported. Optically 
pumped organic dye lasers have a larger gain bandwidth which allows for pulses in the 
femtosecond range to be produced as well as wavelength tunability [2]. However, dye 
lasers have the disadvantage that they require expensive pump laser sources and the 
dye can degrade with time. Dye laser have been replaced over time by solid state lasers. 
Solid state lasers, based on ion-doped crystals, in particular Ti:Al2O3 [3] or glasses, are 
at the present time mainly used when femtosecond pulses and/or very high pulse 
energies (up to Joules) are required. Ultra-wide spectra generated from such a laser 
provide directly a frequency comb [ 4 ], which is of high interest for frequency 
standards [5] and metrology applications. The repetition rate of many of the solid state 
lasers is typically limited to a couple of hundreds of MHz which is an issue for some 
applications. Diode pumped fiber lasers can be modelocked [6] to generate short 
pulses at telecom wavelengths. Multi-GHz repetition rates up to 40 GHz can be 
obtained with harmonic modelocking [7], however it requires an RF source for the 
modulation. The pulse durations achieved are limited down to 150 fs by the higher 
order nonlinearities in the doped fiber used. Semiconductor lasers can also be 
modelocked through different techniques. Semiconductor MLLs have the advantage 
that they can be directly electrically pumped, that they are very compact and can be 
cost effective when fabricated in high volumes. Picoseconds pulses with few tens of 
milliwatt output power are typically obtained from electrically pump edge emitting 
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lasers [8]. Very short pulses with high power can also be achieved in optically pumped 
Vertical External Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers (VESCELs) [9].  

Semiconductor MLL are of interest for a large number of applications which 
are not restricted to optical telecommunication. For instance, the fastest sampling 
oscilloscopes currently employ MLLs for optical sampling measurements [10] and in 
the near future expectations are high for the use of MLLs in high speed analogue to 
digital conversion [11]. In microelectronics systems, the integration density in circuits 
is continuously becoming higher and the copper links between the components and 
sections are becoming so thin that their resistance and associated power loss becomes 
a problem. The use of MLL pulse sources to interconnect CMOS devices and/or to 
distribute clock signals in high speed microprocessors [ 12 ,13 ] is investigated by 
microelectronics companies. A well known medical application of MLLs is the use of 
Ti-sapphire femtosecond modelocked lasers for surgery in for instance corneal 
refractive surgery [14]. New medical applications emerging are in optical coherence 
tomography and multiphoton imaging where semiconductor MLLs can be used in the 
telecom wavelength range and up to GHz level repetition rates [15,16]. Closer to 
optical telecommunication, in radio over fiber applications, optical transmitters can 
make use of MLLs [17].  

The motivation for the development of the modelocked lasers in this thesis is 
their use as optical pulse sources in an All Optical Clock Recovery (AOCR) scheme 
[18] in Optical Time Division Multiplexing (OTDM) systems [19]. This work was part 
of the project “Key components for 160 to 640 Gb/s optical time domain 
multiplexing networking” from the Freeband Impulse program. The lasers presented in 
this thesis can also be used in some of the applications mentioned above. To 
introduce the reader to modelocked lasers of the type developed in this thesis, the 
mechanism of passive modelocking is presented in Section 1.2. This is followed by an 
overview of the contents of the thesis in Section 1.3. 

1.2 Passive modelocking mechanism 
A modelocked laser, as the name suggests, is a laser with its longitudinal modes 

locked in phase. Assuming this and calculating the output power of such a laser by 
normalizing the electrical field (see Equation 1.1), the train of pulses of Figure 1.2.1 is 
obtained. In Equation 1.1, Cm are the intensities of the phase locked modes. The pulse 
width is inversely proportional to the optical bandwidth spectrum. The repetition rate 
depends on the spacing in frequency of the longitudinal modes of the laser cavity. 
Looking at the laser in a time-dependent view, in e.g. a Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity, there 
is a single pulse traveling up and down the cavity. The repetition rate of the output of 
the laser is the inverse of the roundtrip time of the pulse in the laser. The roundtrip-
time depends on the group index (Ng) and the physical length of the cavity (L). Thus 
for a FP cavity the roundtrip-time is 2·L·Ng/c. In a ring laser cavity the pulses travel 
round the ring and the repetition rate is then L· Ng/c. 
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Figure 1.2.1 Mode field intensity profile output power of a modelocked laser. 
 

The modelocking mechanism can be achieved in different ways. The so-called 
active modelocking technique involves the modulation of the cavity losses at the free 
spectral range of the cavity or at a harmonic. This modulation is applied to a 
modulation device in the cavity using an RF source. All the longitudinal modes 
operating in the cavity are then modulated in intensity at the frequency of the mode-
spacing and a constant phase relation will be established between them. In this way 
optical pulses are created. A passively modelocked laser has its longitudinal modes 
locked in phase without any RF source. The modes are locked in phase through an 
internal nonlinear process that couples the longitudinal modes. Shorter pulses can be 
achieved with passively modelocked lasers than with actively modelocked lasers. An 
efficient manner to passively modelock a laser is by introducing a Saturable Absorber 
(SA) in the cavity. In this thesis passive modelocking is studied using a saturable 
absorber that has a recovery time that is typically longer than the pulse duration 
achieved. This is called slow saturable absorber modelocking. This has been first 
discovered in dye lasers in 1966 [1] under Q-switching operation. The first passively 
modelocked dye laser in continuous operation was reported by French and Taylor in 
1986 [20]. The theory of Haus for slow saturable absorber modelocking [21] explains 
the formation of short pulse as the result of an interaction between the gain saturation 
and the SA losses as experienced by a pulse traveling in the cavity. As a result of this 
interaction there is net gain in the cavity for the pulse for only a short period of time. 
This is illustrated in Figure 1.2.2. A positive net gain window is created when the 
saturation energy of the SA is several times lower than that of the amplifier and the 
relaxation time of the SA is faster than the gain recovery of the amplifier. In the 
semiconductor devices discussed in this thesis, a SA typically has a recovery time in 
the range of 5 to 30 ps. For the amplifier to fully recover its gain, it takes a time in the 
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order of one ns. SAs with faster recovery do exist [22,23], however these cannot be 
used in planar monolithically integrated devices. 
 

 
 
Figure 1.2.2 Gain and losses function of time in passively modelocked laser cavity 
using a slow saturable absorber. 
 

When a pulse passes through a short SA or an amplifier, the shape of the pulse 
changes. The SA absorbs the leading edge of a pulse until it gets saturated, then the 
tail of the pulse is much less absorbed. This phenomenon shortens the pulse by 
making the leading edge steeper. The amplifier is also saturated during the 
amplification of a pulse. The leading edge is fully amplified but this is not the case for 
the tail of the pulse. This phenomenon shortens the pulse as well by reducing the tail 
end of the pulse. In fact, a wide pulse can then be completely reshaped and narrowed 
down after a number of roundtrips as shown by a simulation result presented in 
Figure 1.2.3. Here, a 15 ps wide pulse has been introduced in a MLL cavity and it has 
been shortened down to 1.8 ps. Also the maximum of the pulse has clearly moved 
roundtrip after roundtrip. This phenomenon, allows one to tune the repetition rate of 
a MLL through control of the pulse energy [24 ]. The optical bandwidth of the 
roundtrip gain and the nonlinear effects in a MLL limit the minimum pulse width that 
can be achieved in the laser. 
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Figure 1.2.3 Pulse reshaping and narrowing in a typical semiconductor modelocked 
laser cavity. A 15 ps pulse has been initially injected into the cavity. 
 

A transform-limited pulse is a pulse which is as short as its spectral content 
allows. For instance, for a pulse with a hyperbolic secant square shape, the product of 
the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) pulse times its optical bandwidth (∆f·∆t) is 
equal to 0.315 when the pulse is transform limited. When a transform-limited pulse 
propagates through a medium such as an optical fiber, amplifier or a SA, its time-
bandwidth product increases due to dispersion and nonlinearities in the medium. The 
pulse, when it exits the medium, is not transform-limited anymore: the pulse is 
chirped (see Figure 1.2.4). The chirp of an optical pulse can be understood as the time 
dependence of its instantaneous frequency. For instance an up-chirp (down-chirp) 
means that the instantaneous frequency of the pulse raises (decreases) within the pulse 
duration. Vice versa, an unchirped pulse has a nearly constant instantaneous frequency. 
A linearly chirped pulse can be compressed to a transform limited shape by passing 
the pulse through appropriate dispersive elements of opposite sign [25]. 
 

 
 
Figure 1.2.4 Transform limited pulse compared with a chirped pulse for the same 
optical bandwidth.  
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1.3 Overview of the thesis 
The objective of the presented work was to realize compact InP/InGaAsP 

modelocked lasers, operating in the 1.55 µm wavelength range, in the active-passive 
integration technology. These devices should be used as optical pulse sources in an 
AOCR application [18] in OTDM systems [19]. The active-passive integration 
technology allows for the fabrication and integration of different types of components 
and thus many different devices on a single chip. The two principal categories of 
components are those using passive waveguides and those using Semiconductor 
Optical Amplifiers (SOAs). The integration technique used is a so-called “butt-joint 
coupling” technique in which the index guiding structure for the passive and active 
components, is at the same height on the chip. The quality of the transition between 
the active and the passive waveguide structure, the butt-joint, is essential for 
modelocked lasers as will be explained in Chapter 5. In this project, the modelocking 
mechanism used is passive modelocking using a slow Saturable Absorber (SA). The 
SA is a short SOA section that is reversely biased. In this project, work was largely 
concentrated on ring laser type cavities. Indeed, much of the published research effort 
has been focused on monolithic modelocked lasers in Fabry-Pérot (FP) type 
configurations. A ring configuration has however significant advantages. Firstly, the 
repetition rate of the laser can be controlled accurately by photolithography as 
opposed to a device with cleaved facet mirrors. Secondly, a ring laser typically operates 
as a Colliding Pulse Modelocked (CPM) [26] laser where two counter-propagating 
pulses collide in the saturable absorber. This improves the modelocking performance, 
in particular the stability. Furthermore, when active-passive technology is used the 
laser can be directly integrated with other devices such as an all-optical switch or a 
pulse compressor [27]. The rise in speed of the optical telecommunication networks 
creates a drive to increase the repetition rate of modelocked lasers to values like 
40 GHz or more. The repetition rate of a modelocked laser is inversely proportional 
to its cavity length, thus to its foot print. In the case of ring lasers, sharp bends in the 
waveguides are necessary which in turn required high index contrast waveguides. The 
active-passive technology presented in this thesis integrates high contrast passive 
waveguides and 40 GHz laser cavities can be realized. 

From the first realization of integrated Ring Mode Locked Lasers (RMLLs) 
using active-passive integration and a demonstration of a device at 27 GHz 
[28][Section 5.6], many issues came up. First, the understanding of the modelocking 
mechanism and other dynamics using a bulk In/InGaAsP material needed to be better 
understood. To address this issue, a simulation tool of RMLL was developed. It is a 
bi-directional time domain model which is presented in Chapter 2. Simulation results 
showed that symmetrical cavities show a much wider operating range for stable 
modelocking. The transitions from a modelocked state of the laser to another 
operating regime have been explored with the model. The simulation tool used 
parameters describing the gain properties of the material. These have been accurately 
measured using a new type of high resolution spectrum analyser [29]. The method and 
the results on the characterization of the optical amplifiers are presented in Chapter 3. 
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Another important issue which came out from the first RMLL realization was the 
necessity to reduce all the reflections inside the modelocked laser cavity and in 
particular the reflections of the butt-joint at the active-passive interfaces. Special 
efforts have thus been made to characterize the optical losses and reflections at the 
butt-joint [30] and to minimize them. The fabrication technology of the active-passive 
wafer that has been developed during this project in the COBRA institute is presented 
in Chapter 3. The active-passive butt-joint reflection has been reduced to a sufficiently 
low value of less than -50 dB [31]. A reflectivity of -50 dB is a minimum value 
required for good laser operation [32].  

As mentioned previously, the aim of the project was to realize RMLLs with a 
40 GHz repetition rate or higher. To validate techniques required to achieve high 
repetition rate RMLL designs, the realization of more compact devices through the 
use of deep etching has been investigated in Chapter 4. Results are presented on, at 
that time, the world’s most compact AWG using a double-etch technique [33], and the 
world’s first InAs/InP quantum dot (QD) lasers employing narrow deeply etched 
ridge active waveguides in the 1.55 µm wavelength region [34]. The performance of 
the QD lasers appears not to be affected by sidewall recombination effects. Shallowly 
and deeply etched FP lasers show the same performance. Results obtained from a 
compact QD ring laser with a free spectral range close to 40 GHz are presented. 
Before realizing a final RMLL design on an active-passive wafer, a series of all-active 
devices has been designed, fabricated and characterized. The same layerstack with a 
bulk gain layer was used as in the active parts of the active-passive material. These all-
active chips provided material for the gain measurements presented in Chapter 3 and 
allowed to look further into short pulse laser characterization techniques and to test 
designs for reducing reflections from other intra-cavity components. The results of 
the all-active MLLs are presented in Chapter 5. Firstly, 20 GHz and 40 GHz linear all 
active Fabry-Pérot MLL (FPMLL) lasers have been successfully fabricated. 
Modelocking has been achieved with these lasers in the CPM and Self Colliding Pulse 
Modelocked (SCPM) configurations. Pulse lengths down to 1.6 ps (at 20 GHz) have 
been observed. A 40 GHz repetition rate was demonstrated in a CPM laser with a 
Saturable Absorber (SA) positioned in the center of the FP cavity [8]. All-active 
15 GHz RMLLs have also been successfully fabricated. These lasers show a relatively 
good timing stability due to the ring configuration. Measured output pulses are highly 
chirped and an FWHM bandwidth of up to 4.5 nm was obtained. These results have 
been published in [35]. Such lasers with high bandwidth pulses and compatible with 
active-passive integration are of great interest for Optical Code Division Multiple 
Access (O-CDMA) applications, where information is coded in the spectrum [36]. 
Finally, first results from MLLs realized on an active-passive wafer are presented in 
Section 5.5. Passive modelocking has been demonstrated in these integrated Extended 
Cavity FPMLLs with minimized intra-cavity reflections. Pulses of 2.1 ps duration and 
with a small pedestal have been observed. The pulses are close to transform-limited. 
The longer timescale dynamics of the EC-FPMLLs are reduced compared to the all-
active FPMLLs, which is understood to be due to the short amplifier section.  
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The use of a MLL for the AOCR application and a special RMLL design for 
AOCR are presented in Chapter 6. To begin with, initial test experiments for AOCR 
and clock frequency division using a 20 GHz Fabry-Pérot MLL are presented. Many 
characteristics of the AOCR could be quantified. Then, the design of a 40 GHz MLL 
laser in a ring configuration for an active-passive wafer is presented. The design 
utilizes all the minimizations of small intra-cavity reflections. Finally, for AOCR 
application a novel way to couple the optical input signal into the MLL via a separate 
waveguide has been designed for the 40 GHz RMLL. The timing jitter of the clock 
recovered from this laser is expected to be sufficiently low to comply with the telecom 
requirements at 40 GHz [19]. This expectation is based on the accumulated results 
presented in this thesis and as summarized in the last chapter. 
 

The material contained in the following papers and conference proceedings has 
been used in the different chapters of this thesis: 

Chapter 3: 

• Applied Optics, Vol. 45, Issue 35, pp. 9007-9012, (2006) 
• IEEE PTL, Vol. 17, Issue 11, pp. 2265-2267, (2005) 
• IEEE LEOS Benelux 2005 Mons, Belgium, pp. 249-252 (2005) 

Chapter 4: 

• IEEE PTL Vol. 16, issue 11, pp. 2478-2480, (2004) 
• IEEE PTL Vol. 18, issue 24, pp. 2644-2646, (2006) 

Chapter 5:  

• IEEE PTL, Vol.17, Issue 11, pp. 2277-2279. (2005) 
• ECOC’05, Glasgow, Scotland, Vol. 3, pp. 673-674, (2005). 
• Optics Express, Vol. 14, Issue 21, pp. 9716-9727, (2006) 
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Chapter 2  
Modelocked laser theory  

and simulations 

2.1 Overview of modelocked laser theory 
In this thesis 1.55 µm semiconductor modelocked lasers are investigated and 

developed. This requires the development of a simulation tool of such lasers in order 
to get to a comprehensive understanding of the mechanism of passive modelocking 
and to be able to design devices. The model that has been developed and which is 
presented in this chapter is a bi-directional time domain model for Ring ModeLocked 
Lasers (RMLLs). The modelocking mechanism studied and used in this thesis is a 
passive modelocking using a slow Saturable Absorber (SA). The SA is a short 
Semiconductor Optical Amplifier (SOA) section that is reversely biased. The model 
developed here is applied to the bulk 1.55 µm InGaAsP active medium, which is used 
in the active-passive integration scheme presented in Section 3.2 and in [1]. The model 
may also be used, with the appropriate parameters, with quantum well gain media. The 
passive components are passive waveguides and passive couplers and the active 
components are SOAs which are either: an amplifier, a SA, or an isolation section 
between amplifier and SA. 

The first reported work on the modeling of modelocking using a slow SA is 
from Haus [2] in the middle of the seventies of the previous century. Then the 
research in this field had continued with the development of semiconductor 
modelocked lasers in the nineties. As identified and discussed by Avrutin et al. [3] in 
2000, there are two main types of time-domain modelocking theories. There are the 
lumped-element models [4], [5] and the fully distributed time-domain models [6]. 
Another approach that is well developed is a traveling wave model [7,8,9]. Recently 
Heck et al. [ 10 ] presented a model with a lumped-element approach where the 
propagation of the pulse through the SOA and the SA were calculated using a 
distributed time-domain model. The SOA rate equations used in his model are based 
on a model from Tang and Shore [11] which includes Carrier Heating (CH) effects, 
two photon absorption (TPA) and Ultrafast Nonlinear Refraction (UNR). These non-
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linear effects are included in the model presented in this chapter. The model 
developed here is fully in the time domain except for the bandwidth limitation in the 
laser. It is bi-directional to describe realistic laser systems which usually operate with 
pulses traveling in both directions. For the description of the SOA, the model of Tang 
and Shore has been extended with bidirectional fields, separate radiative and non-
radiative carrier recombination processes [12] and a logarithm gain-carrier relation. 
This gain relation has been validated for the bulk material used in the RMLL 
described in [13] and Section 3.4. The effect of the limited optical bandwidth of the 
SOA is not included in the rate equations of the SOA, but in a separate element in the 
model. This element is a bi-directional digital low-pass filter which stabilizes the 
system by limiting the bandwidth each roundtrip, in accordance with the spectral gain 
profile of the amplifier. 

In the following section, the model for RMLL is described in details. Finally in 
Section 2.3, the model is used for the simulation of symmetric and asymmetric 
20 GHz modelocked ring lasers. Taking into account the results of the simulations 
and the experimental results from different modelocked lasers that are presented in 
Chapter 5, a new RMLL design has been produced. This new design is presented in 
Chapter 6. 
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2.2 Modeling of integrated semiconductor lasers 

2.2.1 Description of the model 
In this section a bi-directional time domain model of a modelocked ring laser is 

presented that is based on a set of rate equations for a SOA. This system of 
differential equations relates the density of photons and charge carriers in the device 
to the injection current. Five different components are used in the extended cavity 
RMLL: passive waveguides, amplifiers, absorbers, isolation sections and a coupler. In 
this model, the ring laser is divided into segments that we assume equal in optical 
length (Figure 2.2.2). There are five types of segment required for the different 
components. Uniform photon and carrier densities (for active components) are 
assumed in the segments. The time for the light to travel through one segment is 25 fs 
which is the discretization time (Tseg). Each 25 fs the evolution of the photon 
densities (Clock Wise and Counter Clock Wise) and carrier densities is calculated for 
all segments. Then the photon densities are transferred to the neighboring segments 
and the carrier density values are kept in the same active segments for the next step.  

The SOA rate equations of the model presented here include nonlinear effects 
in the same formalism as Tang and Shore in [11]. The nonlinear effects are Carrier 
Heating (CH), two photons absorption (TPA) and Ultrafast Nonlinear Refraction 
(UNR). The rate equations have been extended to take into account bidirectional 
fields (CW and CCW). Also, the model presented here makes the distinction between 
radiative and non-radiative carrier recombination processes [12]. Finally, in the rate 
equations of the SOA a logarithmic gain model is used that has been validated 
experimentally in [13] and the Section 3.4 of this thesis. The gain-carrier relation used 
is given in Equation 2.1, where aN is the linear gain coefficient, N0 the material 
transparency carrier density and N the carrier density. The relation is illustrated in 
Figure 2.2.1. The average carrier density in the amplifier inside the laser above 
threshold is around two times N0. A linear gain-carrier relation is commonly used in 
lasers since the typically the variation in carrier density in the amplifier in time is over 
a limited range. However it can be seen that the slope of the curve becomes smaller at 
higher values of N and that the linear gain coefficient would need to be corrected [4]. 
Using the logarithmic relation, no correction is needed. Furthermore, this relation is 
more flexible for the simulation of various type of RMLL with different amplifier 
length and thus different averaged carrier densities. 
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Figure 2.2.1  Plot of the logarithmic gain carrier density relation. The averaged carrier 
densities in the amplifier and the SA in a modelocked ring laser are indicated. 
 

Each SOA segment is described by the following rate equations: 
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Here S1 and S2 are the Clock Wise and Counter Clock Wise photon densities, 
φ1 and φ 2 are the CW and CCW phases. In the two photon density equations for CW 
(2.2) and CCW propagation (2.3): CS0 is the linear gain contribution; CS1 is the 
nonlinear gain compression factor due to two-photon absorption; C2 is the nonlinear 
gain compression factor due to spectral hole burning and carrier heating; CS3 is the 
two-photon absorption coefficient; Loss1 is the scattering loss and the free carrier loss 
in the cladding; Loss2 is the free carrier absorption within the active layer [14]; CS4 is 
the bimolecular recombination contribution. In the carrier density equation: CN0, CN1, 
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CN3 and C2 are the same contributions as CS0, CS1, C2 and CN3; A is the inverse of the 
carrier lifetime; B is the bimolecular recombination rate; C is the Auger recombination 
coefficient and Wp is the pump rate. In the two phase equations:  Cφ0, Cφ1, Cφ3 and C2 
are the same contributions as Cs0, Cs1, C2 and Cs3, Cφ4 is the ultrafast nonlinear 
refraction coefficient. 

In detail: 
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Where Γ the linear confinement factor, Vg the group velocity, ε2 the nonlinear 
gain compression factor to TPA, ω the pulsation, ε1 the nonlinear gain compression 
factor, Surf the surface of the active region, Γ2 the confinement factor for TPA, Γ2’ 
the confinement factor for UNR, c the speed of light, Tseg the time segment, Lseg the 
physical length of one segment, β the spontaneous emission coupling factor, αN the 
carrier density linewidth enhancement factor and αT is the temperature linewidth 
enhancement factor. β2 is the coefficient for two-photon absorption and n2 is the 
nonlinear gain refractive index. All the parameters used are listed in Table 2.2.1. 

The Saturable Absorber (SA) is a short SOA that is reversely biased [15]. It is 
described with the same rate equations as the amplifier without carrier injection. In the 
SA in an operating MLL the carrier density varies in time between low background 
values and the transparency carrier density value. In Figure 2.2.1, it can be seen that 
within this range, the slope of the gain-carrier relation curve varies by a significant 
amount. The logarithmic gain-carrier relation has its limit when the carrier density in 
the SA is very low. The absorption then becomes unrealistically high. This is 
prevented by introducing a minimum carrier density background value in the SA. It 
has been reported that the carrier lifetime of a saturable absorber depends of the 
reverse bias voltage applied [16], but such a relation has not been implemented in the 
model. The carrier lifetime is the only parameter that is tuned. The model presented 
here is bidirectional, thus two pulses can meet in the SA. For a very short SA (less 
than a few wavelengths), coherent effects need to be taken into account. However for 
MLLs with ridge waveguides, the coherent effects are small in the SA [17] and 
therefore have not been implemented in the model.  
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Table 2.2.1: Parameters used in the model 

Symbol Description value 

aN Linear gain coefficient 4.05·10-20 m² 
N0 Transparency carrier density 0.4·1024 m-3 
Γ Linear confinement factor 0.259 
Γ2 Confinement factor for TPA 0.5 
Γ2’ Confinement factor for UNR 0.4 
Vg Group velocity 80·106 m/s 
ε1 Nonlinear gain compression factor 0.2 W-1 

ε2 
Nonlinear gain compression factor to 

TPA 200 W-2m-1 

ω Pulsation / wavelength 1.55 µm 
Surf Surface of the active region 0.12 x 2.0 µm² 
n2 Nonlinear gain refractive index -3.5·10-16m²/W 
Tseg Time segment  25 fs 
β Spontaneous emission coupling factor 10-5 
β2 Coefficient for TPA 37cm/GW 
A One over the carrier life time 1.67·10-9 s-1 
B Bimolecular recombination rate 2.602·10-16 m3s-1 
C Auger recombination coefficient 5.269·10-41 m6s-1 

αT Temperature linewidth enhancement 
factor 2.0 

αN Carrier density linewidth enhancement 
factor 4.0 

Loss1 Scattering loss and free carrier loss in 
the cladding 2000 m-1 

Loss2 Free carrier absorption within the 
active layer 5.0·10-22 m² 

 

The isolation sections between an amplifier and a SA are considered as non-
reversely biased SA with carrier lifetime of 200 ps. In passive waveguides, only the 
passives losses are taken into account. Intensities of pulses are not sufficiently high to 
introduce non linear effects in the passive waveguides [18]. Finally, the effect of the 
limited optical bandwidth of the SOA has not been included in the rate equations of 
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the SOA listed above. The limitation of the optical bandwidth is done separately at 
each roundtrip using a bi-directional digital low-pass filter [19]. Section 2.2.2 describes 
in details the digital filter used. 

In this thesis, a RMLL cavity where the two counter propagating pulses 
experience the same optical path, but in opposite direction, is called a symmetric 
cavity. If not, the cavity is asymmetric. Besides, a modelocked laser which has two 
counter propagating pulses meeting in a SA, is in a Colliding Pulse Modelocked 
(CPM) [20] configuration. This is automatically the case for a RMLL (in case there are 
no provisions to make it unidirectional). Shorter pulses are generally obtained with 
such a configuration [20]. Figure 2.2.2 presents a diagram of a possible RMLL 
symmetric configuration. At the top of the figure, a coupler element couples the light 
in and out of the ring. This is done coherently for both directions in the model. At the 
bottom of the figure, in the middle of an amplifier is a SA isolated by two isolation 
sections. The white segments are passive waveguides. The bandwidth limitation 
obtained by filtering is done for each direction just before the light is coupled out of 
the ring. The model presented here has been developed for RMLL cavities, but it can 
be easily modified to a Fabry-Pérot cavity with two end-mirrors. The implementation 
of the model in program is briefly presented in 2.2.3. 
 

 
 
Figure 2.2.2 Diagram of the symmetric ring modelocked laser segmented for the 
simulation. The connections between the coupler, the ring and the Bessel filters are 
shown.  
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2.2.2 Bandwidth limitation using a digital Bessel filter 
In order to keep the model fully in the time domain, a digital filter has been 

introduced to simulate the bandwidth of the SOA. A low-pass digital Bessel filter [19] 
has been chosen for this. Its parameters have been set so that the transmission curve 
is close to the measured gain curve (Section 3.4) as can be seen from Figure 2.2.3.a). 
Important is also that such a digital Bessel filter has a very low distortion of the phase. 
The filter is a digital difference equation (Equation 2.7). The difference equation 
computes the output electrical field strength and phase at the time n, based on present 
and past input electrical field and past output electrical field.  
 

 [ ] [ ] [ ]
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k l
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In Equation 2.7, x[n] is the present input signal (complex field amplitude), 
x[n - k] is the array with the past input signal, y[n - k] is the array with the past output 
signal (complex field amplitude), a is a vector of filter feedback coefficients, and b is a 
vector of filter feedforward coefficients. These coefficients determine the properties 
of the filter. One possible signal flow graph for the filter is given in Figure 2.2.3.b). 
The storage of past samples is represented by boxes labeled "z-1". This diagram is used 
because it can be directly converted to the frequency domain by replacing all time-
domain signals by their respective Z-transforms [21]. The idea contained within the Z-
transform was previously known as the "generating function method".  
 

               a)                                                                          b) 

                   
 
Figure 2.2.3 a) The transfer function of the digital filter used, plotted with the 
measured bulk SOA gain as a function of the normalized frequency (Ω = ω·Tseg / 2π ). 
b) Signal flow graph of a digital filter. "z-1" represents a Z-Transform. "a" and "b" 
are the feedback and feedforward coefficients of the filter. 

 

The MathCad® software package has been used to calculate the feedback and 
feedforward coefficients of the Bessel filter. The bandwidth of the SOA has been 
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measured to be 21.6 THz (0.086 in a normalized frequency) [13]. The order of the 
filter that is required has been tested. The 14th order turned out to be sufficiently 
robust for our application. In the calculations the a and b coefficients need to be used 
with an accuracy that is two orders of magnitude greater than the order of the filter. 
This type of digital filter conserves the causality of the signal but it has a delay. The 
delay is one over the normalized frequency cut, which in our case corresponds to 
approximately 22 segments of 25 fs. This delay can be compensated in the passive 
region of the ring where only the passive losses are playing a role. The use of a digital 
filter is much simple than using a Fourier Transform (FT), spectral filtering and back 
FT as in [10]. 

2.2.3 Implementation of the model in a program 
The model has been implemented in a C program using LabWindows® CVI. A 

screenshot of the interface created is given in Figure 2.2.4. The program requires at 
least two input files. The first one contains all the parameters listed in Table 2.2.1, 
with in addition the parameters defining the design of the RMLL and the coefficients 
of the digital Bessel filter. The second input file contains tables with CW and CCW 
input light intensities and phases for a time series. A third input file can be used 
containing the initial carrier densities of the active elements. 

As mentioned above, every 25 fs the photon densities (CW and CCW) and 
carrier densities are calculated for all segments. Then the photon densities are 
transferred to the next segments and the carrier density values are saved in active 
segments for the next step. The integration of the rate equation is done using the 
Runge-Kutta method with a fixed step size [ 22 ]. At each roundtrip, the output 
intensities and phases are plotted on the interface and saved at the end of a text file. 
The carrier densities of the amplifier, isolation sections and SA are saved for each 
roundtrip in a different file and plotted on the interface in two graphs. The simulation 
of a 20GHz RMLL with 1000 active elements and for a 1000 roundtrips takes ~50 
minutes using a laptop under Windows XP with a 1.6 GHz Intel Pentium M 730 
processor. 
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Figure 2.2.4 Interface of the simulation program realized in C with LabWindows CVI.  
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2.3 Simulation of symmetric and asymmetric 20 GHz 
RMLL 

2.3.1 Introduction 
The model previously introduced has been used to study a symmetric and an 

asymmetric 20 GHz RMLL design. The results are presented in the two following 
sections. The RMLLs can be realized with the COBRA technology [23]. The choice of 
the design parameters studied has been guided by the results obtained experimentally 
from an 18 GHz integrated extended cavity Fabry-Pérot MLL (EC-FPMLL) 
presented in Section 5.5. Indeed the dimensions of the RMLL amplifier and SA 
studied are similar to the experimental design of the EC-FPMLL. Simulation results 
show that a symmetrical cavity is better for stable modelocking. Transitions from the 
modelocked state of the laser to other operating regimes can be explained by the 
model. The simulation results of the asymmetric RMLL show that a modelocking 
regime is more difficult to achieve. The competition between the CW and the CCW 
modes in the asymmetric case makes the laser more unstable in most situations. 
However, it can clearly be seen that depending on the amount of absorption in the SA 
in the cavity, the laser can operate with two counter-propagating pulses with 
significantly different peak intensities. 

2.3.2 Simulation of a symmetric RMLL 
The design of a 20 GHz symmetric RMLL is plotted in Figure 2.3.2. The cavity 

is segmented for the simulation in different sections as shown previously in Figure 
2.3.1. The total length of the ring laser is 4 mm (2000 segments). The two amplifiers 
are 472 µm long (236 segments). The choice of the length of the SA is based on the 
length of the SAs in successfully modelocked FPMLL devices presented in 
Section 5.5: absorber lengths of 10 and 12.5 µm. In a ring cavity, there are two 
counter-propagating pulses which meet in the SA. It can be seen as two FPMLL lasers 
joined at the SAs; the resulting SA is then two times as long. For the simulation, the 
SA was set at 22 µm long (11 segments). It is isolated from the amplifiers by two 
16 µm long (8 segments) isolation sections. The light is coupled in and out from the 
ring with a coupler with 50% out-coupling ratio.  
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Figure 2.3.2 Design of a symmetric 20 GHz modelocked ring laser on an active-passive 
wafer. The active region is 1000 µm long and centered is a 22 µm long SA. The isolation 
sections are 16 µm long. 
 

The model includes spontaneous emission, which allows simulating the self-
starting of the laser. As an example, a simulated output power during start-up of the 
laser is plotted in Figure 2.3.3 (without light injected) for settings that lead to a stable 
modelocked state. Below 0.3 ns, the amplifiers amplify the small amount of 
spontaneous emission and the carrier concentration increase to large values. Three 
aspects can be identified in the start-up of the modelocked laser. The laser starts with 
relaxation oscillation behavior which ends after five or so oscillations. The second 
aspect is that the modelocking action of the absorber can be seen right from the start 
and after only 2 to 3 ns the laser produces pulses and only a small amount of CW 
background light. Then the pulse length decreases further in time as shown in Figure 
2.3.3 (right axis). After that the third aspect can be seen. The short pulse length makes 
that the self-phase modulation becomes important. The short pulse may break-up a 
couple of times before its phase profile becomes stable. The laser then settles to a 
stable modelocked state.  
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Figure 2.3.3 Simulated output power and calculated pulse width of the laser as a 
function of time. The laser is self-starting. I = 65 mA τSA = 11 ps. 
 

Simulations of the symmetric RMLL have been performed for different 
amplifier current and SA carrier lifetime values to establish the stability region for 
modelocking. To save computer time, two 2 ps pulses with a null phase have been 
injected into the cavity to start the simulation. The laser threshold is 57.5 mA. The 
different regimes of the laser are plotted in Figure 2.3.4. The laser is properly 
modelocked for amplifier current values between 62 mA and 75 mA and SA carrier 
lifetime values between 9 and 15 ps. The results obtained for parameters in the 
modelocked regime on the boundary of the stability region are stable over 5 ns. At 
high current injection (> 75 mA) and for any SA carrier lifetime, the laser is in a Q-
switching regime. For short SA carrier lifetime (<7 ps) and a current in the amplifier 
which is not too high, the laser produces short pulses, modulated in intensity. This 
regime is a two-dimensional quasi-periodic dynamic (taurus) [ 24 ]. There are two 
regions where the laser is unstable. In the first region instable around 65 mA amplifier 
current and 15 ps SA carrier lifetime, a second pulse in the roundtrip time attempts to 
be present. In the second region unstable around 72.5 mA amplifier current and 9 ps 
SA carrier lifetime, the laser switches irregularly between a self-pulsating regime to 
more stable state. Each regime is studied in more detail in the following paragraphs. 
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Figure 2.3.4 Different regimes of the symmetric 20GHz RMLL function of amplifier 
current and SA carrier lifetime. The pulse width is mentioned in picoseconds if the 
laser is modelocked. 
 

In the stable modelocking region, as can be seen in Figure 2.3.4, the pulse width 
increases with the current, except next to the unstable region. At lower current, the 
pulse is less intense; it saturates less the SA which vice-versa narrows down the pulse 
more efficiently. In the same way the pulse width decreases with the carrier lifetime of 
the SA, except close to the unstable regimes. The most stable modelocked regime 
(over 20 ns simulated) has been found for 65 mA amplifier current and 11 ps SA 
carrier lifetime. The simulated output power as a function of time is plotted in Figure 
2.3.5. The measured pulse width is constant after 8 ns and the amplitude modulation 
is small (<10%). The pulse obtained is plotted in Figure 2.3.6 with the corresponding 
calculated optical spectrum. The pulse is 0.95 ps wide with a 70 mW peak power and 
it is slightly down-chirped (65 GHz). Unidirectional simulations of Heck et al. 
predicted up-chirped pulses with higher chirp values. The change of sign is attributed 
to the CPM configuration. Using a Fourier Transform (FT), the optical spectrum has 
been calculated with 100 pulses. The calculated spectrum is 2.6 nm at FWHM; the 
pulse is almost transform-limited. The chirp of the pulses stays limited due to the 
integrated extended cavity.  
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Figure 2.3.5 Simulated output power of the 20 GHz symmetric RMLL function of time. 
Two low power 2 ps pulses with a phase null were injected in both direction of the 
cavity to speed up the start of the laser. I = 65 mA τSA = 11 ps. 
 

 
 
Figure 2.3.6 Simulated output pulse shape and chirp with the corresponding calculated 
optical spectrum. Width = 0.95 ps , Peak power = 70 mW ; Chirp = 65 GHz (~linear); 
Bandwidth = 2.6 nm; for I = 65mA & τSA = 11ps. 
 

The two dimensional quasi-periodic regime at a short SA recovery time (<7 ps) 
is illustrated by the simulated output power of the laser in Figure 2.3.7. This regime is 
stable after 5 ns. The peak intensities of the pulses vary from 120 mW to 60 mW every 
1.3 ns (770 MHz). In the same way, the pulse width varies from 0.75 ps to 1.05 ps. 
The narrowest and the widest pulses are plotted in Figure 2.3.8. In both cases the 
chirp is small (< 60 GHz) and there is a down-chirp. The evolution of the pulse width 
in time is shown in Figure 2.3.9. In this regime the SA recovers faster and the 
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absorption is higher. The amplitude modulation can be reduced by increasing the gain 
in the cavity. Indeed, simulations with a higher injection current in the amplifier show 
that the modulation decreases and pulses narrow down. But, if the current is increased 
further, pulses start to break-up. No proper modelocking without amplitude 
modulation has been simulated for this design at such a short SA recovery time. 
 

 
 
Figure 2.3.7 Simulated output power of the 20 GHz symmetric RMLL as a function of 
time with a relatively short SA lifetime. Two low power 2 ps pulses with a phase null 
were injected in both direction of the cavity to speed up the start of the laser. 
I = 62.5mA, τSA = 5ps. 
 
a)                                                                         b) 

 
 
Figure 2.3.8 Simulated output pulses for the two extreme cases, I = 62.5mA τSA = 5ps:  
a)  Peak power = 122mW, width = 0.75 ps, down chirp = 30GHz (nonlinear)  
b)  Peak power = 58 mW, width = 1.05 ps, down chirp = 50GHz (~linear) 
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Figure 2.3.9 Simulated pulse width function of time for I = 62.5mA τSA = 5ps. 
 

Longer timescale Q-switching like variations in output power are observed in 
combination with short pulse output with repetitive pulse break-up. These 
phenomena that occur in the modelocked laser at high injection current (over 76 mA 
in this design) can be understood by analyzing the simulated time series in detail. The 
short pulses tend to become more intense and more narrow. This makes that the 
short pulses start to break up. In some cases there is a continuous cycle of the short 
pulse breaking up, then a new similar short pulse emerges which in turn breaks up 
again, and this continues. An example of such behavior is shown in Figure 2.3.10 over 
a 10 ns span. The pattern repeats itself every 2.55 ns (450 MHz). The envelope of the 
time series is not a single frequency oscillation [24], thus this regime is a quasi periodic 
dynamic state with high dimension (> 3). The evolution of the pulse break up and 
subsequent emerging of another pulse from the tail of the initial pulse during the 
2.55 ns period is shown in Figure 2.3.11. After 35 roundtrips there are two pulses that 
follow each other. The new pulse takes over from the initial one at a different relative 
position in the cavity and the phenomenon repeats itself.  
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Figure 2.3.10 Simulated output power of the 20 GHz symmetric RMLL as a function of 
time at higher current values. Two low power 2ps pulses with a phase null were 
injected in both direction of the cavity to speed up the start of the laser. I = 80mA 
τSA = 7ps. 
 

 
 
Figure 2.3.11 Pulse break-up evolution. The pulse shape in shown for a series of 
roundtrips. I = 80mA τSA = 7ps. 
 

The unstable region at the top of Figure 2.3.4 where the SA carrier lifetime is 
15 ps and the current lies between 64 and 68 mA, can be explained. At such SA carrier 
lifetime, the absorption is not always sufficiently high to prevent a second pulses to 
build up. A 2nd gain appears after the first pulse due to the relatively slow absorber 
recovery with respect to the roundtrip-time. This makes the regime unstable (see 
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Figure 2.3.12). For the same carrier lifetime, at around 62 mA in the amplifier, the gain 
is not sufficient to supply a second pulse, thus it is stable. At 65 mA there is sufficient 
gain to have a small second pulse in the tail of the first pulse which makes the laser 
unstable. Above 70 mA, the two counter propagating pulses in the cavity are more 
intense and deplete the gain in the amplifier more deeply. Therefore no other pulses 
can build up.  
 

 
 
Figure 2.3.12 Simulated output power of the 20 GHz symmetric RMLL in dB scale as 
function of time for one selected roundtrip, τSA = 15ps. Depicted are the results for 3 
different amplifier currents. 
 

2.3.3 Simulation of an asymmetric RMLL 
The next laser design studied, is asymmetric for the two counter-propagating 

pulses, is plotted in Figure 2.3.13. When two counter-propagating pulses are in the 
cavity, they meet in the SA and in the passive waveguide at the right-hand side of the 
coupler. The CCW pulse enters the SOA which has just been depleted by the CW 
pulse. Such a design is intended to investigate the possibility of having an integrated 
RMLL operating in a unidirectional regime since there is a roundtrip gain difference 
expected for the pulses in the two directions. It is of interest to achieve unidirectional 
operation without the use of an optical isolator which is not available for integration at 
the moment. The SA is positioned at the side of the amplifier. A 16 µm long 
(8 segments) section isolates the SA from the amplifier. The length of the SA is the 
same as the symmetric device studied in Section 2.3.2: 22 µm (11 segments).The 
simulation results show that depending on the driving conditions of the RMLL, the 
laser can have two counter-propagating pulses with different intensities or operates in 
a near-unidirectional regime.  
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Figure 2.3.13 Design of an asymmetric 20 GHz modelocked ring laser on an active-
passive wafer. The active region is 1000 µm long, at the side is a 22 µm long SA. The 
single isolation section is 16 µm long. 
 

As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, it is possible to simulate the self-starting of the 
laser. The result of the two simulated output powers of the laser as a function of time 
is plotted in Figure 2.3.14. Here the time axis has been shifted for one of the output 
signals such that when two pulses in the two plotted output channels coincide, the 
two pulses traveling inside the laser cavity overlap in the SA. In this example, the 
RMLL supports two counter-propagating pulses in the cavity. The long time scale 
modulation of the CW and CCW output powers is similar to the one in the symmetric 
case that has been presented in Figure 2.3.3. However in the asymmetric case the 
building up of the pulses is different. First, it can be seen that the CW output power is 
more powerful than the CCW one. Then, the CW pulse builds-up in the same way as 
the pulses in the symmetric design, but not the CCW pulse. The initial “coarse” CCW 
pulse is not synchronized in the SA with the CW pulse. As the CW pulse is more 
powerful, it suppresses the CCW pulse, but a second CCW pulse builds-up that 
overlaps with the CW pulse in the SA. At the end, the laser has two counter-
propagating pulses with different intensities. 
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Figure 2.3.14 Simulated output power (CW and CCW) of the laser as a function of time. 
The time reference is the SA. In the CCW direction a pulse builds-up that is 
synchronized to the CW pulse, both pulses meet in the SA. (I = 65 mA τSA = 11 ps) 
 

Simulations of the asymmetric RMLL have been performed for different 
amplifier current values and SA carrier lifetimes. As with the calculations on the 
symmetric design, in order to save computer time, two 2 ps pulses with a null phase 
have been injected into the cavity to start the laser. Pulses have the same intensity and 
are synchronized to meet in the SA. For this design, the lasing threshold is 55 mA. 
The first general observation is that, this configuration is much less stable than the 
symmetric design. The instability originates directly from the competition between the 
CW and the CCW modes. It is suspected that there is also a numerical stability issue in 
the model for calculations over periode longer than 5 ns. Part of the instability 
observed in the laser simulation can be attributed to the numerical discretization of 
the signals which is turns out to be more critical with different counter-propagating 
pulses. In particular the saturable absorber might require more than the 11 segments 
currently used. Amplifier current and SA carrier lifetime settings that gave rise to 
states which showed stable behavior over 5 ns have been analyzed further. These 
operating points are presented in Figure 2.3.15. For operating points where two 
counter-propagating pulses are supported, the ratio in peak power and the pulse 
widths for the two directions are indicated. 

Different modes of operation can clearly be seen. Like the symmetric device 
simulated in Section 2.3.2, the pulse widths of the counter-propagating pulses increase 
with the current in the amplifier and decrease with τSA. The chirp of the pulses stays 
limited due to the integrated extended cavity. At high current injection ( > 70mA) and 
all simulated carrier lifetime values the laser is in a Q-switching regime (non linear 
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dynamics of high dimension), just as the symmetric device. For a relatively short SA 
carrier lifetime (< 9 ps) and a current in the amplifier which is not too high (<65 mA), 
the laser produces short pulses modulated in intensity. The modulation depth of the 
envelope is indicated as a percentage in Figure 2.3.15. This modulation increases at 
higher amplifier current and at lower SA carrier lifetime. 
 

 
 
Figure 2.3.15 Different regimes of the asymmetric 20 GHz RMLL as function of 
amplifier current and SA carrier lifetime. If the laser is modelocked the ratio between 
the CW and CCW pulses is mentioned with the pulses width. 
 

The most stable states are indicated as the light grey areas in Figure 2.3.15. 
From the location of these areas the conclusion can be drawn that the SA carrier 
lifetime (τSA) is the most important parameter to control the asymmetry between the 
CW and CCW output pulses.  

At low τSA (<9 ps) the laser operates in a near-unidirectional regime as shown in 
Figure 2.3.16. The resulting pulses are plotted in Figure 2.3.17 for I = 60 mA τSA = 8 
ps. The CW pulse has a peak power of 95 mW and a width of 0.95 ps. The down 
chirp is 60 GHz, but with a plateau near the maximum intensity. The CCW pulse has 
less than 5% of the energy of the CW pulse. 

For 9 ps < τSA < 13 ps, two pulses with different intensities and pulse widths 
can be supported by the laser. Examples of counter-propagating pulses are plotted in 
Figure 2.3.18 for I = 67.5 mA and τSA = 11 ps. The CW pulse is more intense and 
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wider than the CCW one. The CW pulse has a peak power of 120 mW and a width of 
1.45 ps when the CW pulse has a peak power of 45 mW and a width of 0.95 ps. 

For τSA > 13 ps the two counter-propagating pulses can have almost the same 
peak power but the CCW pulse width is slightly narrower. The energy balance 
between the CW and the CCW regimes is not really constant. A modulation with a 
period larger than 4 ns is commonly observed from the simulation. 
 

 
 
Figure 2.3.16 Simulated output power of the asymmetric 20 GHz RMLL as a function 
of time. After 8 ns, the laser is quasi unidirectional (CW). I = 60 mA τSA = 8 ps. 
 

 
 
Figure 2.3.17 Simulated CW and CCW output pulses of the asymmetric 20 GHz RMLL 
when the laser is quasi unidirectional. I = 60 mA τSA = 8 ps. 
CW: Peak power = 95mW, width = 0.95 ps, down chirp = 60GHz (nonlinear)  
CCW: Peak power = 6 mW, width = 0.75 ps, down chirp = 30GHz ( nearly linear) 
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Figure 2.3.18 Simulated CW and CCW output pulses of the asymmetric 20 GHz RMLL 
I = 67.5 mA τSA = 11 ps. 
CW: Peak power = 120mW, width = 1.45 ps, down chirp = 50GHz (nonlinear)  
CCW: Peak power = 45 mW, width = 0.95 ps, down chirp = 50GHz (nearly linear) 
 

A regime which was not perfectly stable in the symmetric regime is however 
more stable in the asymmetric case. The region is indicated in dark grey areas in Figure 
2.3.15, it is for τSA = 5 ps and 65 mA < I < 70 mA. At the same settings, the 
symmetric laser produces pulses heavily modulated in intensity. The asymmetric 
simulations show pulses of different intensities and pulses width with a modulation in 
peak power <15%. The CW and CCW time series over 14 ns are shown in Figure 
2.3.19. The CW and CCW pulses are plotted in Figure 2.3.20. The CW pulse has a 
peak power of 115 mW and a width of 1.35 ps and the CW pulse has a peak power of 
65 mW and a width of 0.8 ps.  
 

 
 
Figure 2.3.19 Simulated output power of the asymmetric 20 GHz RMLL as a function 
of time. I = 67.5 mA τSA = 5 ps. 
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Figure 2.3.20 Simulated CW and CCW output pulses of the asymmetric 20 GHz 
RMLL when the laser support two pulses for I = 67.5 mA τSA = 5 ps. 
CW: Peak power = 120mW, width = 1.35 ps, down chirp = 50GHz (nonlinear)  
CCW: Peak power = 45 mW, width = 0.8 ps, down chirp = 50GHz (nearly linear) 
 

A second asymmetric design has been studied. It is plotted in Figure 2.3.21. 
Two active regions are used: a long one for the amplifier which is 1000 µm long (2000 
segments) and a short one for the SA 26 µm (13 segments). No isolation section is 
needed. This configuration is very similar to the previous one mentioned. Indeed, the 
counter-propagating pulses meet in the SA which is now “far” from the amplifier. 
Consequently the pulses then also meet at the right-hand side of the amplifier, just as 
in the design presented previously. The CCW has depleted the amplifier just before 
the CW pulse enters. Also here it was found that the SA carrier lifetime controls the 
asymmetry between the CW and CCW output pulses. The pulse widths (CW and 
CCW) increase with the current in the amplifier and decrease with τSA. 

 

 
 
Figure 2.3.21 Design of a symmetric 20 GHz modelocked ring laser on an active 
passive wafer. The active region is 1000µm long the SA is 26 µm long.  
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2.3.4 Conclusion 
A time domain bi-directional model for ring modelocked laser has been 

presented in the previous section. The model includes nonlinear effects and a 
logarithmic gain-carrier relation. The optical bandwidth of the system is controlled by 
a digital filter. The model has been used to simulate two types of RMLLs (symmetric 
and asymmetric). Simulation results show that a symmetrical cavity is better for stable 
modelocking. In that configuration, transitions from the modelocked state of the laser 
to other operating regimes have been explored with the model. The pulse width 
increases with the current in the amplifier and decreases with SA carrier lifetime. The 
20 GHz design that was simulated contains long passive waveguides, which limits the 
amount of self phase modulation in the amplifiers, thus the pulses are not highly 
chirped. An asymmetric design has been proposed in order to investigate the 
possibility of having an integrated RMLL operating in a unidirectional regime. The 
simulation results of the asymmetric RMLL show that a modelocking regime is more 
difficult to achieve, however depending on the amount of absorption in the SA in the 
cavity, the laser can operate with two counter-propagating pulses with significantly 
different peak intensities. 
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Chapter 3  
Fabrication technology and 

material characterization 

3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the fabrication technology and the material used to realize the 

modelocked lasers (MLL) are presented. The objective in this project is to realize 
MLLs using active-passive integration technology. Using the active-passive integration 
technology many different type of devices can be fabricated and integrated on a single 
chip [ 1 ]. The two principal categories of components are those using passive 
waveguides and those using Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOAs). The 
integration technique is a so-called “butt-joint coupling” technique in which the index 
guiding structure for the passive and active components, is at the same height on the 
chip. The quality of the transition between the active and the passive waveguide 
structure, the butt-joint, is essential for modelocked lasers. This will be explained in 
Chapter 5. Therefore special efforts have been made to characterize the optical losses 
and reflections at the butt-joint and to minimize them. SOA characteristics such as the 
gain and the transparency carrier density have been characterized in order to be able 
to design and simulate modelocked lasers. The butt-joint coupling technique for 
active-passive integration has been chosen at the institute since it offers maximum 
flexibility for the design, i.e. layer composition, layer thicknesses and doping 
concentrations. This allows, for instance, to re-grow a passive film without doping in 
the index guiding layers. Therefore much lower losses in passive waveguides can be 
achieved than by using Quantum Well Intermixing (QWI) [2], Selective Area Growth 
(SAG) [3] or multiple vertical waveguide structure technique using evanescent field 
coupling [ 4 ].With this last technique mentioned, large coupling lengths (several 
hundred microns) are required which makes that devices will be larger than with the 
other techniques. Two types of passive waveguides can be fabricated on the chip. The 
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waveguides can have either a low horizontal index contrast or a high horizontal index 
contrast. The low index contrast waveguides are used for low loss (1 to 2 dB/cm) 
waveguides but these can only be used for bends with large radii (> 500 µm). High 
index contrast waveguides have higher propagation losses (2 to 4 dB/cm) but can be 
used for curved waveguides with small radii (<100 µm). The higher loss is often offset 
by the reduction in length that can be achieved and it leads to more compact devices 
(see Chapter 4). In the MLL realized with active-passive integration the two types of 
passive waveguides are used to obtain a short ring cavity to achieve repetition rates of 
over 20 GHz. 

The layerstack in the active/passive integration technology used is such that an 
electrical contact can be placed on a passive waveguide to create an electro-optic 
phase shifter. Thus other components such as an electro-optic Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer switch or a fast tunable arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) can be 
combined with the MLL. Although this is not discussed further in this thesis, the 
MLL designs can e.g. be extended by the insertion of passive phase tuning sections in 
the laser cavity [5]. In principle the active-passive platform of COBRA can also 
integrate polarization components [6] and spot-size converters [7] but it requires 
others fabrication steps which are not presented in this thesis.  

In the following section (3.2) the fabrication of an active-passive wafer and the 
complete processing of a chip are described. It will be presented that the butt-joint 
coupling design used gives rise to small reflections (~-40 dB) at the interface. Those 
small reflections are an issue for modelocked lasers and needed to be reduced. In 
Section 3.3 a method to characterize the butt-joint reflections [8] is presented. The 
method is based on the analysis of sub-threshold Amplified Spontaneous Emission 
(ASE) spectrum. The small reflections at the intra-cavity active-passive interfaces 
modify the spectrum of the modes in the sub-threshold output of the laser. By fitting 
the calculated sub-threshold mode structure to the recorded data, values of the 
reflectivities are extracted. It will be shown experimentally that those butt-joint 
reflections can be below -50 dB by crossing the interface with a waveguide under an 
angle [ 9 ]. A reflectivity of -50 dB is a minimum value required for good laser 
operation [10].The work presented in Section 3.3 has been published in [8] and [9]. In 
Section 3.4, the main characteristics of the SOA for CW amplification have been 
extracted to be used in our simulation model described in Chapter 2. The gain of the 
SOA has been measured accurately using an ultra high resolution (20 MHz) Optical 
Spectrometer Analyzer (OSA). The net gain curves obtained demonstrate the 
necessity of using the logarithmic relation between gain and carriers [ 11 ]. The 
differential gain parameter in the gain relation has been determined using measured 
transparency carrier density values for each wavelength and different temperature. 
Section (3.4) is founded on the results published in [12].  
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3.2 Active-Passive wafer fabrication and complete chip 
processing. 

3.2.1 Fabrication of active-passive wafers 
Two extensive studies of the integration on the same wafer of optical amplifiers, 

passive waveguide devices and electro-optic phase modulators are available in the 
thesis of Ronald Broeke [13, Chapter 4] for devices on an n-type InP substrate and in 
the thesis of Jan Hendrik den Besten [14, Chapter 3] for devices on a semi-insulating 
substrate. They have discussed the choice of the layerstack for each type of substrate 
as well as the decisions regarding trade-offs that have to be made in the integration 
process for the InGaAsP/InP material system. In all devices presented in this thesis n-
type substrate material was used. Devices have been realized in all-active as well as 
active-passive material, including the first devices using active-passive material 
fabricated at COBRA. In this section the fabrication of active-passive wafers fully 
realized at COBRA is presented. 

The semiconductor layers are grown by Metal-Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxy 
(MOVPE) with all metal-organic precursors. The fabrication of an active-passive 
wafer requires three epitaxial growth steps and an etching step (Figure 3.2.1). In the 
first epitaxy step, the layers of the active layer stack are grown up to the first doped 
200 nm thick InP layer (Figure 3.2.1.a). Mesa blocks are then defined by 
photolithography using a 100 nm SiNx layer as etching mask. The latest mask 
designed of active blocks is shown in Figure 3.2.2. The mesa blocks (stripes) are 30 
µm wide and the centers of the blocks are separated by 250 µm. Block lengths vary 
from 20 to 2000 µm and can be used to produce amplifiers, detectors or absorbers. 
The areas that are to be regrown with a passive layer structure are etched wet 
chemically down to 30 nm below the active layer, thus 530 nm is etched (Figure 
3.2.1.b). Then undoped λ = 1250 nm InGaAsP and InP layers are regrown by 
selective area regrowth in the MOVPE using the same SiNx mask (Figure 3.2.1.c). An 
overhang below the SiNx mask prevents the lateral overgrowth at the butt-joint. A 
SEM picture of the overhang is shown in Figure 3.2.3. The thicknesses of both 
regrowth layers are matched to the original thicknesses at the butt-joint. Then the 
SiNx mask is removed and finally a p-doped top cladding layer and contacting layer 
are grown as shown in figure 1d. The quality achieved can be directly seen from the 
SEM picture depicted in Figure 3.2.4. 
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Figure 3.2.1 Process flow of the fabrication of the active-passive wafer 
 

 
 
Figure 3.2.2 Mask of the active blocks of active-passive wafers. The width of the blocks 
is 30µm and their lengths vary from 20 to 2000 µm. The centers of the blocks are 
separated by 250 µm. 
 

 
 
Figure 3.2.3 SEM picture of the overhang created after the wet etch in order to limit the 
overgrowth. 
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Figure 3.2.4 SEM picture of an active-passive but-joint after a stain etch to obtain 
contrast between the different materials. The sample is cleaved near the edge of the 
quarter wafer, better butt-joints are expected near the centre of the chip . 

3.2.2 Complete chip processing 
In this section, the complete processing of an active-passive chip is presented. 

The chip has up to 6 types of waveguides. Five types are shown in Figure 3.2.5 and 
Figure 3.2.6; from left to right: shallowly etched SOA, shallowly etched isolation 
between SOA, shallowly etched phase shifter, shallowly etched passive waveguide, and 
high contrast deeply etched waveguide. The phase shifter is a contacted shallowly 
etched passive waveguide [13,14]. For the isolation of phase shifters, the top cladding 
of passive waveguides is removed in the same way as the isolation of SOAs, which 
creates the sixth type of waveguide. The InGaAs layer from the passive waveguides is 
removed to reduce the losses [13,14].  

 

 
 
Figure 3.2.5 Sketch of the 5 types of waveguides after fabrication on an active-passive 
wafer. From left to right: shallowly etched SOA, shallowly etched isolation between 
SOA, shallowly etched phase shifter, shallowly etched passive waveguide, and high 
contrast deeply etched waveguide. The fabrication requires four RIE steps as 
indicated.  
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The full processing requires four masks. The different steps are shown in 12 
steps (Figure 3.2.6) and are the following: 

a) Deposition of a 70 nm SiNx layer using PECVD and definition of a masking 
for all the waveguides. A layer of positive photoresist (HPR-504) is spun on 
top of the SiNx layer, thus the waveguide layout can be defined in the 
photoresist by photolithography using the first mask. The patterns are 
transferred to the SiNx by dry etching the SiNx in a CHF3 RIE process. 

b) The deep areas are defined by photolithography (2nd mask) with thin negative 
photoresist (MaN 415). A 100 nm of Ti is evaporated. The shallow regions 
are covered by the Ti layer only and the deep areas are also protected by the 
negative photoresist under the Ti. The Ti layer on top of the photoresist is 
removed from the deep areas by lift-off process. 

c) The deeply etched waveguides are partly etched in the RIE (RIE1), using an 
optimized CH4/H2 process alternated by an O2-descum process. The etch 
depth corresponds to the difference between shallowly and deeply etched 
waveguides (~600 nm). 

d) The Ti mask is removed wet chemically (chemistry) after which all the 
waveguides are partly etched in the RIE (RIE2). The etch depth corresponds 
to the difference that is required at the end of all etching between the top of 
the isolation waveguides and the floor of the shallow areas (~500 nm). 

e) The SiNx mask is removed from the isolation waveguides. It is removed wet 
chemically (HF solution) by covering the other waveguides (3rd mask) with 
thick negative photoresist (MaN 440). 

f) All the waveguides are partly etched in the RIE (RIE3). The etch depth 
corresponds to the difference that is required at the end of all etching 
between the top of the passive waveguides and the top of the isolating 
waveguides. (~1000 nm) 

g) The SiNx mask is removed from the passive waveguides. It is removed wet 
chemically (HF solution) using the mask for the metallization. It does not 
cover the isolation waveguide but it is not a problem.  

h) All the waveguides are etched in a final step in the RIE (RIE4). The etch 
depth corresponds to the thickness of the contact layer plus a margin 
(~200 nm). If all the etch steps went as set, the shallow waveguide etch is 
100nm into the film and the deeply etched waveguide etch is 100 below the 
film. 

i) The chip is planarized by spinning 5 layers of polyimide which is cured up to 
325°C.  

j) The polyimide is etched back in a controlled CHF3/O2 process until the 
contacts are open.  

k) The metal pads are defined by photolithography using thick negative resist. 
20 nm of the contact layer is etched (with 10 times diluted Q-etch) in order to 
clean the surface. A first metallization is performed by evaporation and lift-
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off (Ti 60 nm / Pt 80 nm /Au 400 nm). In order to have a better current 
distribution along SOAs a second metallization by evaporation with only gold 
(500 nm) is applied. 

l) The backside metallization is done by evaporation. (Ti 60 nm / Pt 80 nm 
/ Au 400 nm). The chip is then annealed at 325°C for 25 s twice (top side and 
bottom side) and finally cleaved. Some designs require HR or AR coating 
which is done by a commercial contractor. 

The final result of the fabrication of a shallowly etched SOA, a shallowly etched 
passive waveguide, and a high contrast deeply etched waveguide can be seen on the 
SEM pictures of Figure 3.2.7. 
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d) e) f) 

 

 

 
g) h) i) 

 

 
 

 
j) k) l) 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3.2.6 Illustration of the process steps in the fabrication of active-passive chips 
on n-type substrate. 
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Figure 3.2.7 SEM pictures of a shallowly etched SOA (cross section), a shallowly 
etched passive waveguide (after a stain etch), and a high contrast deeply etched 
waveguide (after a stain etch). 
 

The process scheme of has been developed for the realization of the devices 
presented in Chapter 6. The chips presented in this thesis are of different types: 
double-etch passive chip, double-etch all-active chip and double-etch active-passive 
chip with phase shifters. As explained in details below, the different chips do not 
always requires all the steps presented in Figure 3.2.6 or have been fabricated with an 
older process scheme. 

The double-etch passive Arrayed Waveguide Grating (AWG) presented in 
Section 4.2 does not require any isolation and metallization. The fabrication of that 
chip stops at step d) and the last etching step corresponds to the depth of the 
shallowly etch waveguide. Furthermore for the fabrication of the AWG, the masking 
of the shallow areas (step b) was with positive photoresist. Masking with Ti has been 
introduced in our technology scheme afterwards to reduce waveguide sidewall 
roughness of the deeply etched waveguides.  

The all-active chips that are presented in Sections 4.3, 5.2 and 5.3 have been 
fabricated following a similar process scheme than the one presented in Figure 3.2.6. 
However, as there is no passive waveguide, the step g) is skipped (this step is the 
contact removal of the passive waveguide). Since the all-active chips have deeply and 
shallowly etched SOA’s, the second masking (step b) is necessary. A picture of a 
complete all-active chip realized is shown in Figure 3.2.8.a.  

The modelocked ring laser presented in Section 5.5 was on an active-passive 
chip with many other devices and using wafer material fabricated at JDSU. The 
picture of the complete realized chip is shown in Figure 3.2.8.b. The chip has been 
processed using an older processing scheme. The masking of the shallow areas (step 
b) was with positive photoresist and the metallization was not self-aligned. The 
metallization was done, by first passivating the chip with a 350 nm SiNx layer, then 
opening the contacts with a special mask and finally sputtering the same metal layers 
as in step k). More details are available in [13]. 
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a) 

  
b) 

 
 
Figure 3.2.8 Photographs of an all active chip (a) and of an active passive chip (b). The 
shiny elements are metals contacts.  
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3.3 Measurement of Active-Passive butt-joint loss and 
reflections 

3.3.1 Introduction 
Low butt-joint loss and low butt-joint reflection values on active-passive 

interfaces are essential in Photonic Integrated Circuits (PIC). This is particularly so for 
lasers, where reflections down to –50 dB affect their operation [10] and lead to a 
modification of the structure in the output spectrum. Modelocked lasers for instance 
are very sensitive to any intra-cavity reflections as e.g. described in Chapter 5 and in 
[15]. Also, the noise properties of the output of a laser improve with lower roundtrip 
cavity loss [16], consequently the lowest butt-joint loss is preferable for good noise 
performance and efficiency. For the development of the technology, measurements of 
small reflectivity values on butt-joint active-passive interfaces are needed. 
Measurement of reflectivity based on the Hakki-Paoli method has been reported in 
simple two mirror cavities [17]. But in case of butt-joint reflectivity measurements 
inside a cavity, a full analysis of the sub-threshold optical spectrum is required. In this 
chapter, we present a method and measurement results of the reflectivity of butt-joint 
active-passive interfaces. First the method has been developed on a series of extended 
cavity Fabry-Pérot lasers on active-passive wafers from JDS-Uniphase [18]. Good 
values of –40 dB have been measured. We have obtained at the institute 0.19 dB loss 
per passive-passive butt-joint interface in single mode waveguides and reflection 
values < –50 dB at active-passive butt-joint interfaces in similar extended cavity 
Fabry-Pérot lasers. 

3.3.2 Butt-joint loss of COBRA passive-passive wafer. 
In the development of our active-passive integration technology, the loss due to 

the geometry and quality of the regrown material at the butt-joints was evaluated in 
passive-passive structures. In these tests first a passive layerstack is grown and 
selective areas are etched and regrown following the same process as for active-
passive integration described in Section 3.2.1. A SEM picture of passive-passive butt-
joint is plotted in Figure 3.3.1 after stain-etch to highlight the different material 
composition. The picture is taken from a sample at the edge of the chip, better butt-
joint are expected for devices. Interface losses were then determined by comparing 
losses in: a) waveguides etched in first growth material, b) waveguides etched in 
regrown material and c) waveguides with butt-joints (crossing alternatively first-
growth and regrown areas). The design of the test structures is plotted in Figure 3.3.2. 
Having determined the losses from first-growth waveguides and regrown waveguides 
accurately, the butt-joint loss per interface can be extracted. 
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Figure 3.3.1 SEM picture of a passive-passive but-joint after stain-etch to obtain 
contrast between the different materials. The picture is taken at the edge of the chip, 
better butt-joints are expected near the centre of the chip. 
 

 
 
Figure 3.3.2 Structures used from the butt-joint loss measurements. 

All waveguide losses were measured using the Fabry-Pérot technique [19]. The 
shallowly etched waveguides are 2 µm wide. 20 waveguides of each type have been 
measured. The average optical losses for first-growth waveguides are 2.64 dB/cm with 
a variation of ± 0.05 dB. The average optical losses for regrown waveguides are 
2.72 dB/cm with a variation of ± 0.2dB. The increase of losses in the regrown 
waveguides is less than 0.1 dB. 22 waveguides each with four or eight butt-joints have 
been measured. The losses per interface were found to lie between 0.1 and 0.25 dB 
with an average value of 0.19 dB. These results show that butt-joints of high quality 
are obtained. 

3.3.3 Butt-joint reflection measurement method 
The method is based on the analysis of sub-threshold spectra of lasers with 

intra-cavity reflections. These spectra show a series of resonances at a regular spacing 
(Free Spectral Range of the total cavity). The intra-cavity reflections create a number 
of periodic modulations of the intensity of the resonances peaks. The modulation 
depth is directly related to the reflectivity of the interfaces. The frequency of a 
modulation is inversely proportional to the distances between the reflection points. 
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Both frequencies and modulation depths are easily observed in the Fourier transform 
of the spectrum [20]. By fitting a simulated sub-threshold spectrum to the recorded 
data, values of the reflectivities have been extracted. 

A series of integrated Extended Cavity Lasers (ECL) has been produced. These 
lasers consist of a Semiconductor Optical Amplifier (SOA) waveguide connected to 
two passive waveguides terminated by cleaved mirrors. Each device has a different 
length of SOA (Figure 3.3.3). Details of the fabrication are given in [13]. The small 
reflections at the two intra-cavity active-passive interfaces modify the mode structure. 
A typical transformed spectrum is plotted in Figure 3.3.4, where the time axis has 
been translated into physical distance. Analyzing this graph, the highest peak 
corresponds to the longitudinal mode of the total cavity (3.736 mm). Other peaks 
belong to the intra-cavities formed by the two passive waveguides. Only cavities 
containing at least one cleaved facet are observed; the possible cavity formed by the 
SOA alone (L2) is not visible. 

 

 
 
Figure 3.3.3 Picture of part of the chip with the series of extended cavity lasers. A probe 
is visible that supplies current to one of the SOAs. 
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Figure 3.3.4 Fourier transform of a 12nm span ECL spectrum, Isoa = 76.5mA and 
Lsoa = 1500µm 
 

 
Figure 3.3.5 Schematic representation of an ECL in the model with definition of 
normalized fields and power reflectivity coefficients. 
 

3.3.4 Modeling of the sub-threshold spectrum 
The modeling of the sub-threshold spectrum is explained using the scheme in 

Figure 3.3.5. We model the generation of the ASE from the SOA by introducing a low 
reflectivity beam splitter (T = 1-10-7) that couples light into the cavity from an external 
monochromatic source. The propagation of the field through WG 1, amplifier and 
WG 2 and back is calculated using a transmission matrix TTotal. The field Eout from the 
left cleaved facet can then be calculated for a range of wavelengths of the injected 
light: 
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Rf represents the power reflectivity at the cleaved mirrors (Rf = 0.34). The 
T-matrix Ttotal used is: 

 1 1 1 2 2 2Total WG Int Loss Refl SOA Refl Int Loss WG Refl FT T T T T T T T T= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅_ _ _  3.2 

where TWG1 and TWG2 describe the passive waveguide sections, TSOA the 
amplifier, TInt_Loss1 and TInt_Loss2 the interface losses, TRefl1 and TRefl2 the interface 
reflections and TRefl_F the facet reflection. 
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3.6 

 

In our model the wavelength dependence of the gain in the SOA G(λ) and the 
intensity of the spontaneous emission E0(λ) have been successfully fitted to the same 
Gaussian shape. Att is the loss in the passive waveguides. NgWG and NgSOA are the 
wavelength dependent group indexes. Dispersion in the different waveguides needed 
to be included to obtain agreement with the experiment. 
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The dispersion is assumed to be equal for the active and passive waveguides 
(N1). The constant difference C between the group index of the active and passive 
waveguide has been measured separately by measuring the laser mode frequencies 
with a high resolution multi-wavelength meter (ANDO AQ6141). The optical 
spectrum analyzer (OSA) used for these measurements (ANDO AQ6315A) was 
limited in resolution. A high resolution OSA (APEX AP2041A) became available after 
those measurements with a 20 MHz resolution (0.16 pm) as mentioned in Section 
3.3.7. 
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Passive losses of 4 dB/cm and a 0.2 dB butt-joint loss have been measured on 
passive regrown structures. The line width of the OSA has been determined using a 
single-mode 500 kHz line width CW laser. The line width of the OSA fitted well to a 
Gaussian function with a bandwidth of 0.07 nm FWHM. The effect of the finite 
bandwidth of the OSA is illustrated in Figure 3.3.6. Here the Fourier transforms (FT) 
are given of 1) a theoretical spectrum not including the effect of the OSA broadening 
2) the same spectrum including the broadening and 3) the spectrum of the OSA 
transmission function. The intensities of the intra-cavity peaks are reduced by the 
instrumental broadening. The two peaks corresponding to the passive waveguides (L1 
and L3) are not strongly affected. However the peak for the total cavity is attenuated 
by a factor 5.5. The amplitude of this peak serves as the reference for the relative 
normalisation of the FT of the theoretical spectrum to the FT of the experimental one. 
This normalisation is required to obtain the reflection values from the peaks in the 
transformed experimental spectrum. Therefore knowledge of the exact line width of 
the OSA is essential.  
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Figure 3.3.6 Effect of the finite bandwidth of the OSA on the Fourier transform of the 
optical spectrum. 
 

The theoretical spectrum is fitted to the recorded data as follows. First it is 
broadened to simulate the finite bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer (0.07 nm). Then 
the coefficients of the group index are adjusted to fit the position of the modes along 
the spectrum. Adjusting the gain of the amplifier and its wavelength dependency 
reproduces the coarse shape of the spectrum. Afterwards, the reflectivity parameters 
are varied to optimize the agreement between the Fourier transforms of the measured 
and theoretical spectra. Finally the cavity lengths are fitted to the original data. This 
sequence is repeated at least two times. 

3.3.5 Butt-joint reflectivity in ECLs on a JDSU active-passive wafer 
Initial measurements and fits have been performed on a series of extended 

cavity Fabry-Pérot lasers with a fixed total length fabricated of active-passive wafer 
from JDS Uniphase. A SEM picture of a cleave through an active passive butt-joint 
along the (011) plane is plotted in Figure 3.3.7. The chip was soldered on a 
temperature controlled copper mount (20°C). Light from a laser output waveguide 
was collected using a lensed fiber and led to the optical spectrum analyzer (ANDO 
AQ6315A). The spectra were recorded over a 12 nm span which is sufficient to 
resolve the reflection peaks in the Fourier transformed spectrum. To illustrate the 
quality of the fitting of the simulation Figure 3.3.8 presents the central 2 nm part of 
the experimental and simulated spectra. The positions of the modes match perfectly. 
The modulation over the modes due to the butt-joints reflections is simulated 
correctly along the spectrum. The fitting has been performed for six devices and at 
different currents. 
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Figure 3.3.7 SEM picture of an active passive butt-joint (011) plane. 
 

 
Figure 3.3.8 Central 2 nm part of a theoretical and experimental ECL sub-threshold 
spectrum (Lsoa = 1250µm Isoa = 70mA). The FSR for the total cavity is indicated. 
 

An average value of -40.5dB has been determined. The results for the different 
devices are summarized in Table 3.3.1 for each SOA. L1 and L3 are the fitted values 
obtained of the two passive waveguides, L2 is the fitted value of the SOA length. 
Measured SOA lengths and waveguides lengths (L1 and L3) were used in the model as 
initial values and fitted with an accuracy of 5 nm. For each device, values for R1 and 
R2 have the same order of magnitude. Reflection values vary from – 47 dB to – 39 dB.  
 

Table 3.3.1: Results of butt-joint reflectivity for the series of integrated 
extended cavity lasers 

LSOA 
(µm) L1 (µm) L2 (µm) L3 (µm) R1 (dB) R2 (dB) 

600 1305.30 599.95 1829.01 - 47 - 41 
700 1256.26 700.10 1777.64 - 43 - 39.5 
900 1156.96 899.95 1677.10 - 41.5 - 45 
1000 1104.83 999.99 1628.31 - 39.5 - 42 
1250 980.12 1249.90 1503.90 - 39 - 41 
1500 855.97 1500.00 1378.03 - 39 - 38 
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3.3.6 Discussion of the method 
Reflectivities down to – 40.5 dB could be measured using the ANDO 

AQ6315A. Reflectivity values could be determined over a range of SOA currents 
(approximately 1-3 mA below the lasing threshold). The extracted values fell within a 
range of 1.10-5. The determined reflectivities depend only weakly on the values used 
for the butt-joint loss or the waveguide losses. A ±0.05 dB change of the 0.2 dB butt-
joint loss or a ±0.5 dB/cm change of the 4.0 dB/cm passive waveguide losses 
modifies the resulting reflectivity values by 0.1 dB. The minimum length of the laser 
cavity is determined by the number of modes needed in the spectrum for a reliable 
analysis and its total width. The maximum device length that can be used depends on 
the resolution of the OSA (typically 0.05 nm) in order to resolve the individual modes. 
Using the same equipment, spectra from similar devices with cavity lengths between 
400 µm and 6 mm can be fitted. When a High Resolution OSA (HROSA) is used like 
the APEX AP2041A with 20 MHz resolution, these limitations are relaxed so strongly 
that in practice no limitations in device length are encountered. 

3.3.7 Minimization of butt-joint reflectivity in ECLs on a COBRA active-
passive wafer 

We have redeveloped at the institute the realization of active-passive wafers and 
we have investigated the minimization of the butt-joint reflection in a single mode 
waveguide by crossing them at varying angles with the active-passive interface [9]. A 
SEM picture of an active-passive butt-joint is plotted in Figure 3.2.4. In these 
measurements the sub-threshold laser spectra are recorded with a very high resolution 
of 0.8 pm using the APEX AP2041A OSA. In that case, the transfer function of the 
OSA does not need to be taken into account. Three series of integrated ECLs have 
been characterized. These lasers consist of a SOA waveguide connected to one or two 
passive waveguides terminated by cleaved mirrors. The waveguides are 2 µm wide. We 
have measured 9 integrated ECLs having two butt-joints and different lengths of 
amplifier sections. In this series, the waveguide crosses the active region 
perpendicularly. The average reflection is 5.10-5 ± 0.15.10-5 (– 43 dB). This value is 
close to the theoretical value simulated with FIMMWAVE (6.10-5) and 2.5 dB lower 
than the value presented in paragraph 3.3.5. 

Next, we investigated the minimization of the butt-joint reflectivity by crossing 
the interface at 6 different angles (from 5 to 15 degrees). Two designs are plotted in 
Figure 3.3.9: the waveguide is curved using adiabatic bends to avoid additional 
reflections and to cross two active-passive interfaces at 13 or 15 degrees. 24 ECLs 
with in total 32 butt-joints have been characterized. In Figure 3.3.10, reflectivity values 
are plotted versus the angle of the waveguide to the normal. An upper trend is also 
indicated. 90% of the measured reflectivities are below this line with a trend of 1 dB 
per degree.  The results clearly show that the butt-joint reflectivity is below – 50 dB 
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for angles higher than 12 degrees. We expect even lower values which, however, we 
were not able to measure values below – 53 dB with our setup. 
 

 
 
Figure 3.3.9 Design of two extended cavity lasers with crossing of the active region at 
different angles. 
 

 
 
Figure 3.3.10 Results of butt-joint reflections for different angled at the crossing of the 
active-passive interface. An upper trend is also indicated, 90% of the measured 
reflections are below this line.  
 

Figure 3.3.11 and Figure 3.3.12 depict the ASE spectra and their Fourier 
Transforms (experimental and fitted) of two ECLs with waveguide crossing angles of, 
respectively, 5 and 15 degrees. For the angle of 5 degrees, the reflection is found to 
be -43 dB. The spectrum shows a pronounced modulation which gives rise to a clearly 
identifiable peak in the FT. The FT spectra all show three small peaks (around 
0.45 mm) which are present even without input signal and which originate from the 
high resolution spectrometer. They arise from the noise, which is visible in the spectra, 
and do not affect the measurements of the reflections. For the angle of 15 degrees, the 
reflection is found to be – 53 dB. The modulations in both the emission spectrum and 
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the Fourier transform have almost completely disappeared. This confirms a reflection 
lower than - 50 dB necessary for good laser performance discussed in [10]. 
 

 
 
Figure 3.3.11 Sub-Threshold optical spectrum and its FT (measured and fitted) for an 
angle of 5° (R = - 43dB). 
 

 
 
Figure 3.3.12 Sub-Threshold optical spectrum and its FT (measured and fitted) for an 
angle of 15° (R = - 53dB). 
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3.3.8 Conclusion 
A method and measurement results have been presented for the determination 

of the reflectivity of butt-joint active-passive interfaces in a series of extended cavity 
Fabry-Pérot lasers. We observed reflection values < – 50 dB at active-passive butt-
joint interfaces in extended cavity Fabry-Pérot lasers and 0.19 dB loss at passive-
passive butt-joint interfaces. Minimization of the butt-joint reflection has been 
obtained by crossing the interface at different angles. For angles larger than 12 degrees, 
reflections lower than – 50 dB are obtained which guarantee optimum laser 
performance. 
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3.4 Gain measurements of bulk SOA 

3.4.1 Introduction 
In this section, the main characteristics of the bulk SOA for CW amplification 

have been extracted to be used in our simulation model described in Chapter 2. The 
advantages of using an ultra high resolution Optical Spectrum Analyzer are presented. 
The gain-carrier relation used has been validated and the differential gain parameter 
has been determined. The gain-carrier relation uses the results of the transparency 
carrier density values measured for each wavelength and different temperature.  

The optical gain in a semiconductor laser is an essential parameter to 
characterize fabricated lasers and to simulate their behavior. The most commonly used 
method to measure the gain in laser cavities is the so called Hakki-Paoli method [21]. 
In this method the optical gain is derived from the contrast ratio of the modulations 
in the spectrum of the Amplified Stimulated Emission (ASE) caused by the 
resonances of the laser cavity operating below threshold. The main advantage of this 
method is that no external source, wideband antireflection coating of the laser facets 
or accurate values of the coupling efficiency are required. This intensively used 
method is however sensitive to noise and its results are significantly influenced by the 
response function of the spectrometer. Cassidy was first to improve the method by 
introducing a ratio between the integral of the intensity of a mode peak and the 
minimum intensity [22]. This makes the method less sensitive to the resolution of the 
Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA) however both methods are still sensitive to the 
noise. Wang and Cassidy have recently proposed and demonstrated a method using a 
non-linear least-squares fitting of the Fabry-Pérot equation which is less sensitive to 
noise [23]. By taking into account all the data points of the spectrum, it improves the 
accuracy as compared to previous methods. However they had to introduce a 
correction to take into account the resolution of the OSA. In this paper we present 
measurements done using an ultra high resolution OSA (20 MHz ~0.16pm). Thus the 
effect of the response function of the OSA does not need to be compensated. Such 
high resolution provides a very good accuracy in the gain measurement right up to the 
threshold of the laser. Also the cavity of the lasers under investigation can be longer 
than 1mm which is the typical limit for standard grating based OSAs. This can be an 
issue with devices with low gain, such as quantum dot lasers, or lasers in larger 
integrated circuits. The high accuracy of the method has been demonstrated and has 
been combined with measurements of the optical transparency point by determining 
the optical gain spectrum and the differential gain of an InP/InGaAsP Fabry-Pérot 
laser structure as a function of injected carrier density. Results for a range of heat sink 
temperatures around room temperature are presented. These parameters will be used 
in our simulation models for lasers fabricated with identical layer stacks. 
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3.4.2 Gain measurement method 
The steady-state optical output spectrum of a Fabry-Pérot laser below 

threshold is described by the following Airy function equation [24]. 
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Where B(λ) is the total amount of spontaneous emission represented by an 
equivalent input flux, G(λ) is the single-pass modal gain, R is the laser facet reflectivity, 
L is the cavity length and Ng is the group index of the waveguide. The equation is 
rewritten and a background level is added to obtain an equation that is to be fitted to 
each mode peak in the recorded subthreshold ASE spectrum (3.10). No convolution 
with the OSA response is necessary. 
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In the equation 3.10, R·G(λ)=R·G(λpeak) + γ ( λ - λpeak ), C(λ) = B(λ)( 1 + 
R·G(λ) ) ( 1 - R ) = C (λpeak) +β ( λ - λpeak ), λpeak is the peak wavelength of the 
individual mode, BKG is the background level. We assume that the spontaneous 
emission B(λ) and the single pass gain G(λ) vary linearly with wavelength over one 
mode. Thus, the small asymmetry of the Fabry-Pérot modes due to the change of the 
gain and ASE intensity with wavelength over the fitted range of approximately one 
free spectral range of the laser cavity is taken into account. The fitting is done in a 
Matlab program using the weighted non-linear least-squares fitting function lsqnonlin 
from the optimization toolbox. First a scan over the measured spectra is performed to 
extract starting values for λpeak and BKG. Since the spectrometer also provides 
accurate frequency/wavelengths differences between the mode peak positions, the 
group index Ng(λ) is calculated on the different λpeak by using this formula: 
Ng( (λpeak

i+1+ λpeak
i) / 2 ) = (λpeak

i+1+ λpeak
i)² / (8·( λpeak

i+1 – λpeak
i)·L). The group index 

as a function of wavelength is then fitted over the total spectral range using the 
Cauchy formalism: Ng(λ) = N0 + N1 / λ². The fitting parameters in the airy function 
are therefore C, R·G, β, γ, BKG and λpeak. The weights used for the data points are 
defined in equation (3.11).  
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I(λ) is the measured signal intensity and σBKG the standard deviation of the 
background signal is determined from areas in spectrum with a very low signal 
intensity. The weight is one over the sum of the square root of the signals errors 
square [25]. The parameter ε is chosen in order to minimize the residue of the fit. 
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Tests have been performed for different spectrum intensities and InP based lasers. 
Results show that a clear reduction of the residue of the fit is obtained for low 
intensity signal ε = 0.15 ± 0.02. The effect of ε is minor for signal closer to the 
threshold. 

3.4.3 Gain curve measurements 
The measurements were performed on a Fabry-Pérot InP/InGaAsP ridge 

waveguide laser on an InGaAsP chip that was fixed onto a temperature controlled 
copper mount. The laser output is coupled into a lensed fiber and led through an 
optical isolator to the high resolution OSA (APEX AP2041A). The OSA is based on a 
heterodyne receiver principle using a single mode tunable laser as a local oscillator 
which enables the achievement of a resolution of 0.16 pm (20 MHz) and a wavelength 
accuracy of ± 3 pm. The spectra were recorded in sections of 5 nm (20.000 points 
each) in order to have the full resolution available over the full wavelength range of 
interest. The measurement of one section takes less than 5 seconds. All the 
measurements were performed below the lasing threshold. No polarizer has been 
required as the polarization has been measured to be TE (30 dB polarizer extinction). 

 

 
 
Figure 3.4.1 Typical example of a recorded subthreshold spectrum of a Fabry-Perot 
laser on a full span range. T=16°C I=89mA. 

The laser layer stack consists of a 120 nm thick λ = 1.5 µm bulk InGaAsP layer 
between two 190 nm thick λ = 1.25 µm InGaAsP layers. The structure is clad by a 
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1500 nm thick p-InP layer with gradual doping levels and a 50 nm p-InGaAs contact 
layer. The cavity is 1985 µm long (± 1 µm) and the waveguide is 2 µm wide. The 
threshold is around 92 mA at 16°C and around 113 mA at 28°C. As can be seen in 
Figure 3.4.1 the cavity modes are very well resolved in this typical ASE spectrum. The 
result of a typical fit over three modes is presented in 

Figure 3.4.2. The spectrometer fully resolves the modes which are fitted with an 
appropriate weighting of the data. Once all the modes in the spectra are fitted, the 
R·G products can be plotted versus the wavelength for each injected current value. 
Results for T= 16°C and T=28°C are plotted in Figure 3.4.3 a) and b). The typical 
gain shape is observed [26]. Very few observed modes did not lead to a good fit 
(<1% ). This happened when an excess of noise is detected during the measurement. 
Those points are removed from further calculations on the gain curves. The gain peak 
shifts over 8.0 nm from 16°C to 28°C. The gain peak wavelength shifts to the smaller 
values with an increase in carrier density as expected. The temperature appears to have 
an effect on the shape of the gain spectrum on the short wavelength side. To bring 
out the difference in bandwidth observed at the two temperatures, the gain spectra 
recorded at 16°C and 28°C are combined in Figure 3.4.1. The gain spectra have been 
averaged over 1 nm (~6 modes) to reduce the noise. The gain maxima of the data at 
the two temperatures have been overlayed to illustrate that the bandwidth increases 
slightly with temperature by about 3 nm at the FWHM. 

 

 
 
Figure 3.4.2 Measured and fitted spectra zoomed on three modes. T=16°C I=89mA. 
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Figure 3.4.3 The R·G product versus the wavelength and for different laser current for 
a) T = 16°C b) T = 28°C. The gain Very few observed modes did not lead to a good fit, 
the R·G value is close to the guess value 0.7 chosen. 
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3.4.4 Discussion of the method 
Measurements of the gain curves using the high resolution spectrometer gave 

smooth curves for R·G product values higher than 0.4, below this value R·G products 
becomes inaccurate. In a spectrometer, the high resolution inexorably limits the 
sensitivity of the equipment. The sensitivity of the instrument is specified 
for - 75 dBm. However level down to - 85dBm has been measured. On the other 
hand, high quality measurements are obtained at current values very close to the lasing 
spectrum. Wang and Cassidy have reported in [23] that the quality of their fitting of 
the modes became poor in the valleys in the gain regime where R·G came close to 1. 
In order to improve the fit, they tried to change the weighting. Performing the fit to 
the logarithm of the convolution of the airy function and thereby significantly 
increasing the weight of the lower values data points, as well as including their 
instrument response function, did improve their results. However they could not 
successfully fit to values of the R·G product close to and over 0.95. We have, using 
the high resolution spectrometer, been able to fit on the experimental data R·G 
products up to 0.975 using weighting as given in equation 3.11, while maintaining an 
excellent agreement of the measured and fitted laser modes. Figure 3.4.5 shows on a 
logarithmic scale the results of the fit of 3 modes compared with the experimental 
data. The R·G product is around 0.972 for the three modes. All the measured points 
of the mode peaks are distributed well on both sides of the fitted curve. We observed 
that above the laser threshold the measured optical mode becomes wider, and can no 
longer be fitted using the Airy function as is to be expected. The extracted R·G 
products are clamped to 0.99 and the shape of the mode starts to deviate from the airy 
function [27]. This is illustrated in Figure 3.4.6 where a measured and a fitted mode 
are shown at 1 mA above threshold. 

 
 
Figure 3.4.4 R·G product for two temperature 16°C and 28°C and 3 similar R·G values. 
The spectra for T=28°C has been shifted by 8 nm to better see the changes in shape. 
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Figure 3.4.5 Measured and fitted spectra zoomed on three modes in a logarithmic 
scale. T=16°C I=90mA. The three modes are very well fitted. 
 

 
 
Figure 3.4.6 Measured and fitted spectra zoomed on a single mode in a logarithmic 
scale. T=28°C I=114 mA. This is 1 mA above threshold; the Airy function is not valid 
anymore. 
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3.4.5 Differential gain measurement 
 From the previously measured gain curves, the differential gain could be 

extracted. To improve the accuracy of the extracted differential gain per carrier, the 
gain curves have been smoothed over 6 modes (~ 1.0 nm). The net modal gain (gnet) 
per meter for each wavelength was then calculated using equation (3.12). This net gain 
is equal to the material gain gm times the confinement factor Γ minus the total optical 
losses of the cavity αloss which are comprised of the free carrier absorption within the 
active region and losses due to scattering. 
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To determine the differential gain a relation between the injected current and 
the carrier density is required. Below the laser threshold N can be extracted from the 
simplified rate equation (3.13). 
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Here τ is the carrier lifetime, B is the bimolecular recombination coefficient, C 
is the Auger recombination coefficient, I is the injected current, q is the charge of the 
electron, SActiveLayer  is the cross-section surface of the active layer of the SOA and L is 
the length of the laser cavity. All the values of the parameters used are listed in Table 
3.4.1. 
 

Table 3.4.1: Values of the parameters used for the carrier density 
calculation. 

Parameter Description Value used 

Γ Confinement factor 0.285 

τ Carrier lifetime 600 ps 

B Bimolecular recombination 
coefficient 2.62.10-16 m3.s-1 

C Auger recombination coefficient 5.269.10-41 m6.s-1 
SActiveLayer Surface of the active region 0.12x2 µm² 

L Length of the cavity 1.85 mm 
 

A contour plot of the net optical modal gain as a function of carrier density and 
wavelength is presented in Figure 3.4.7. From this figure one can see that the net 
modal gain at one wavelength varies non-linearly with the carrier density, even over 
this small range of carrier densities. This is most pronounced at the shortest 
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wavelength in the plot. A common description for the relation between the material 
gain and the number of carriers is given below [28]. 
 

 0
0
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 3.14 

 

Here aN is the differential gain factor, N is the carrier density and N0 is the 
transparency carrier density. The carrier density at transparency needs to be known for 
each wavelength and temperature. This was done by injecting light from a tunable 
laser (Agilent 81600B) that was modulated on/off at 1 kHz. The average power 
injected into the laser was - 3 dBm. The current of the laser under test is then scanned 
and the amplitude and phase of the modulation of the voltage over the laser as a result 
of the modulated input light is recorded using a lock-in amplifier. At the transparency 
current the interaction of the input light with the gain material should be minimal and 
the amplitude of the modulation is at a minimum. A clear jump in the phase of the 
modulation is also observed at the transparency point as the interaction of the laser 
light with the gain material changes from absorption to amplification. An example of 
an amplitude and phase signal from the lock-in amplifier is presented in Figure 3.4.8. 
In this way we have measured the transparency current for 12, 20 and 28°C and for 
wavelengths between 1510 and 1590 nm. The carrier densities were calculated from 
the measured current using equation 3.13. The results are presented in Figure 3.4.9 for 
different 3 temperatures. The transparency carrier density decreases almost linearly 
with the wavelength and increases significantly with temperature (~8.4·1021·m-3 per 
degree). To obtain values of the transparency carrier densities required in the 
differential gain calculation for wavelength values in the studied range and 
temperature, the presented graphs have been interpolated. 
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Figure 3.4.7 Contour plot of the measured net optical modal gain in the laser as a 
function of carrier density and wavelength at T = 16°C. At a fixed wavelength one can 
see that the gain does not increase linearly with carrier density, especially at the shorter 
wavelengths. 
 

The discrete differential of the material gain (∂gm/∂N ) is calculated in order to 
extract aN(λ) without knowing the optical losses (equation 3.15). Once the differential 
gain factor is known one can extract the internal losses from equation 3.12. 
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Figure 3.4.8 Measured amplitude and phase of the voltage modulation at the laser, 
versus the current injection, when a modulated light from a tunable laser is injected. A 
clear transition in the phase indicates the transparency current. 
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Figure 3.4.9 Measured transparency carrier, recalculated in carrier densities, as 
function of the wavelength (at the temperatures of 12, 20 and 28°C). 
 

Figure 3.4.10 shows the results of the differential gain from two temperatures 
(16°C and 28°C). We observed that at a fixed temperature, the differential gain as well 
as the transparency carrier density, decreases linearly with the wavelength over the 
observed wavelength range. Indicated in Figure 3.4.10 are the wavelengths at which 
the device starts lasing for both temperatures which indicates the maximum modal 
gain. This graph has to be interpreted together with the transparency carrier density 
graph for different wavelength and temperatures (Figure 3.4.9). With an increase of 
temperature, the maximum modal gain shifts to longer wavelengths. The transparency 
carrier density increases with temperature and this rise is larger for the shortest 
wavelengths. Meanwhile the differential gain increases with temperature as well. We 
observed that the slope of the linear fits decreases slightly with temperature and that 
the differential gain is lower at the maximum gain. Values reported here are higher 
than typical values reported in the literature for bulk InP/InGaAsP material [29,30,31]. 
This difference stems from the definition that we have used for this parameter. The 
values listed here are the differential gains at the transparency density. The carrier 
density at laser threshold is typically significantly higher in order to overcome the 
mirror losses. If a linear gain model is used to describe the gain in a laser, the 
differential gain parameter is usually determined near the laser threshold. Looking at 
the equation 3.14 one can see that a lower value of the differential gain parameter in 
the linear gain model is to be expected. 

Once the differential gain is known, the losses could be calculated. Values for 
16°C are - 32 dB/cm and values for 28°C are - 33 dB/cm. We attribute this increase 
in losses with temperature to the higher carrier concentration needed in the 
semiconductor at higher temperature. 
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Figure 3.4.10 The differential gain parameter aN (·10-20.m²) as a function of the 
wavelength and for the temperatures T = 16°C (black diamonds) and T = 28°C (grey 
squares). Wavelengths at which the device starts lasing for the two temperatures (the 
maximum of the gain) are indicated. 
 

3.4.6 Conclusion 
We have demonstrated the use of an ultra-high resolution (20 MHz) 

spectrometer to accurately record subthreshold ASE spectra from a Fabry-Pérot 
InP/InGaAsP laser and determine the optical gain. The method is based on a non-
linear least-squares fitting of the observed modes. The spectrometer fully resolves the 
modes which could be fitted accurately and the effect of the response function of the 
OSA does not need to be compensated for. 1 mm long device is a typical limit for a 
standard spectrometer in this wavelength range. Using the high resolution 
spectrometer allows to measure devices longer than this limit. Measurements have 
been performed on a 2 mm device and R·G products up to 0.975 have been measured 
without any discernable difference between the measured and fitted laser modes. It 
has been observed that nearer to and above the lasing threshold the shape of the 
mode deviates from the Airy function and cannot be fitted [27]. The optical gain 
spectrum of the laser has been measured successfully for different temperatures and 
subthreshold current values. The net gain curves obtained confirm the necessity of 
using the logarithmic relation between gain and carriers. The differential gain 
parameter in the gain relation has been determined using measured transparency 
carrier density values for each wavelength and temperature. The parameters 
determined in this paper will be used in our laser simulation models. 
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Chapter 4  
Application of deep-etched 

waveguides in AWGs and QD lasers 

4.1 Introduction 
The rise in speed of the optical telecommunication networks creates a drive 

towards higher repetition rates and shorter pulse lengths of the laser sources. 
Therefore there is a drive to increase the repetition rate of modelocked lasers to values 
like 40GHz or more. The repetition rate of modelocked lasers is inversely 
proportional to its cavity length, thus to its foot print. At first, this is an advantageous 
as smaller size means more devices on a wafer, more functionality and lower cost. 
However for ring lasers, decreasing the size of the devices involves an increase in the 
required index contrast of the waveguides in order to be able to accommodate the 
smaller radius of curvature. For instance, a modelocked ring laser with a repetition rate 
higher than 20 GHz can not be realized in our technology with shallowly etched 
ridged or buried waveguides. Narrow deeply etched ridge waveguides allow for a small 
bending radius but unfortunately can in general not be used everywhere in all devices. 
Firstly, fully deeply etched structures have higher scattering losses. Secondly, deeply 
etched bulk or quantum well SOAs are detrimentally affected by sidewall 
recombination effects. Using the active-passive technology presented in Chapter 3 the 
repetition rate of an RMLL can be increased further. This can be realized by 
combining shallowly etched waveguides, shallowly etched active waveguides (SOA), 
and deeply etched passive waveguides for the sharp bends. For further increase of the 
repetition rate, lasers utilizing only high contrast waveguides need to use a different 
active material, Quantum Dots (QD) SOA, which is far less sensitive to surface 
sidewall recombination as demonstrated in the work presented here. 

 In this chapter we first present results from a very compact passive device, an 
Arrayed Waveguide Grating (AWG), in which the two types of passive waveguides are 
combined. The AWG is one of the key devices in PICs because of its use in optical 
communication. The results illustrate that a much smaller device can be realized with 
equivalent performances. The insertion losses are comparable and the crosstalk figures 
are slightly higher compared with more traditional AWGs realized in InP. However 
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with matured technology, crosstalk figures below − 30 dB are feasible. We have 
reported these results in [ 1 ]. In Section 4.3, we report on the realization and 
characterization of InAs/InP (100) quantum dot Fabry-Pérot and ring lasers that 
make use of narrow deeply etched ridge waveguides. The lasers operate in the 1.55 µm 
wavelength range. The fabrication of this particular wafer is described as well. The 
performance of the lasers appears not to be affected by sidewall recombination effects. 
Shallowly and deeply etched FP lasers show the same performance. We also present 
results obtained from a compact ring laser with a free spectral range close to 40GHz. 
Such a device could not be realized using shallowly etched waveguides. These results 
have been reported in [2]. 
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4.2 Compact AWG realized using a double-etch process. 

4.2.1 Introduction 
Phased-array demultiplexers [3] or Arrayed Waveguide Gratings (AWGs) are 

key components for Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) applications. Large-
scale integration of this component pushes the size reduction to the limits of the 
current processing technology. Small polarization-independent phased-array 
demultiplexers have been reported with a size of 300 x 340 µm² by Bissessur et al. [4] 
using only deeply etched waveguides and a bending radius of 100 µm. To further 
decrease the size of an AWG and to have an acceptable loss value, it is required to 
decrease the radius of curvature of the waveguides and to combine deeply and 
shallowly etched waveguides [5,6]. The increased scattering losses introduced by the 
straight and curved deeply etched waveguides are compensated by the reduction of 
the device size. We have tested many AWGs, varying different parameters. In this 
section we present the design and the performance of the smallest: the size is reduced 
to 230 x 330 µm². Afterwards follows an analysis of the reduction of the Array 
Acceptance Factor (AAF) on AWG’s crosstalk and insertion losses. The fabrication is 
a simple double etch process as described in Chapter 3, but at that time positive 
photoresist was used for the masking of the deep areas. The SiNx layer was removed 
in a buffered HF solution. 

4.2.2 Design of the AWG. 
We have designed an extremely small four-channel AWG with a 400 GHz 

channel spacing (3.2 nm at 1550 nm) and a Free-Spectral-Range of 12.8 nm (Figure 
4.2.1). The minimum bending radius used for the array waveguides was 30 µm. 
Although an even smaller minimum radius could have been used, it does not 
significantly reduce the device size. The AWG was designed for a ridge waveguide 
structure consisting of a 720 nm thick InGaAsP waveguide layer (bandgap wavelength 
1.25 µm) with a 1200 nm thick InP upper cladding layer. Next design parameter to be 
defined is the Array Acceptance Factor (AAF). A definition of this parameter is 
plotted in Figure 4.2.2. The beam propagating through the input waveguide and 
entering the slab region is no longer laterally confined and becomes divergent. The 
divergent beam is approximately Gaussian with a waist parameter θ0. Only a part of 
the far field is accepted by the waveguide array. The corresponding far field angle 
divided by θ0, defines the Array Acceptance Factor (AAF). In this design, the angular 
region corresponding to an AAF of 2.4 holds 12 array waveguides. 
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Figure 4.2.1 Photograph of the fabricated compact AWG 
 

 
 
Figure 4.2.2 Definition of the Array Acceptance Factor (AAF), A value of AAF = 4 is 
shown. 
 

The first 10 µm of the waveguides in the array of the small AWG, connected to 
the slab region (Figure 4.2.3), are 2.0 µm wide and shallowly etched (100 nm depth in 
the filmlayer). The array arms themselves and the input waveguides are 1.7 µm wide 
and deeply etched (150 nm through the filmlayer). The deep-shallow transition is done 
gradually using a 50 µm long taper. A better coupling is obtained by using an extra 
width of 0.3 µm between the taper and the shallow waveguide. More details are 
available in [7 ]. The device was designed for a 720 nm thick filmlayer (bandgap 
wavelength 1.25 µm) and a 1200 nm thick InP cladding layer. With this layerstack and 
a deeply etched waveguide width of 1.7 µm the propagation constant of the 
fundamental mode is polarization independent.  However, due to the material 
available, we have realized this AWG in a layer stack with a 500 nm thick InGaAsP 
waveguide layer (bandgap wavelength 1.35 µm) with a 300 nm thick InP cladding layer. 
Because of this change, the device is not polarization independent.   
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Figure 4.2.3 Photograph of deep-shallow waveguide transition. The transition is done 
gradually using a 50 µm long taper. 
 

4.2.3 Measurements results of the compact AWG. 
Losses for deeply and shallowly etched straight waveguides were measured 

using the Fabry-Pérot technique [8]. An average of 2.2 dB/cm was obtained for 
shallowly etched straight waveguides. 5.5 dB/cm was obtained for deeply etched 
straight waveguides. Losses for a 1.7 µm wide deeply etched waveguide are almost 
2 dB/cm higher than with a single etching process. This is due to the masking of the 
shallow parts by photoresist, which has introduced sidewall roughness during the 
etching. Losses for 2 µm wide shallowly etched waveguides are slightly higher in 
comparison to similar waveguides made with a single etch process. The transmission 
spectrum of the small AWG was measured using the spontaneous emission spectrum 
of an EDFA as a broad-band light source and a polarizer to select the polarization 
state. Light was coupled into the chip using microscope objectives, then coupled out 
of the waveguides by a single-mode lensed fiber and analyzed with an optical 
spectrum analyzer. The reference EDFA spectrum that defined the insertion loss level 
was determined from transmission spectra of a large number of separate good 
waveguides. Figure 4.2.4 shows the measured transmission spectra for both 
polarizations of the small AWG. Measured insertion losses are less than 5 dB and the 
crosstalk is below – 12 dB. As expected, due to the fact that we used a 500 nm thick 
filmlayer instead of 720 nm, the devices have some polarization dependence in 
agreement with simulations. This particular device shows a 2.3 nm shift between the 
two polarizations. We notice a difference of 2 dB between the transmission of the 
center channel and the outer channels. This is to be expected for a periodic device.  
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Figure 4.2.4 Measured transmission spectra of the small AWG for TE (a) and TM (b). 
As expected with a 500 nm thick filmlayer the device shows some polarization 
dependence. 
 

Because of the crosstalk, the device presented is more suitable to be integrated 
in a multi-wavelength laser (MWL) [9,10] than in an add-drop multiplexer (ADM) or 
an optical crossconnect (OXC). For MWL integration, the periodicity of the device 
requires narrow gain material centered on the transmission spectra to avoid the lasing 
in other Free Spectral Range. 

4.2.4 Effect of the reduction of the AAF 
The Array Acceptance Factor (AAF) is an important parameter in the design of 

a small AWG as it determines the number of arms and thus the size of the device. 
Figure 4.2.5 and Figure 4.2.6 show the AAF influence on the insertion losses and the 
crosstalk measured from a series of AWGs with a constant a bending radius of 
100 µm and a design similar to the one described in [4]. The insertion loss is almost 
independent of the AAF for values above 2.5. Below that factor, however, the loss 
starts to rapidly increase. The crosstalk shows the same behavior: a clear increase for 
an AAF factor below 2.5. We believe that these results are independent of the bending 
radius and the specific design of the array arms. 
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The device presented above has an AAF of 2.4 and a minimum bending radius 
of only 30 µm. The measured insertion losses are less than 5 dB and the crosstalk is 
below – 12 dB. Those values fit well with the previous graphs for this value of the 
AAF. 

 
 
Figure 4.2.5 Measured insertion losses versus the Array Acceptance Factor (AAF) 
 

 
 
Figure 4.2.6 Measured crosstalk versus the Array Acceptance Factor (AAF) 
 

4.2.5 Conclusion 
A compact low-loss 4x4 AWG demultiplexer with a channel spacing of 

400 GHz has been fabricated. The device size is only 230 x 330 µm², this was the 
smallest AWG reported at the date of publication. Measured insertion losses are less 
than 5 dB and the crosstalk is below – 12 dB. The results illustrate that a much smaller 
device can be realized with equivalent performances. 
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4.3 Deeply etched quantum dots lasers 

4.3.1 Introduction 
Quantum dot (QD) lasers and amplifiers are of great interest for optical 

telecommunication. QD lasers have a very low transparency current density per dot 
layer, a wide gain bandwidth and can have a much lower threshold current density [11] 
compared to bulk or quantum well lasers. The use of QD optical amplifiers for the 
regeneration of optical data streams has been reported in literature (e.g. [12]). For the 
use of QD lasers and amplifiers in optical integrated circuits for telecommunication, 
there are two important aspects. The first is the operation in the C and L band; the 
second is the option to have deeply etched mono-mode ridge QD waveguide 
amplifiers which allow for significantly more compact devices. QD material has the 
advantage over other active materials with respect to the spreading and sidewall 
recombination [ 13 ] of injected carriers. . It has been reported in [ 14 ] that PL 
intensities of 1.2 µm InAs QDs deeply etched mesas depend weakly on the mesa size 
down to 200 nm. Deeply etched InAs/GaAs QD lasers have been reported with 
waveguide mesa widths down to 1 µm in the 1.3 µm wavelength range [13,15,16,17]. A 
ring laser at 1.3 µm has also been reported [18], with a 10.28 mm long ring shallowly 
etched. Our main interest in the work presented here is the ability to produce ring 
laser cavities with a free spectral range such as 40 GHz or higher. In this paper we 
present first results on QD lasers, lasing in the 1.55 µm wavelength range, with mono-
mode deeply etched waveguides (1.65 µm width). The presented lasers are Fabry-
Pérot (FP) and ring cavity types. All our high contrast deeply etched QD lasers have 
the same threshold current density as shallowly etched ones and do not deteriorate 
over many hours of operation. It appeared that due to the low absorption of the QDs, 
the output waveguides of the ring lasers do not need to be contacted and injected with 
current for operation of the ring lasers with reasonable output power. This shows that 
for specific applications QD active materials offer the possibility to integrate active 
and passive devices on a single chip in a uniform layer stack. 

4.3.2 Fabrication of the quantum dots wafer 
The QD laser structure was grown on n-type InP (100) substrates by metal 

organic vapor-phase epitaxy (MOVPE). In the active region, five-fold stacked InAs 
QD layers separated by 40 nm thick InGaAsP (λQ = 1.25 µm; Q1.25) were placed in 
the center of a 500 nm thick lattice-matched Q1.25 waveguide core. The choice of the 
Q1.25 waveguide core is the result of an optimization made with regards to the 
application of this material in active/passive photonic integration using selective area 
regrowth (Section 3.2, [19]). It is a compromise between the maximum confinement 
energy of the QDs for temperature stability of active devices, a large electro-optic 
effect for phase modulators in passive areas, and maintaining a large refractive index 
contrast for strong vertical optical mode confinement. The nominal InAs amount for 
QD formation was 3.5 monolayers. One monolayer GaAs interlayer was inserted 
underneath each QD layer to suppress unwanted As/P exchange reactions during QD 
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growth to tune the QD emission wavelength into the 1.55 µm region [20]. An Atomic 
Force Microscope (AFM) image shown in Figure 4.3.1 reveals defect free QDs with 
an area density of ~ 3 × 1010 cm-2. QD dimensions are 30 – 60 nm in diameter and 
4 – 7 nm in height. A cross-sectional Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) 
image of the grown layer stack centered on 3 layers of dots is shown in Figure 4.3.2. 
Bottom and top claddings of the laser structure are 500 nm n-InP buffer and 1.5 µm 
p-InP completed by a compositionally graded 75 nm p-InGaAsP contact layer. The 
device performance of shallowly etched narrow ridge waveguide QD lasers processed 
from the same material is reported in [21]. 

The waveguides have been processed using Reactive Ion Etching (RIE). For 
electrical isolation between contacted waveguides, the contact layer and part of the top 
cladding were removed. Before contacting the waveguides have been planarized by 
polyimide (see Section 3.2.2). A cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
image of the laser structure is shown in Figure 4.3.3. The electrical isolation between 
different contacts is 200 kΩ, which is more than sufficient. 

 
 
Figure 4.3.1 AFM image of the surface the same QDs than the one used in the lasers  
 

 
 
Figure 4.3.2 TEM image of the cross section of the similar wafer than the one used for 
the lasers. The spacing between the QDs layers is 40 nm. 
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Figure 4.3.3 SEM image of the cross section of the 1.65 µm wide deeply etched ridge 
waveguide QD laser. The Q1.25 waveguide core is indicated by two dashed lines. 

4.3.3 Fabry-Pérot laser results 
The cavity length of the 1.65 µm wide deeply etched FP QD laser is 2.0 mm, 

defined by cleaving. The cleaved facets are un-coated. Comparison with the shallowly 
etched QD lasers shows that lasing occurs on the QD ground states [21]. The 
threshold current density in continuous wave (CW) operation is 3.3 kA/cm² at 15°C, 
which is the average value for eight different lasers. The value is affected by 
thermionic emission of the carriers from the QDs to the InGaAsP barriers due to the 
relatively low energy barrier height. Most remarkable, the threshold current density is 
the same as that of the 2 µm wide shallowly etched ridge QD lasers which are on the 
same chip. This demonstrates that the performance of the deeply etched lasers does 
not suffer from surface recombination at the etched sidewalls due to the three-
dimensional confinement of injected carriers in the QDs [13]. The QD lasers did not 
degrade with time as compared with bulk lasers fabricated in the same way and 
passivated by the polyimide, where lasing stops after one hour when pumped at twice 
the initial threshold current.  

The optical output power of the FP QD laser from one facet as a function of 
the current density for different temperatures in CW operation is plotted in Figure 
4.3.4. The light was collected using an objective lens (N = 0.65). Output powers up to 
a few milliwatts are obtained. From the PI curves a value of the critical temperature T0 
of 20 K at room temperature is determined, the same value as that for shallowly 
etched lasers. This relatively low T0, for CW operation, is dominated by thermionic 
emission of carriers from the QDs to the Q1.25 barriers. Figure 4.3.5 shows a typical 
lasing spectrum measured with a high resolution optical spectrum analyzer (HROSA), 
APEX 2401A. The wide lasing spectrum is due to the 80 nm gain bandwidth [21] and 
the inhomogeneous character of the QD gain medium. For the eight lasers measured, 
the central wavelength varies from 1565 nm to 1595 nm. 
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Figure 4.3.4 Output power at one facet of the deeply etched FP QD laser as a function 
of current density for different temperatures. The light was collected using an objective 
lens (N = 0.65). The critical temperature T0 is 20 K. 
 

 
 
Figure 4.3.5 Lasing spectrum of the deeply etched FP QD laser for I = 300 mA and 
T = 12°C, (resolution 0.16 pm). 
 

4.3.4 Ring laser results 
A photograph of two realized compact QD ring lasers is presented in Figure 

4.3.6. The deeply etched waveguides are visible as dark lines. The rings are 2.0 mm 
long. The bends have a radius of curvature which decreases adiabatically down to 
100 µm in order to avoid offsets between straight and curved waveguides which can 
give rise to reflections. The length of such 90° bend is twice longer compared to a 
circular bend with offsets. The directional coupler is double-etched with the gap 
shallowly etched and the outer ridges deeply etched to increase the fabrication 
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tolerances [22]. The coupler is 200 µm long and the gaps vary from 0.9 to 1.2 µm in 
width resulting in output coupling efficiency between 25 and 50 %. The reflectivity of 
the cleaved facets of the output waveguides is reduced by the 7° angle and anti-
reflection coating. The lasers have two separate electrical contacts, one for the rings 
and the directional couplers and another one for the two output waveguides. The 
electrical isolation sections which separate the ring from the output waveguides are 
15 µm long under an angle of 45 degrees with respect to the waveguides. 
 

 
 
Figure 4.3.6 Top view of two QD ring lasers with two separate electrical contacts, 1) for 
the ring and the directional couplers and 2) for the output waveguides. The length of 
the rings is 2mm, the directional coupler gaps are 1.0 and 1.2µm. 
 

In Figure 4.3.7 a), the total optical output power from the long and short 
output waveguides of the QD ring laser with a directional coupler gap of 1.2 µm is 
plotted as a function of ring current (IRing), for different current values in the output 
waveguides (IWG). Operation is in CW mode at 12°C. The output powers are 
corrected for lensed fiber coupling and optical isolator losses. The total current for 
transparency of the QD gain material in the output waveguide is estimated at 3 mA 
[21]. The low absorption of the QDs allows for use of the ring laser without pumping 
the output waveguides. In unpumped FP lasers, an optical loss of 10 dB/cm ± 1dB 
around 1555 nm has been measured by injecting 1 mW from an EDFA broadband 
source. The presented light versus current (LI) curves are not linear above 10 mA 
pump current in the output waveguides. This is certainly due to the spontaneous 
emission generated in the output waveguides injected into the ring and maybe to an 
unperfect AR coating. In Figure 4.3.7 b) output powers are plotted from the two 
outputs separately as a function of IRing for IWG = 5 mA. The laser is operating bi-
directional; however, above 150 mA some power is transferred between the clockwise 
and counter clockwise modes [23]. The lasing spectra of the ring laser are similar to 
those of the FP lasers as shown in Figure 4.3.8 for IWG = 0 mA, however, with 
40 GHz mode spacing. 
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Figure 4.3.7: a) Total optical output power as a function of ring current for different 
output waveguides pump currents. b) Short and long output waveguides power as a 
function of IRing for IWG = 5mA. The output powers are corrected for coupling and 
optical isolator losses. T = 12°C. Directional coupler gap of 1.2 µm. 
 

 
 
Figure 4.3.8 Lasing spectrum of the deeply etched QD ring laser for IRing = 300 mA, 
IWG = 0mA and T = 12°C, (resolution 0.16 pm). 
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4.3.5 Conclusion 
We have presented the results on quantum dot Fabry-Pérot and ring lasers 

employing narrow deeply etched waveguides (1.65 µm width) and lasing in the 
1.55 µm range. We have observed that the performance of such lasers does not suffer 
from surface recombination of injected carriers. The deeply etched lasers have the 
same threshold current densities as shallowly etched ones and do not deteriorate with 
time. These observations show that more compact integrated photonic devices can be 
realized through the use of deeply etched bends with a small radius of curvature. This 
was demonstrated by the realization of small ring lasers. The measurements 
performed with unpumped output waveguides of the ring lasers, due to the low 
absorption and transparency current densities, reveal that quantum dot gain materials 
offer further increased flexibility for photonic integration for specific applications. 
Short sections of unpumped waveguides are easily bleached with limited power loss. 
One can consider the possibilities for integrating lasers, photodetectors and passive 
waveguides for interconnection, using the same layer stack and thus avoiding 
sophisticated active-passive integration technology. 
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Chapter 5  
Integrated modelocked lasers 

5.1 Introduction 
Semiconductor modelocked lasers (MLLs) are of interest for a large number of 

applications which are not restricted to optical telecommunication. For instance, the 
fastest sampling oscilloscopes currently employ MLLs for optical sampling 
measurements [1] and in the near future expectations are high for the use of MLLs in 
high speed analogue to digital conversion [ 2 ]. In microelectronics systems, the 
integration density in circuits is continuously becoming higher and the copper links 
between the components and sections are becoming so thin that their resistance and 
associated power loss becomes a problem. The use of MLL pulse sources to 
interconnect CMOS devices and/or to distribute clock signals in high speed 
microprocessors [3,4] is investigated by microelectronics companies. A well known 
medical application of MLLs is the use of Ti-sapphire femtosecond modelocked lasers 
for surgery in for instance corneal refractive surgery [5]. New medical applications 
emerging are in optical coherence tomography and multiphoton imaging where 
semiconductor MLLs can be used in the telecom wavelength range and up to GHz 
level repetition rates [6,7]. Closer to optical telecommunication, in radio over fiber 
applications, optical transmitters can make use of MLLs [8]. In this project, MLLs 
integrated on an InP chip have been developed. The final goal of these devices was 
their use as optical pulse sources in All Optical Clock Recovery (AOCR) [9] for 
application in Optical Time Division Multiplexing (OTDM) systems. The work has 
been largely concentrated on ring laser cavities. Indeed, much of the published 
research effort has been focused on monolithic modelocked lasers in Fabry-Pérot (FP) 
type configurations. A ring configuration has however significant advantages. Firstly, 
the repetition rate of the laser can be controlled accurately by photolithography as 
opposed to a device with cleaved facet mirrors. Secondly, a ring laser typically operates 
as a Colliding Pulse Modelocked (CPM) laser where two counter-propagating pulses 
collide in the saturable absorber. This improves the modelocking performance, in 
particular the stability. Furthermore, when active-passive technology is used the laser 
can be directly integrated with other devices such as an all-optical switch or a pulse 
compressor [10]. 
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In this chapter, after a short description of the characterization setup used for 
all the measurements presented, different types of semiconductor MLLs fabricated 
and characterized are presented. The results from the all-active devices are presented 
first. Here the same active layerstack is used throughout the device. The results 
obtained from devices fabricated on active-passive wafers follow after that. Firstly, 
20 GHz and 40 GHz linear all active Fabry-Perot MLL (FPMLL) lasers are presented 
in Section 5.3. Modelocking has been achieved with these lasers in the CPM and Self 
Colliding Pulse Modelocked (SCPM) configurations. Pulse lengths down to 1.6 ps (at 
20 GHz) have been observed. A 40 GHz repetition rate was demonstrated in a CPM 
laser with a Saturable Absorber (SA) positioned in the center of the FP cavity. All 
these all active FPMLLs produce pulses with a time-bandwidth product slightly higher 
than 0.6, which is almost twice the transform limited value. The pulses are chirped. 
These results are presented in [11]. In the following section (5.4), results from all-
active 15 GHz Ring-MLL (RMLL) are described in detail. These lasers show a 
relatively good timing stability due to the ring configuration. Measured output pulses 
are highly chirped and an FWHM bandwidth of up to 4.5 nm was obtained. These 
results have been published in [12]. Such lasers with high bandwidth pulses and 
compatible with active-passive integration are of great interest for Optical Code 
Division Multiple Access (O-CDMA) applications, where information is coded in the 
spectrum [13]. The goal of this work is to be able to realize modelocked lasers in the 
active-passive integration technology. In Section 5.5 passive modelocking has been 
demonstrated in integrated Extended Cavity FPMLLs with minimized intra-cavity 
reflections. Pulses of 2.1 ps duration and with a small pedestal have been observed. 
The pulses are almost transform-limited. The longer timescale dynamics of the EC-
FPMLLs are reduced compared to the all-active FPMLLs, due to the short amplifier 
section. Finally, results from a 27 GHz RMLL are presented in Section 5.6. This first 
realization of modelocked lasers at COBRA used designs which were not optimal for 
intra-cavity reflections. These devices have been fabricated on active-passive wafer 
material fabricated at JDSU. Experimental results show that intra-cavity reflections 
make it difficult to reach a stable modelocked state. However in small windows of 
operation modelocked regimes have been observed and they are in line with 
theoretical results. This laser was the first integrated extended cavity passively 
modelocked ring laser using active-passive integration. These results have been 
published in [14]. Starting from these results, efforts have been undertaken for the 
minimization of all the intra-cavity reflections (Chapter 3). All these considerations are 
included in the new design of RMLL on active-passive wafers which is presented in 
Chapter 6. 
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5.2 The characterization setup 
Optical spectra have been recorded using either an ANDO Optical 

Spectrometer Analyzer (OSA) which has a resolution of 50 pm or, when it became 
available, with a high resolution OSA (APEX AP2041A) which has a resolution of 
0.16 pm (20 MHz). An EDFA has been commonly used for the amplification of the 
laser output in order to have sufficient power to measure modelocked laser output RF 
spectra and autocorrelator traces. Lasers of Section 5.3 have been amplified with an 
SOA since their lasing wavelength was just below the EDFA window. The RF spectra 
were recorded by a 50 GHz Agilent PSA E4448A spectrum analyzer. The 
photodetector used was either a 50 GHz u²t photodetector (XPDV 1020R) or if not 
available a 12 ps rise time IR photodetector (New Focus model 1024). The Single Side 
Band (SSB) phase noise spectra have been measured directly on the PSA spectrum 
analyzer using the phase noise measurements utility. Autocorrelator traces have been 
recorded using an APE “PulseCheck TC” autocorrelator. 

All measurement results on the lasers presented here have been obtained using 
the same characterization setup. The chips have been fixed onto a small copper 
mount as shown in Figure 5.2.1. The chip temperature is controlled using a thermo 
electric controller. The Peltier cell is positioned under the small mount and cools (or 
heats) the chip mount. A thermistor in the copper mount records the mount’s 
temperature. The electrical ground is connected to the copper mount as the lasers 
have been fabricated on n-type substrates. The current (or the voltage) is supplied to 
the devices through electrical probes (up to 3 for the ring laser of Section 5.4). The 
light from the lasers is coupled into optical fiber using a coated lensed fiber. It is then 
led to the optical instruments via an optical isolator. The alignment of the lensed fiber 
is realized using a 3 transverse axes nanoblock. In order to keep the alignment of the 
lensed fiber and chip stable for several hours, the large copper block below the Peltier 
cell was water cooled. When the chip is cooled below 15°C, the setup was covered by 
a Plexiglas box for better temperature stability.  
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Figure 5.2.1 Photograph of the chip mounted on the setup. 
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5.3 All active integrated Fabry-Pérot passively modelocked 
lasers. 

5.3.1 Introduction 
In this section we report on two types of passively modelocked lasers using a 

120 nm thick bulk 1.5 µm InGaAsP gain region. Modelocking is achieved using a 
short reversely biased section of the ridge waveguide as a Saturable Absorber (SA). 
The bulk InGaAsP active material layer stack is the same as the one used in our 
active-passive integration technology with low butt-joint loss and reflections (see [15] 
and Chapter 3). 20 GHz Fabry-Pérot SCPM lasers as well as 40 GHz Fabry-Pérot 
colliding pulse lasers were demonstrated using this active bulk material. Pulse lengths 
down to 1.6 ps have been observed from the 20 GHz device. These results showed 
that good modelocking can be achieved using bulk gain material and provided data on 
the dimensions that are to be used, in particular the SA. These experiments showed 
the way to design passively modelocked lasers in our Active-Passive integration 
scheme and integrate them with other devices such as an integrated pulse compressor 
[10]. 

5.3.2 20 GHz SCPM laser design and performance 
The Figure 5.3.1 shows the Self Colliding Pulse Modelocked (SCPM) lasers 

fabricated with varying SA lengths at one side of the chip. A 2.0 µm wide and 
1985 µm long straight ridge waveguide defines the laser channel after cleaving. The 
electrical isolation between SA and the amplifier is realized by a 15 µm long section 
where 500 nm of the top cladding have been etched (R = 150kΩ). Details of the 
fabrication have been presented in Chapter 3. 
 

 
 
Figure 5.3.1 Top view picture of the 20 GHz FP MLL. The absorbers are on the side. 
Best results have been obtained from the 10 µm long SA. 
 

The range of amplifier current and absorber voltage for which modelocking 
was obtained was largest for the shortest saturable absorbers (10 µm long). The range 
of these parameters for modelocked operation is continuously reduced with the 
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increase in absorber length. The SCPM with the 37 µm long absorber did not 
modelock. The different lasing regimes of the SCPM with the 10 µm SA are plotted in 
Figure 5.3.2. Modelocking is achieved over a continuous range of reverse bias voltages 
on the SA between 0.9 and 2.4 V and a range of amplifier currents between 110 and 
125 mA. The evolution of the RF spectrum of the laser output versus the amplifier 
current at a reverse bias voltage on the SA is fixed at 1.8 V is presented in Figure 5.3.3. 
At 110 mA amplifier current, the RF peak at the fundamental frequency is 25 dB 
above the floor. However the laser output is dominated by a strong modulation 
(~800 MHz). In this region we interpret this modulation of a modelocked pulse train 
with a relaxation oscillation of the laser (see also Section 2.3.2), this is low dimension 
quasi-periodic dynamic [16]. In theoretical literature “proper” modelocked operation 
is identified when the height of the peak in the RF spectrum at the fundamental 
frequency is 25 dB above any other component in the RF spectrum below the 
fundamental frequency [17]. This is the case for the second RF spectrum plotted in 
Figure 5.3.3, the fundamental RF peak is 27 dB above the relaxation oscillation peak. 
For higher current values Q-switching is observed in the RF spectrum of the laser 
output, the peaks around the fundamental frequency are much widened. In fact, this 
region contains nonlinear dynamic regimes of different dimensions, but has not been 
studied for this device [18]. 
 

 
 
Figure 5.3.2 Modelocking regimes versus amplifier current and SA reverse voltage. 
Three regimes are observed. 
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Figure 5.3.3 RF spectra for different amplifier current and for 1.8 V reverse voltage on 
the 10 µm long SA. 
 

Short pulses down to 1.6 ps have been measured from this device. The 
corresponding RF spectrum for this working point is plotted in Figure 5.3.4. A 10 
MHz wide peak (at – 20 dB) is visible at 19.65 GHz. The relaxation oscillation peak at 
~1 GHz is 40 dB lower than the one at the fundamental frequency. The 
autocorrelator trace and the optical spectrum are plotted in Figure 5.3.5 a) and b). In 
the graph, the curve which is the envelope of the ideal transform limited optical 
spectrum has been added to the measured optical spectrum. The optical spectrum 
shows some extra components at the lower wavelengths. The time bandwidth product 
is 0.76 which means the pulses are chirped. For longer pulses (2-3 ps) the spectrum is 
symmetric and the time-bandwidth product is ~0.65. Depending on the settings, the 
MLL frequency is between 19.73 and 19.78 GHz. When the laser changes from the 
modelocked to a non modelocked state, we have observed in the RF spectrum a 
decrease of 50 MHz in the frequency of the peak near the free spectral range 
frequency. The roundtrip time of the laser cavity is slightly longer for a single pulse 
traveling in the cavity due to the reshaping effects it undergoes (see also Section 2.1.1).  
 

 
 
Figure 5.3.4 RF spectra for Iamp = 121.7 mA and VSA = – 1.9 V on the 10 µm long SA. The 
RF peak is 40 dB above other components in the spectrum. 
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Figure 5.3.5 a) Autocorrelator trace and b) optical spectrum for Iamp = 121.7 mA and 
VSA = – 1.9 V on the 10 µm long SA. The pulse is ~1.6 ps wide and the time-bandwidth 
product is 0.76. The transform limited ideal spectrum is shown as well. 
 

5.3.3 40 GHz CPM laser design and performance 
Colliding pulse modelocked (CPM) lasers were fabricated on the same chip as 

the 20 GHz SCPM lasers. The saturable absorbers are 20 or 40 µm long and 
positioned near the center of the cavity. From device to device the position of the SA 
is shifted by steps of 10 µm; it guarantees that we have one laser with a well centered 
SA. The two amplifiers have the same electrical contact and are optically coupled 
though the SA. The symmetry of the device is very important in order to obtain a 
large range op the operating parameters for modelocking in CPM lasers. Modelocking 
has not been achieved with the series of devices with the 20 µm long SA. But it has 
been achieved with the most symmetric device with the 40 µm long SA. A longer SA 
could be more tolerant for a small asymmetry, but still the modelocking range is 
limited. At high reverse bias voltages the MLL shows strong dynamics dominated by 
oscillations in the range of the relaxation frequency of the laser. The dynamics of the 
lasers under such conditions have been studied and a clear evidence of nonlinear 
dynamics and chaos in the integrated circuit has been demonstrated, this is the subject 
a publication [18].  

Modelocking in the CPM device has been found for reverse bias voltages 
between 0.6 and 1.1 V. Pulses of 2.4 ps duration have been observed. In the RF 
spectrum of Figure 5.3.6 a) only a narrow peak at 39.75 GHz is visible. Looking in 
detail at that peak, it consists of two 5 MHz wide peaks spaced by 10 MHz. It is 
concluded that the laser operates with an overall intensity modulation at 10 MHz. The 
autocorrelator trace of Figure 5.3.6 b) shows well defined peaks spaced by 25 ps 
without background. Pulses down to 2.0 ps have also been measured with a higher 
reverse voltage on the absorber (VSA = - 1.1V) however with some background. 
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Figure 5.3.6 a) RF spectra and b) autocorrelator trace, for Iamp = 175.5 mA and 
VSA = - 0.9 V on the 10 µm long SA. The pulses are ~2.4 ps wide. 
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5.4 All active 15 GHz integrated passively modelocked ring 
laser. 

5.4.1 Introduction 
The first monolithic modelocked semiconductor ring laser was reported by 

Hohimer and Vawter in 1993 [19]. The lasing wavelength of around 874 nm and 
1.3 ps transform limited pulses at 86 GHz repetition rate have been reported. The 
output coupling used was a Y junction. Unfortunately, no RF spectrum of the laser 
output was reported. In 1998, Yu et al. [20] have reported on realizations of a number 
of designs of passively modelocked ring lasers using one or two Saturable Absorbers 
(SAs). Lasers were fabricated using double quantum well (DQW) GaAs/AlGaAs 
material. Their symmetric laser cavity where a single Saturable Absorber (SA) is 
exactly opposite the output coupler, showed approximately a two times smaller 
modelocked range than a symmetric device with two SAs and an asymmetric device 
using a single SA. In this thesis we mean by symmetric cavity, a cavity where the two 
counter propagating pulses experience the same optical path, but in opposite direction. 
Yu et al. attributed the poor performance of the symmetrical ring laser to the pulses 
colliding in the (active) MMI coupler. No RF spectra had been measured at that time, 
and the streak camera used had a resolution of 12 ps FWHM, which did not fully 
resolve the pulses. Avrutin et al. in 1999 reported the first results in passively 
modelocked InP/InGaAsP ring lasers [21]. Their design included two SAs as well in 
order to double the pulse narrowing effect of the CPM and to avoid the pulse 
collision in the gain section. Despite applying a range of biases to the absorbers 
sections, no modelocking at the fundamental frequency was observed. More recently 
Ohno et al. reported on a 30 GHz hybridly modelocked ring laser with integrated 
passive waveguides [22]. We have also reported in 2005 on a 27 GHz modelocked ring 
laser using active-passive integration [14]. The results from this laser are the subject of 
the Section 5.6. This device was passively modelocked but its operation suffered from 
internal reflections. 

In this section we report on the most complete and detailed characterization of 
an integrated passively modelocked ring lasers reported up to now. After a description 
of the design, the modelocking regions are presented on a map of the amplifier 
current and the reverse bias applied on the SA. The modelocking operation is defined 
on the basis of the recorded RF spectra. The laser shows modelocked operation for a 
relatively large range of current and reverse biases on the SA. The RF peak linewidth 
of the modelocking states has been measured as well. The lasers show a relatively 
good timing stability for a passively modelocked device compared to Fabry-Pérot 
devices fabricated on the same wafer. Optical spectra have been measured at all the 
studied operating points; the optical bandwidth of the laser is wide at a high reverse 
bias voltage i.e. a 4.5 nm FWHM has been measured from one of our devices. Pulses 
that we measured are wide (5-8 ps) with regard to the available bandwidth, which 
means that the pulses are highly chirped. The range of tunability of the modelocked 
repetition rate is also presented. Finally jitter measurements have been performed on 
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the passively modelocked ring lasers. Such lasers with high bandwidth pulses and 
compatible with active-passive integration are of great interest for Optical Code 
Division Multiple Access (O-CDMA) applications [23].  

5.4.2 Design of the all active 15 GHz ring laser 
A photograph of two realized 15 GHz mode-locked ring lasers is presented in 

Figure 5.4.1. It shows the layout of the lasers. The ridge waveguides are 2 µm wide 
and are visible as dark lines. The ring is 5.291 mm long. In order to avoid any 
reflections that can occur, a number of measures have been taken in the design. The 
bends have their radius of curvature which decreases adiabatically down to a 500 µm 
in the middle of the curve, in order to avoid offsets between straight and curved 
waveguides which can give rise to reflections. The coupler is a 200 µm long directional 
coupler with a gap of 0.9 µm, this design was preferred to multimode interference 
coupler (MMI) also to avoid any reflection [24]. The coupler was designed to give 
~35% of output coupling. Facet reflectivity is reduced using angled facets at 7° and an 
AR-coating. The design uses three metal contacts as indicated in Figure 5.4.1. The 
larger one contacts most of the ring and the directional coupler. The two output 
waveguides have their own electrical contact. Finally a short separate electrical contact 
connected to a larger pad is used for the SA. The SA lengths used are 30 or 60 µm. 
The electrical isolation sections that separate the different electrical contacts are 20 µm 
long and under a 45 degrees angle with the waveguide, furthermore part of the 
cladding (1200 nm) has been removed during the processing. The electrical isolation 
obtained between different contacts is 200 kΩ, which is more than sufficient. 
 

 
 
Figure 5.4.1 Top view of two realized 15 GHz modelocked ring lasers. Electrical 
contacts are indicated by arrows: a) the electrical contact of the ring and the 
directional coupler, b) the electrical contact of the two output waveguides and c) the 
small electrical contact of the Saturable Absorber. The total length of the ring is 
5.291 mm. 
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For all the results presented here, the current of the two output waveguides has 
been kept at 140 mA. It is above transparency so there is a small amount of 
amplification but low enough for the ASE or reflections not to influence the behavior 
of the modelocked ring laser. 

5.4.3 Modelocking region and RF spectra 
The modelocking region has been delimited from the measured RF spectra. 

Two detailed observed RF spectra from the ring laser are presented in Figure 5.4.2 a) 
and b). In theoretical literature “proper” modelocked operation is identified when the 
height of the peak in the RF spectrum at the fundamental frequency is 25 dB above 
any other component in the RF spectrum below the fundamental frequency [17]. In 
this paper we also use this convention to identify proper modelocked operation of the 
laser. In addition to this we identify the laser as being imperfectly modelocked when 
the peak at the fundamental frequency is 25 dB over the noise floor, but does not 
satisfy the requirement for proper modelocking. In the spectrum in Figure 5.4.2 a) the 
peak at the fundamental frequency is 50 dB over the noise floor and 33 dB over the 
lower frequency signal intensity. In this situation the ring laser is thus properly 
modelocked. Next to the low frequency noise a small peak around 1 GHz is visible. It 
corresponds to the relaxation oscillation of the laser which is becoming dominant in 
Q-switching regimes at high current injection in the amplifier. A detailed view of the 
RF spectrum around the fundamental frequency (span of 250 MHz) is presented in 
Figure 5.4.2 b). The linewidth of the peak in the RF spectrum is 2.8 MHz at – 20 dB 
and less than 400 kHz at – 3 dB. For each measured point, the RF spectra have been 
recorded on a large span and short span. The parameter ranges for both modelocking 
regimes have been determined by scanning the amplifier current and absorber voltage 
and recording the RF spectra from the laser output. When the current is increased, the 
peak at the fundamental frequency slowly increases in intensity and gradually narrows 
down to a constant value for the properly modelocked states. At higher current values 
the transition from a modelocking state to a Q switching regime occurs abruptly. An 
animation of the evolution of the spectrum when scanning the amplifier current and 
keeping the SA voltage fixed at – 2.0 V is available in [12]. 

Modelocking is achieved for a range of reverse bias voltages on the SA between 
0.9 and 2.2 V and a range of amplifier currents between 355 and 410 mA (3.3 kA/cm² 
and 4.9 kA/cm²). The parameter range for modelocked operation is presented in 
Figure 5.4.3. Here the intensity of the peak at the modelocking frequency in the RF 
spectrum is presented as a function of amplifier current and SA reverse voltage 
(device LSA = 40 µm). Operating points that show proper modelocking are 
represented in a grey scale in the graph. The imperfect modelocking are represented in 
black, the intensity of the peak is at least 25 dB over the noise floor but not above the 
other frequency components. For most of the detected modelocked states the peak at 
the fundamental frequency in the RF spectrum is higher than 40 dB above the noise 
floor. Figure 5.4.4 shows the width of the peak in the RF signal at 20 dB below its 
maximum for all recorded current and reverse bias voltage values. We have chosen a 
threshold of 20 dB, as we used a 16 kHz resolution, the discretization of the data 
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would be too much visible at the bandwidth at - 3 dB. For reverse bias voltages 
between 1.2 and 2.2 V and for operating points where the laser is properly 
modelocked, most of the measured –20 dB linewidths are between 2.5 and 5.5 MHz. 
 
a)                                                                                            b) 

 
Figure 5.4.2 a) and b): measured RF spectra of the passively modelocked ring laser 
output (LSA = 40µm, IWG = 140 mA, Iamp = 389mA, VSA = – 2.0V). 
a) Span 20 GHz / Res. 200 kHz 
b) Span 250 MHz / Res. 16 kHz 
 

 
 
Figure 5.4.3 The intensity of the peak in the RF spectrum at the fundamental 
frequency as function of amplifier current and SA reverse voltage. Only peaks higher 
than 25 dB above the noise floor are plotted. The proper modelocking states are 
indicated with a color scale and the imperfect modelocking states in a grey scale. 
(LSA   40 µm, IWG = 140 mA). 
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Figure 5.4.4 RF peak full linewidth in MHz at -20dB as a function of amplifier current 
for different values of the SA reverse bias voltage. (LSA = 40µm, IWG = 140 mA).  
Color version available in [12] 
 

5.4.4 Output power of the RMLL 
The power of both outputs of the ring laser (corrected for coupling and isolator 

losses) are plotted in Figure 5.4.5 a) and b) as function of amplifier current and SA 
reverse bias voltage. In Figure 5.4.5 c), the sum of the power from the two outputs is 
plotted. The common current supply of the two output waveguides is kept at 140 mA. 
No hysteresis has been observed at the laser threshold. The laser starts lasing at 
338 mA and at 347 mA for an applied reverse bias voltage on the SA of respectively 
0.8 V and 2.5 V. Figure 5.4.5 d) shows the output power levels in the two directions at 
– 1.8 V on the SA in detail. The ring laser operates CW in both directions below and 
within the current range where the laser is modelocked. Increasing the current further 
from the modelocking regime, depending on the reverse bias voltage on the SA, the 
ring laser enters a self-pulsating regime. The transition into the modelocked state from 
the lower current values is almost not visible on the output power curves. Knowing 
the transition from the modelocking to the Q-switching state from the evolution of 
the RF spectra, one can notice a small asymmetry in both output power levels from 
the laser. 

The larger current range, for which the ring laser stays operating with the same 
output power in both directions, is at a reverse bias voltage of 1.9 V on the SA. For all 
measured SA voltages, the transition where the symmetry in lasing direction is broken 
is very clear in the graphs a), b) and c). Actually this transition might be explained by 
differences in either in feedback from the end facets [25] or Amplified Spontaneous 
Emission (ASE) from the two pumped output waveguides injected into the laser 
cavity, or a combination of these effects. These output waveguides differ in length by 
a factor of four (see Figure 5.4.1). From 0.8 V to 1.9 V reverse bias voltage on the SA, 
a possible explanation would be that the ASE of the long output waveguide coupled 
into the ring laser cavity is more intense and makes the laser operating almost uni-
directionally. For reverse bias voltages of 1.9 V to 2.5 V on the SA, the situation is 
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more complex and no obvious explanation is available. For any reverse bias voltage on 
the SA, above 445 mA laser injection current, the situation becomes more 
complicated; intermittent switching of the lasing direction in the ring is observed. 
 

 
 
Figure 5.4.5 RF Output power levels as a function of amplifier current and SA reverse 
bias voltage for a) the short output waveguide (left in Figure 5.4.1) and b) the long 
output waveguide (right in Figure 5.4.1). In c) the sum of both output powers is 
presented. In d) the output power levels of both waveguides at a reverse bias voltage of 
2.0 V is given to show the behavior in more detail. 
 

5.4.5 Optical spectra of the RMLL 
A typical example of an optical spectrum of a ring laser in a modelocked state is 

plotted in Figure 5.4.6 b). The spectrum is smooth and wide (4 nm FWHM). The 
shape is not symmetric, more modes are active at the lower wavelength side of the 
peak. The linewidth of a lasing mode is typically around 600 MHz. The evolution of 
the optical spectrum versus the amplifier current is the following for a reverse voltage 
of 2.0 V on the SA. The laser starts lasing at 340 mA. The ring laser operates CW in 
both directions up to 364 mA before modelocking. The spectrum is not uniform as 
seen in Figure 5.4.6 a). The transition is clearly visible in the spectrum; the top of the 
optical spectrum becomes more rounded like in Figure 5.4.6 b). If the current is 
increased further, the laser stays modelocked until 408 mA in the case presented. The 
transition to from the modelocked state to a Q-switching state is smooth and not 
visible in the optical spectrum but well visible in the RF spectrum. Between 408 and 
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428 mA the modelocking deteriorates and shows oscillations around 1 GHz. The 
deterioration is visible on the optical spectrum in Figure 5.4.7.a) for Iamp = 420 mA. 
Above 428 mA the evolution of the spectrum can be interpreted as that the gain 
curves of the amplifier and absorber shift away from each other at high current, 
making the laser to become unstable Intermittent switching of the lasing direction in 
the ring is observed above 445 mA Figure 5.4.7.b). 
 

 
 
Figure 5.4.6 a) and b). Optical spectrum in linear and dB scales of a ring laser in a) a CW 
state at Iamp = 160mA  and  b) in a modelocked state at Iamp = 374 mA (LSA = 40 µm, 
IWG = 140 mA VSA = – 2.0 V). The spectral resolution used was 0.80 pm. 
 

 
 
Figure 5.4.7 a) and b) Optical spectrum in linear and dB scales of a ring laser in a) a 
Q-switching state for Iamp = 420 mA and b) a unstable state for Iamp = 454 mA. 
(LSA = 40 µm, IWG = 140 mA VSA = – 2.0 V). The spectral resolution used was 0.80 pm. 
 

The FWHM of the optical spectrum of the laser is plotted in Figure 5.4.8 as a 
function of the amplifier current and SA reverse bias voltages. Only the operating 
points that show good or imperfect modelocking, delimited in Figure 5.4.3, are plotted. 
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One can clearly see that the bandwidth increases with the reverse bias voltage and thus 
with absorption, but only up to a certain point. Above that point the modelocking 
deteriorates and the bandwidth reduces as well. This can be attributed to a change in 
absorption or a mismatch in spectrum between the absorber and amplifier due to the 
increasing electric field strength in the absorber. In the case of the 40 µm long SA, for 
V = – 2.3 V the bandwidth does not exceed 3.5 nm. The largest bandwidth recorded 
was 4.5 nm from the device with the 50 µm long SA. 

 
 
Figure 5.4.8 Optical bandwidth (FWHM) of the laser output as a function of amplifier 
current and SA reverse bias voltage for the modelocked states of the laser. For 
LSA = 40µm, IWG = 140 mA. 
 

5.4.6 Autocorrelator results 
The measured optical spectrum would support pulses down to 700 fs if the 

laser would produce transform limited pulses. However, the autocorrelator reveals 
long pulses (5-8 ps) with sharper peaks on top and a clear zero level in between. An 
example of an autocorrelator trace is plotted in Figure 5.4.9 for the device with a 
longer SA (50µm). The shape of the autocorrelator trace indicates there is an issue 
with the dispersion in the fibers used in the setup and/or a chirp on the pulses. The 
peaks on the top of the pulses are not coherence peaks but they are due to a partial 
compression of the pulse [26]. The output pulses are highly and nonlinearly chirped. 
This was shown by filtering the laser output with a 1.0 nm bandwidth filter before 
leading it to the autocorrelator. In this situation the autocorrelation showed 7.5 ps 
pulses without sharp peaks on top of the pulses. Adding 8 meters of standard single 
mode fiber the pulse could be compressed down to just over 4 ps which is 
approximately two times over the bandwidth limit. We suspect that the non-linearity 
of the chirp is linked to the colliding pulse regime and the very long all active laser 
cavity with a high confinement factor (0.28) in the bulk gain material. The transition 
from the modelocking regime and the Q-switching one is almost not visible on the 
autocorrelator traces. 
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Figure 5.4.9 Autocorrelator traces of the ring laser with LSA = 50 µm, IWG = 145 mA 
VSA = - 1.6 V Iamp = 450 mA. The shape of the peaks is caused by the highly chirped 
output pulses. 
 

5.4.7 Repetition rate 
The repetition rates have been recorded for all the modelocked states (good 

and imperfect). The repetition rate as a function of amplifier current and SA reverse 
bias voltage is plotted in Figure 5.4.10. The total range of tuning is 60 MHz. As 
described by Arahira and Ogawa in [27] the tuning is led by the gain/absorption 
saturation effects. Changes in refractive index are not sufficient to cover such a range. 
According to the explanation of Arahira and Ogawa, the presented device operates 
with a low unsaturated gain and in such a case the repetition rate decreases with 
increasing pulse energy. The pulse energy increases with the amplifier current thus the 
repetition rate decreases. Increasing the reverse bias voltage on the SA decreases the 
pulse energy, as a consequence the repetition rate increases. 
 

 
 
Figure 5.4.10 Repetition rate in GHz as a function of amplifier current and SA reverse 
bias voltage. (LSA = 40 µm, IWG = 140 mA). 
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5.4.8 Jitter measurements 
No measurements of the timing jitter are reported in literature for modelocked 

ring lasers. In literature only a limited number of measured jitter values are available 
on passively and hybridly modelocked Fabry-Pérot lasers. Jitter values reported for 
passively modelocked lasers are typically higher than 8 ps [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. 
Details of the measured values are listed in Table 5.4.1 .The range of integration over 
the phase noise signal is not always the same or even indicated in many publications. 
A reduction of the timing jitter value by a factor greater than two has been 
demonstrated in [32] by using an integrated External Cavity Laser (ECL). The 
reduction in length of active waveguides has two positive effects. It first reduces the 
nonlinear phenomena in the amplifier (dispersive effects and total amount of carriers) 
thus the pulses width. It decreases as well the total amount of Amplified Spontaneous 
Emission (ASE) and carrier dynamics which are the main sources of timing jitter in a 
passively modelocked laser [34]. 

A recent paper [33] of Ji et al. reports a low value of 3.6 ps (range of 
integration: 20 kHz – 80 MHz) in free running mode for a colliding pulse modelocked 
laser (MQW) with two integrated extended passive waveguides. Colliding pulse 
modelocked (CPM) lasers provide a deeper saturation of the SA and a more effective 
pulse narrowing compared to a conventional modelocked laser design with the 
absorber at one side of the FP cavity. An important technological issue with a linear 
CPM design is that the absorber needs to be very precisely in the middle of the cavity 
which is difficult to achieve with cleaved facets. Our symmetric ring MLL is a CPM 
due to its bidirectional operation. The advantage of the ring is that the alignment of 
the SA in the middle of cavity is lithographically controlled and therefore much easier 
compared with the cleaved devices. The Single Side Band (SSB) [35] phase noise 
spectrum is plotted in Figure 5.2.1. Timing jitter values obtained from our ring lasers 
for a number of ranges of integration of the phase noise are listed in Table 1 for a 
good operating point (Iamp = 369 mA, VSA = – 1.8V). There is no ITU 
recommendation for 15 GHz, the integration ranges of the phase noise used are the 
ones for 10 GHz. We have measured for the 20 kHz – 80 MHz range a timing jitter of 
7.1 ps, which is low for an all-active device using bulk material. Furthermore a sizeable 
3.0 to 4.5 nm bandwidth is available. 
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Table 5.4.1 Summary of the jitter measured reported on passively modelocked 
Fabry-Pérot lasers 

Ref Timing jitter value 
(ps) 

Range for timing 
jitter calculation 

Repetition 
rate (GHz)

Wavelength 
(nm) 

[28] 

 
12.5 Integrated ECL 

12.2 ECL 
 

150kHz – 50 MHz 5.5 834 

[29] 
 

> 8 
(hybrid detuned) 

 

- 1.0 1320 

[30] 
 

> 8 
(Hybrid low power) 

 

- 10.68 1590 

[31] 
 

>10 
 

- 10 and 20 1555 

[32] 

 
15 All Active 

6 Integrated ECL 
 

10 kHz – 10 MHz 7.6 AA 
9.3 I-ECL 860 

[33] 
 

3.6  
CPM + Integrated ECL  

 
20 kHz – 80 MHz 10.3 1556 

ML 
ring 
laser 

 
1.46 
7.06 
3.18 
3.32 

 

100 Hz – 20 kHz 
20 kHz –80 MHz 
4 MHz – 80 MHz 
80 MHz – 10 GHz

14.7 1530 
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Figure 5.4.11 Single SideBand (SSB) phase noise spectrum corrected from the 
Displayed Average Noise Level (DANL). LSA = 40µm, IWG = 140 mA, Iamp = 369 mA, 
VSA = – 1.8V. 
 

5.4.9 Conclusion 
In this section we have reported on the complete characterization of a 15 GHz 

integrated bulk InGaAsP passively modelocked ring laser at 1530 nm. The laser is 
modelocked for a wide range of current values in the optical amplifier and reverse bias 
voltages on the SA. The lasers show a relatively good timing stability for a passively 
modelocked device i.e. a 50 dB RF peak power with a linewidth < 400 KHz at -3 dB. 
We have measured for the 20 kHz – 80 MHz range a timing jitter of 7.1 ps, which is 
low for an all-active device using bulk material and in our opinion due to the ring 
configuration. Measured output pulses are highly chirped, a FWHM bandwidth is 
obtained of up to 4.0 nm for the device with a 40 µm long SA and even 4.5 nm for a 
50 µm long SA. The repetition rate has a tuning range of 60 MHz. Such lasers with 
high bandwidth pulses and compatible with active-passive integration are of great 
interest for OCDMA applications [13] where information is coded in the spectrum. 
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5.5 Fabry-Pérot integrated extended cavity passively 
modelocked lasers 

5.5.1 Introduction 
In this section results from linear integrated extended cavity passively 

modelocked lasers (EC-MLL) are presented. The active-passive wafer on which the 
EC-MLLs were realized, is the one that showed very low butt-joint loss and 
reflections presented in [36] and Chapter 3. The SAs in these devices have been 
realized in a way that is different from all other devices presented in this chapter. A 
number of 18 GHz self-colliding pulse modelocked lasers have been demonstrated. 
Pulses with a length of 2.1 ps and with a small pedestal have been observed. The 
linear lasers presented here demonstrate that butt-joint active-passive integration 
developed at COBRA can be utilized for integrated modelocked lasers. Moreover, the 
pulses obtained are close to transform limited and the intensity modulations of the 
laser output in the range of the relaxation oscillation are significantly lower than the 
values observed in the all-active FPMLL of Section 5.3.2. 

5.5.2 Design and fabrication of the EC-MLL 
A photograph of four realized 18 GHz EC-MLL is presented in Figure 5.5.1. 

The devices have been realized starting from extended cavity Fabry-Perot lasers that 
have been fabricated in the active-passive integration technology. A chip containing 12 
lasers was cleaved at a length of 2.2 mm and no coating has been applied. One of the 
cleaves was through the amplifier (active section). The other cleave went through the 
passive waveguides. The ridge waveguides are 2 µm wide and are visible as dark lines. 
The active regions are 30 µm wide, 750 µm long and are fully covered by the bright 
metal pads. The short SAs at the side of the FP cavity have been realized using a 
Focused Ion Beam (FIB) machine at Bristol University within the COST 288 frame 
work. The ion beam was used to etch away the metal layer and highly doped layers to 
create an isolation between two parts of the amplifier. By realizing the SA in this way, 
no extra mask was required and the SA lengths could be accurately controlled to vary 
from 5 to 17.5 µm. The electrical isolation sections that separate the SAs from the 
amplifiers are 15 µm long. Furthermore part of the cladding (400 nm) has been 
removed during the etching processing (see Figure 5.5.2). The electrical isolation 
obtained is 150 kΩ, which is more than sufficient. The waveguide in the EC-MLL 
cavities is not straight. The waveguide contains adiabatic bends to make the crossing 
of the butt-joints at varying angles. The original purpose of these devices was to study 
the effect of the different crossing angles [36] (Section 3.3.7). The minimum radius of 
curvature of the bends in the waveguide is 250 µm. No offset between straight and 
curved waveguides is used. 
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Figure 5.5.1 Top view of four realized 18 GHz integrated extended cavity modelocked 
lasers. The active regions are covered by the bright metal pads. The short SAs at the 
left hand side of the FP cavity have been fabricated using a Focused Ion Beam (FIB) 
machine. One can see that the butt-joints are crossed at different angles. 
 

 
 
Figure 5.5.2 Focused Ion Beam (FIB) picture of a realized isolation between an 
amplifier and a saturable absorber. The metal layers of the electrical contact and part 
of the top cladding are etched away. Isolation obtained is >150 KΩ. 

5.5.3 18 GHz EC-MLL performance 
The characteristics of each laser are listed in Table 5.4.1. Modelocking has been 

observed for the devices with a 10 and a 12.5 µm long SA. The device with a 15 µm 
long SA has a very limited modelocking region. The devices with a 5 and a 7.5 µm 
long SA did not modelock. The absorption was too low, a higher reverse voltage than 
3.0 V could have been applied but the reverse current density (>20 kA/cm²) would 
have damaged the SA. The device with a 17.5 µm long SA, either the SA is too long or 
it suffers from small internal reflections on the butt-joint, no modelocking has been 
observed. 
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Table 5.5.1: Characteristics of the extended cavity modelocked lasers 

SA length  
in µm 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0 17.5 

Butt-joint 
angle in deg. 15 13 11 9 7 5 

Reflection  
in dB -53 -51 -49 -47 -45 -43 

Modelocked No No Yes Yes Limited No 

 

The largest modelocking region has been obtained for the 10 µm long SA 
device. It is modelocked continuously for a range of reverse bias voltages on the SA 
between 2.1 and 3.0 V and a range of amplifier currents between 144 and 162 mA. 
Two RF spectra of the laser output are plotted in Figure 5.3.1. Here the reverse bias 
voltage on the SA is fixed at 2.5V. Just above threshold the laser is in a quasi-periodic 
state (Figure 5.3.1.a). The RF peak at the fundamental frequency is 35 dB above the 
floor, but the laser behavior is dominated by strong amplitude modulation at 
frequencies below 1 GHz. It is interesting to compare those modulations to the low 
frequency ones recorded from all-active FPMLL devices (see Section 5.3.2 and Figure 
5.3.3). Just above threshold the EC-MLL shows modulation of the output at a much 
lower frequency of ~150 MHz compared to approximately 1 GHz for the FPMLL 
output. The intensity of the peak at the fundamental frequency of the EC-MLL output 
is already quite high (40 dB over the noise floor), close to the value in the modelocked 
state. For the EC-MLL, at current values higher than those for the modelocked state, 
there is only a single low frequency component in the spectrum and two peaks 
separated by 150 MHz around the fundamental frequency (Figure 5.3.1.b). It 
corresponds to a quasi-CW regime with few longitudinal modes beating. Increasing 
further the current, the laser becomes more quiet. It demonstrates that the dynamics 
around the modelocking regime of the EC-MLL are reduced comparing to the all-
active FPMLL [32]. This is due to the reduction of the reservoir of carriers in the EC-
MLL from the FPMLL. Figure 5.3.4 shows the RF spectrum of an EC-MLL in a 
modelocked state. The peak at the fundamental frequency is 50 dB above the noise 
floor and 35 dB above the relaxation oscillation peak (~800 MHz). The peak is 
10 MHz wide (at – 20 dB). The modelocked RF spectra are very similar to the ones of 
the all active FPMLL (see Figure 5.3.4).  
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    a)                                                                      b) 

 
 
Figure 5.5.3 a) and b): measured RF spectra of the passively modelocked laser output  
(LSA = 10 µm, VSA = – 2.5V) in a) a quasi-periodic state and b) quasi-CW regime with 
few longitudinal modes beating 
 
 

 
 
Figure 5.5.4 measured RF spectra of the passively modelocked laser output in 
modelocked state. (LSA = 10 µm, Iamp = 148 mA VSA = – 2.5V)  
 

In the modelocked state, differences between the output pulses and the optical 
spectra of the EC-MLL and the FPMLL are clearly visible. An optical spectrum of the 
EC-MLL output is plotted in Figure 5.5.5 for Iamp = 148 mA and VSA = - 2.5V. 
Plotted in a linear scale, it reveals extra components at both sides of central 
longitudinal modes. The spectrum is approximately 1.6 nm wide (FWHM) but the 
shape of the wings of the spectrum is obviously not Gaussian or sech2 like. The 
corresponding observed autocorrelation trace is plotted in Figure 5.5.6. The 
autocorrelation shows pulses that are short with a considerable pedestal, but with a 
zero floor level between the pulses. In this condition, because of the pedestal, it is 
difficult to quantify with accuracy the length of the pulses from an autocorrelation. 
The estimated pulse length is ~2.0 ps FWHM. The time-bandwidth product for a 
transform limited pulse depends on the shape of the pulse (0.441 for a Gaussian pulse 
and 0.315 for sech2 pulse). If it is assumed that the pulses from the laser are transform 
limited a pulse length and time-bandwidth product can be calculated from the 
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observed optical spectrum. This time-bandwidth product is found to be ~0.33. Using 
the measured pulse width and spectral width leads to a time-bandwidth product of 
0.39. Since these two values are close to each other the observed pulses are not far 
from being transform limited.  
 

 
 
Figure 5.5.5 Optical spectrum in linear scale of an extended cavity laser in a 
modelocked state for Iamp = 148 mA, LSA = 10 µm, VSA = – 2.5 V. Resolution used: 0.80 
pm.  
 

 
 
Figure 5.5.6 Autocorrelator trace of an extended cavity modelocked laser for 
Iamp = 148 mA, LSA = 10 µm, VSA = – 2.5 V. 
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5.5.4 Conclusion 
Experimental results from these EC-FPMLL show that modelocked lasers can 

be realized using butt-joint active-passive integration. The intra-cavity reflections can 
be kept sufficiently low using a waveguide that crosses the butt-joint under an angle. 
The fabrication of SAs using a FIB did not create problems for the device. It allows 
for accurate control of the SA length in a cavity with cleaved mirrors. Comparing the 
experimental results of the EC-FPMLL with the all-active devices that were presented 
in Section 5.3.2, a smaller time-bandwidth product is observed from the EC-FPMLL. 
Furthermore the dynamics outside the modelocking operating region are reduced. In 
fact, due to the shorter amplifier of the EC-FPMLL, it operates at one and a half to 
two times higher carrier density compared to the all-active FPMLL. Therefore, the 
effective differential gain will be smaller (see Figure 2.2.1) and this leads to reduced 
Self-Phase Modulation (SPM). 
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5.6 27 GHz integrated passively modelocked ring laser 

5.6.1 Introduction 
In this section we present the first integrated extended cavity passively 

modelocked ring laser using active-passive integration and its modeling. The 
modelocked ring laser is fabricated on an active-passive wafer from JDSU and with a 
metallization scheme as described in [37]. This ring laser is one of the first series of 
MLLs that were fabricated [14]. Experimental results show that internal reflections are 
the major factor affecting operation stability. CW, self-pulsating and in small ranges of 
operating parameters, modelocked regimes have been observed. At the time, in that 
phase of the project, our model was at an earlier stage of development than the model 
described in Chapter 2. The model however predicted similar regimes as have been 
observed experimentally. The experimental and theoretical results are compared and 
discussed.  

5.6.2 Modelocked laser device 
A picture of the fabricated device is given in Figure 5.6.1, waveguides are visible 

as dark lines. To better understand the layout, one must remember that the positions 
and sizes of the active regions were predetermined through the re-growth process. 
The white bar at the bottom is the metallization of a 500 µm long amplifier. To realize 
a 30 µm saturable absorber a waveguide was positioned to cross at an angle the 
second active area. Light is coupled out from the ring cavity using a Multi-Mode 
Interference Coupler (MMI). For this design, the ring laser Free Spectral Range (FSR) 
could not be over 27 GHz due to the minimum ring length that could be fitted 
through the active regions. Deep and shallow etched waveguides were used in order to 
combine deep etched waveguides for small (100 µm) bending radii with low 
propagation loss in shallow waveguides. To reduce facet reflectivity, output 
waveguides (not visible in the Figure 5.6.1) are angled by 7° with respect to the facets 
normal and contain mode filters [38]. 
 

 
 
Figure 5.6.1 Photograph showing a top-view of the fabricated device. 
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5.6.3 Initial modelling of the modelocked ring laser 
To simulate the performance of our device, as seen in Chapter 2 a numerical 

bidirectional model has been developed. The amplifier and the absorber are described 
using rate equations. For this design the ring is divided into 1500 segments that are 
equal in optical length. Every 25fs the photon densities (CW and CCW) and carrier 
densities are calculated for all segments. Then the photon densities are transferred to 
the next segments and the carrier density values are saved in active segments for the 
next step. A digital Bessel filter (14th order) simulates the gain bandwidth limitation. 
Equation are the same than in Chapter 2 but two photons absorption, spectral hole 
burning and carrier heating effects are not included. In the other hand small 
reflections (2·10-4) at the different active passive butt-joints interfaces Chapter 4 and 
[39] and at the MMI inputs [40] are included in the modeling. 

The absorber is a short SOA that is reversely biased. It is described with the 
same rate equations as the amplifier without carrier injection. The carrier lifetime of 
the absorber depends on the reverse bias applied, but the relation has not been 
implemented in our model. Self-phase modulation effects and coherent effects in the 
absorber do not need to be included [41]. 

5.6.4 Experimental and simulation results 
First experimental results of the modelocked ring laser showed that small 

reflections in the cavity have a large influence on the spectrum of the laser. Small 
reflections are expected at the active-passive interface and at the inputs of the MMI 
coupler. The spectrum varies significantly with temperature and current in the SOA 
due the small changes in the optical path length between reflection points. This makes 
the laser operating in very small operating windows.  

Using the numerical model at its earlier stage, we have calculated the 
performance of the ring laser. A simulation of the self-starting laser is plotted in 
Figure 5.6.2. The model shows bidirectional operation of the laser like observed from 
the real device. The simulation starts with relaxation oscillations and modelocking sets 
in more slowly. The difference in intensity between the Clockwise (CW) and Counter 
Clockwise (CCW) output is determined by the order of the amplifier, absorber and 
output coupler in the cavity. A steady modelocked state is reached after 16 ns (450 
roundtrips). As depicted in Figure 5.6.3, in our model a modelocked state is easily 
achieved for a wide range of parameters, as opposed to the experimental observations. 
However continuous wave (CW), self-pulsating and modelocking operation did show 
up in the experiments and in the simulations. We attribute this difference to not 
having included the self-phase modulation in the model and having fixed optical path 
lengths between reflections.  
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Figure 5.6.2 Simulation result of the self-starting MLL at Iamp = 140 mA and τSA = 20ps 
 

According to the model the laser starts to be modelocked for an absorber 
carrier lifetime shorter than 30 ps. For a carrier lifetime over 14 ps and amplifier 
currents between 100 mA and 160 mA the model predicts stable modelocking with a 
pulse width between 3 ps and 8 ps. When the amplifier currents are above 180 mA the 
model shows self-pulsation. Below 11 ps absorber carrier lifetime the model predicts 
pulses shorter than 1 ps. We consider the model not to be valid in this region because 
of the approximations made. 
 

 
 
Figure 5.6.3 Simulated regimes of operation of the 27 GHz RMLL 
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Figure 5.6.4 The simulated autocorrelation trace (Iamp = 160mA τSA = 11 ps), and the 
measured autocorrelation trace Iamp = 169mA VSA = -2.1V 
 

A pulse length close to 1 ps has been observed (Figure 5.6.4) when the laser 
was in an intermittent modelocked state for periods of one to a few seconds. This 
operating point was at the maximum current and maximum reverse bias voltage. 
Looking at Figure 5.6.3, the observation of 1ps at 169 mA agrees with the model for 
an absorber carrier life time between 14 and 11 ps. The instability is explained by the 
fact that we are close to the self pulsating regime. In Figure 5.6.4, the second 
measured pulse is not fully visible due to a limit of the autocorrelator. An operating 
point that was stable over 5 minutes has been found. We interpret it as a situation 
where the cavity contains 5 pulses with a 26.6 GHz modulation. The optical output 
spectrum is plotted in Figure 5.6.5. The RF spectra are in Figure 5.6.6. A strong peak 
(40 dB over the noise floor) that is narrow (2 MHz at – 20 dB) is observed at 
26.6 GHz. This indicates modelocking. The spacing between most of the modes in 
the optical spectrum is 133 GHz, indicating there are five pulses in the cavity with a 
26.6 GHz modulation over it. We attribute the generation of the five pulses to the 
intra-cavity reflections at the left butt-joint of the amplifier and the upper butt-joint of 
the absorber. The distance between these two reflections corresponds to one fifth of 
the cavity roundtrip time. We have attempted to recreate reproduce this regime in our 
model. A 5 pulses mode was found that was stable for 3 ns (80 roundtrips), but then 
one of the pulses became dominant and suppressed the other pulses. 
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Figure 5.6.5 Optical output spectrum of the laser at Iamp = 167.5mA VSA= - 2.0V. 
 

 

 
 
Figure 5.6.6 Measured RF-spectrum Iamp = 167.5 mA VSA = - 2.0V (a) 3 MHz resolution 
and (b) 2 kHz resolution 

Experimental results show that internal reflections are the major factor 
affecting operation stability of this device. In the following chapter a new design of an 
active-passive modelocked ring laser is presented. Special attention has been given to 
avoiding internal reflections using the experience gained with the all-active 
modelocked ring lasers and the extended cavity linear modelocked lasers.  
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Chapter 6  
Modelocked lasers for 

all optical clock recovery  

6.1 Introduction 
High speed Optical Clock Recovery (OCR) is one of the key technologies for 

the realization of Optical Time Division Multiplexing [1,2] networks. Since more than 
a decade many techniques have been developed and nowadays very good clock signals, 
also at subharmonic frequencies, can be recovered from OTDM signals. The main 
requirement on the extracted clock signal is the timing jitter. For a 160 Gb/s clock the 
jitter value should 0.44 ps [2,3] or less. The techniques used can be divided in to two 
main categories. The first is based on Phase Locked Loops (PLLs) techniques [4] and 
uses opto-electronic conversion techniques and generally requires expensive high 
frequency electronics. The second category contains all-optical techniques. These 
techniques require less complexity and in principle no high speed electronics, and thus 
have the potential to reduce the cost significantly. To place the development of the all-
optical techniques and work that will be presented here into context short overviews 
are given of the PPL and All-Optical Clock Recovery (AOCR) techniques. 

A Phase-Locked Loop is a closed-loop feedback control system that generates 
and outputs a signal in relation to the frequency and phase of a reference input signal. 
A phase-locked loop circuit responds on the input signal by automatically raising or 
lowering the frequency of a controlled oscillator until it is matched to the reference. 
For optical clock recovery, the frequency of an electronic oscillator that controls the 
recovered optical clock, is itself controlled using an electronic signal derived from a 
phase sensitive comparison of the optical clock output and the optical input signal 
using an opto-electronic device. One of the first OCR experiments in a PLL scheme 
was using the Four Wave Mixing (FWM) mechanism in a traveling wave laser diode 
optical amplifier for the signal comparison by Kamatani et al. [5]. A 6.3 GHz has been 
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successfully recovered from a 400 Gb/s signal with a timing jitter value of 1.3 ps. The 
results were promising even if the timing jitter value of the recovered clock was too 
high to be used in applications. Better results have been obtained using an SOA in a 
loop mirror by Yamamoto et al. [6]. The Semiconductor Laser Amplifier Loop Mirror 
(SLALOM) is used as a phase comparator and 160 Gb/s OCR and demultiplexing 
down to 10 GHz has been presented with a timing jitter value of 0.27 ps. A more 
flexible concept, using a PLL by Tsuchida and Suzuki, was using an injected-locked 
optoelectronic oscillator on a 40 Gb/s signal [7]. An advantage of this system is its 
wide locking range. In literature, the largest number of reported PLL schemes utilised 
an Electro Absorption Modulator (EAM) [8,9,10,11]. Results obtained on recovery of 
up to 160Gb/s show low timing jitter values down to 0.20 ps, the locking range 
however is <10MHz. At a lower speed of 40 Gb/s down to 10 GHz, error free 
performance with no power penalty has been achieved by Lasri et al. [12].  

For All Optical Clock Recovery (AOCR) there are a few concepts based on 
optical resonator of which the roundtrip time is used to define the clock frequency. A 
first AOCR scheme at 32.48 GHz has been reported by Yingmin Yang et al. using a 
single Fabry-Pérot (FP) laser cavity [13]. The data signal was injected into the FP laser. 
Its frequency needs to be close to the free spectral range of the FP laser. The injected 
power to the device is required to be > -5 dBm, however the locking range can be 
larger than 900 MHz. The timing jitter achieved is suitable (0.38 ps). In a similar 
concept from Contestabile et al. and Kehayas et al. [14,15], a Fabry-Pérot filter is 
followed by an SOA that is close to saturation by its optical input to filter out 
amplitude fluctuations. More recently a FP laser was used by Attygalle and Yang Jing 
Wen with an electronic feedback to achieve demultiplexing from 40 GHz to 10 GHz 
[16]. This also reduced the timing jitter down to 0.25 ps. The last scheme presented 
here to realize an AOCR, is also the most intuitive. The concept is to lock an optical 
pulse source to the incoming data signal through injection of the optical signal into the 
source. As a pulse source a Self Pulsating Distributed Feedback (SP-DFB) laser can be 
used. This device consists of at least an optical amplifier with a DFB tunable mirror at 
both ends. Such a device creates a sine modulated output from the beating of two of 
their longitudinal mode frequencies. The modulation frequency can be easily tuned 
changing the biasing conditions of the two DFB reflectors. Then the locking range 
can be very large (tens of GHz) by tuning the SP-DBR actively. Their performance 
has regularly improved over time, with an increase in the speed of the recovered clock 
up to 180 GHz [17,18,19,20,21]. In all cases, timing jitter values obtained so far are 
slightly below 0.5 ps, which is a bit to high for 160 Gb/s applications [2,3]. Finally 
AOCR can be achieved locking the signal to a modelocked laser [22,23,24,25,26,27]. It 
is this schema that we concentrate on in the work presented here. This configuration 
requires low input power for the locking and short (picosecond) pulses are produced 
that can be used directly in all-optical processing. The locking range is typically in the 
order of a few tens of MHz. The quality of the recovered clock depends on the MLL 
used itself. Latest results from Shin Arahira et al. at 160 Gb/s [26] regenerate a 
160 GHz clock source with a timing jitter better than the input data signal, which is 
< 0.1 ps.  
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Comparing the PLL and AOCR techniques, it can be noted that currently very 
good clock recovery performance can be achieved either with an EAM in a PLL 
scheme or in an AOCR scheme using a single MLL. The second option is clearly 
easier as it requires only the MLL and two isolators. Furthermore it is an all optical 
solution. On the other hand, PLL schemes are more suitable for OCR and clock 
frequency division at the same time. This has been reported upon for PLL schemes 
with an EAM [10] and with a MLL [27]. 

In this chapter, we present initial test experiments on a 20 GHz Fabry-Pérot 
MLL for AOCR and clock frequency division. The performance of the laser used 
made that the very good results mentioned above could not be achieved, however 
many characteristics for AOCR could be quantified. The quality of the recovered 
clock as a function of the input power signal is shown analyzing RF spectra, Single 
Side Band (SSB) curves and oscilloscope traces. The locking range of the FPMLL to 
the input signal has been found to be as well in the order of few tens of MHz. The 
robustness of the locking of the laser to the input data signal has been tested varying 
the number of zeros in a row in the input signal. 231-1 Pseudo Random Binary 
Sequence (PRBS) data signal can be retrieved easily.  

In the last section, the design of a 40 GHz MLL laser is presented in a ring 
configuration for an active-passive wafer. The design takes into account all the 
minimizations of small intra-cavity reflections. For AOCR application a novel way to 
couple the optical input signal into the MLL via a separate waveguide has been 
designed. The timing jitter of the clock recovered from this laser should be sufficiently 
low to comply with the telecom requirements at 40 GHz [2,3]. Firstly, as seen in 
Section 5.4, the timing jitter of an unseeded passively modelocked RMLL is improved 
thanks to the CPM mechanism. Secondly, having an integrated extended cavity limits 
the self pulsation dynamics (see Section 5.5), the active-passive RMLL with its 
extended cavity should then be more stable than the all-active device presented in 
Section 5.4. Passively modelocked, the timing jitter of the 40GHz MLL is expected to 
be close to the 3.6 ps reported by Ji et al. in a Fabry-Pérot integrated EC-MLL in a 
CPM configuration [28]. Finally, as shown in the following section, the timing jitter 
value of a recovered clock is much smaller than the timing jitter of the passively 
modelocked laser. A recovered clock at 40 GHz with a timing jitter value below 0.4 ps 
is expected to be feasible using a RMLL with the design presented in this last section. 
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6.2 Optical clock recovery using a 20 GHz Fabry-Pérot 
modelocked laser 

6.2.1 Introduction 
All Optical Clock Recovery (AOCR) experiments using 20 and 40 Gb/s signals 

have been performed by injecting these signals directly into a 20 GHz Fabry-Pérot 
ModeLocked Laser (FPMLL). The FPMLL used in this experiment is of the same 
design as the laser described in Chapter 5.2, but operating around 1558nm. The 
physical length of the cavity is 2000 µm and the length of the Saturable Absorber is 
12µm (SA). The performance of this passively modelocked laser is not as good as the 
laser reported upon in Chapter 5.2. The laser is modelocked over a continuous range 
of amplifier current values between 110 and 125 mA and a range of reverse voltages 
on the SA between - 1.8 and - 2.6 V. However pulses produced are highly chirped and 
approximately 8 ps in width. The lasing wavelength of the FPMLL is 1558 nm and the 
injected data signal wavelength is 1550 nm. The injected signal at this lower 
wavelength can modulate the SA and can be filtered out from the output signals of the 
FPMLL. After a short description of the experimental setup, results of our first 
demonstration of AOCR close to the fundamental frequency of the FPMLL are 
discussed. Presented are the studies of the RF spectra (Section 6.2.3), the phase noise 
traces (Section 6.2.4) and sampling oscilloscope traces (Section 6.2.5), all versus the 
input power. It will be shown that the FPMLL is locked even a low input power. An 
important parameter for OCR is the locking range of FPMLL on the input signal; this 
has been studied for two input power levels in Section 6.2.6. Different RZ modulation 
patterns have been applied to the input signal for locking; the FPMLL appeared 
locked for all standard PRBS pattern lengths. In Section 6.2.7, the robustness of the 
locking has been investigating further by increasing the series of zeros in the input 
signal. AOCR and clock frequency division of a 40 Gb/s signal to 20GHz have been 
investigated and demonstrated in Section 6.2.8. It is shown that the FPMLL is 
modelocked at its fundamental frequency but with a train of 2 pulses of different 
intensities. In that configuration the locking range is much smaller.  

6.2.2 Experimental setup 
The testing of AOCR requires the following experimental setup. Firstly, an 

optical data signal needs to be generated at different frequencies around 20 Gb/s and 
40 Gb/s. The optical data signal is then injected into the FPMLL and the clock is 
recovered at the wavelength of the free running FPMLL. The recovered signal is then 
analyzed by a number of instruments. The details of the experimental setup are 
plotted in Figure 6.2.1. The optical data signal was generated from an active 
modelocked laser source (Pritel) driven by an external RF source. Pulses of 2 ps at a 
repetition rate around 10 GHz were generated. A data signal was then created using a 
pattern generator and a modulator. This data signal was then multiplexed to 20 Gb/s 
or 40 Gb/s (Pritel optical clock multiplier). The signal was then amplified and filtered 
(3 nm bandwidth filter). The signal is then sent through 100 m of SMF to another lab 
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where the input power to the FPMLL was controlled using an optical attenuator. The 
FPMLL chip is mounted as described in Section 5.2. The light was injected at the SA 
side of the FPMLL and coupled out at the other side using lensed fibers. A 
photograph of the chip under test is presented in Figure 6.2.2. Optical isolators are 
used before and after the chip. The optical spectra have been recorded with a high 
resolution OSA (APEX AP2041A) with a resolution of 0.8 pm. The signal was re-
amplified in an EDFA and filtered using a 2 nm bandwidth filter in order to have 
sufficient intensity to measure RF spectra and oscilloscope traces. The filter also 
removes most of the data signal sent into the FPMLL. RF spectra were recorded using 
a 12 ps IR photodetector (New Focus model 1024) and a 50 GHz Agilent PSA 
E4448A spectrum analyzer. The Single Side Band (SSB) phase noise spectra have been 
measured directly on the spectrum analyzer using the phase noise measurements utility. 
The extracted clock signal can be sent back to the first lab via the two circulators at 
each side of the 100 m SMF, and is recorded on an Agilent Terascope (bandwidth of 
750 GHz). A Tektronix scope with a bandwidth of 30 GHz has also been used to test 
the robustness of the locking against long series of zeros in the input signal at 
20 Gb/s (Section 6.2.7). 
 

 
 
Figure 6.2.1 AOCR setup used. The setup is split in two labs and connected by a 100 m 
long single mode fiber. The clock signal extracted can be sent back via two circulators 
and recorded on the scope. 
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Figure 6.2.2 Picture of the chip under test. The SA is on the left where the data signal is 
injected by a lensed fiber. The output of the laser is collected by a second lensed fiber. 
 

6.2.3 20 Gb/s optical clock recovery 
AOCR has been demonstrated at a repetition rate of 19.721 Gb/s which was 

3 MHz above the free running repetition rate of the FPMLL. The wavelength of the 
injected signal was 8 nm below the lasing peak wavelength of the FPMLL. An optical 
spectrum of the output of the FPMLL under injection is plotted in Figure 6.2.3, the 
components from the input data signal are visible at 1550 nm. The input signal is 
filtered out at the output of the FPMLL using a 2 nm bandpass filter. The locking is 
analyzed on the RF spectrum analyzer. In Figure 6.2.4, at an input power into the chip 
of - 26 dBm, one can see than the FPMLL is not locked. The wide peak in the RF 
spectrum corresponds to the FPML free running regime. But at two times higher 
input power (- 23 dBm) the FPMLL is locked. The thin peak in the RF spectrum has 
increased by 10 dB and the wide peak is now centered on the input signal data 
frequency. The average output power of the laser is ~2 dBm at one facet. Comparing 
this number to the injected power into the laser, an input signal power that is 25 dB 
lower, is already sufficient to lock the FPMLL. At low input power the RF spectrum is 
wide, which means the timing jitter is dominated by the passively modelocked laser 
itself. Increasing the input power up to - 11 dBm, the RF spectrum improves. This is 
confirmed by timing jitter measurements (Section 6.2.4). Sending higher power levels 
into the FPMLL disturbs the modelocking of the laser. This is most likely to be due to 
the fact that amplification of the input signal in the amplifier of the laser starts to 
affect the amplification of the laser modes. 
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Figure 6.2.3 Optical spectrum of the FPMLL output with optical signal injection 
at - 11 dBm input power. This signal is then filtered with a 2 nm bandpass filter 
centered at 1558 nm. (Iamp = 120 mA, VSA = - 2.2 V)  
 

 
 
Figure 6.2.4 RF spectra of the FPMLL output with optical signal injection at different 
input power. The FPMLL is locked to the input signal at input power levels 
over - 23 dBm. (Iamp = 120 mA, VSA = - 2.2 V, PFPMLL = 2 dBm)  
 

6.2.4 Timing jitter measurements of the 20 GHz recovered clock 
Timing jitter values have been determined from the Single Side Band (SSB) 

phase noise curves measured using the phase noise measurements utility of a 50 GHz 
Agilent PSA E4448A spectrum analyzer. Phase noise traces are plotted for two 
different optical input power levels into the FPMLL in Figure 6.2.5. A clear reduction 
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of the SSB level is observed by increasing the power of the input data from -22 dBm 
to -11 dBm [29]. The Displayed Average Noise level (DANL) is also plotted. The 
DANL corresponds to RMS averaging of a frequency noise spectrum where no input 
is connected to the equipment. Phase noise curves are corrected with the DANL. The 
timing jitter can then be calculated by integrating the curve on the frequency ranges of 
interest (10 kHz – 80 MHz and 80 MHz – 10 GHz). The timing jitter of the FPMLL 
without injected data could not be measured since it was too large; the SSB curve 
measurement requires a source with a timing jitter value below ~14 ps. Results of the 
measured timing jitter for different data input power levels [29] are summarized in 
Table 6.2.1. The timing jitter has been reduced by at least a factor 5 but the value is 
still high knowing that the timing jitter from the input signal was 200 fs (10 kHz – 
80 MHz range of integration). The requirements on timing jitter values becomes more 
stringent with increasing bit rates, i.e. a 160 Gb/s signal requires timing jitter values of 
the clock below 0.44 ps [2,3]. As a conclusion, a passively modelocked laser with 
better noise properties is required. For 160 Gb/s we expect that the free running 
timing jitter value of a passively ML needs to be below  4 ps in order to obtain a 
recovered clock signal with a sufficiently low timing jitter value for use in OTDM 
systems. Integrated modelocked lasers have a very low jitter at the highest frequency 
range, when active harmonic modelocked external-cavity laser can suffer from 
supermode noise [30].  

 

 
 
Figure 6.2.5 SSB phase noise curves of the FPMLL output for - 11 dB and - 20 dB 
injected signal levels. For - 11 dB input power, the SSB phase noise is also corrected 
using the Displayed Average Noise level (DANL). (Iamp = 120 mA, VSA = - 2.2 V, 
PFPMLL = 2 dBm) 
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Table 6.2.1: Measured timing jitter values for different data input power 

levels 

Input power  Timing jitter  
(10 kHz – 80 MHz) 

Timing jitter  
(80 MHz – 10 GHz) 

- 11 dBm 2.13 ps 3.40 ps 
- 17 dBm 3.88 ps 3.41 ps 
- 20 dBm 5.15 ps 4.03 ps 
- 24 dBm 8.28 ps 6.48 ps 

 

6.2.5 Sampling oscilloscope traces of 20 GHz recovered clock 
As mentioned in the description of the setup, the recovered clock signal can be 

sent back to the first lab and be recorded on the terahertz oscilloscope (see Figure 
6.2.1). In Figure 6.2.6 oscilloscope traces are presented for a number of data signal 
input power levels to the FPMLL. The sampling oscilloscope was synchronized to the 
10 GHz RF clock of the data source. If the clock was not recovered, no pulses were 
visible on the oscilloscope. The clarity of the pulses on the oscilloscope corresponds 
to the timing jitter measured in the section above. Similar traces are shown by Lasri et 
al. in [12]. The timing jitter measured was still significant: 2.1 ps (10 kHz – 80 MHz 
range) in the best case. At - 11 dBm, the pulses are clearly visible but not really open 
due to the 2.1 ps timing jitter. Decreasing the input power injection down to –
 20 dBm, the quality of the pulses does not clearly change, although the measured 
timing jitter value increases. However, at – 23 dBm it is clearly visible the input power 
is close to the locking limit: the pulses are difficult to distinguish. At – 26 dBm, the 
trace confirms what is observed from the RF spectrum (Figure 6.2.4) that the FPMLL 
is not locked to the input signal. The oscilloscope trace at – 14 dBm input power 
averaged 16 times is plotted in Figure 6.2.7, the pulses are clearly visible. 
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Figure 6.2.6 Sampling oscilloscope traces of the FPMLL output for different data 
signal input powers. No averaging is used. (Iamp = 118 mA, VSA = - 2.2 V, PRBS ’31, 
19.721 GHz) 
 

 
 
Figure 6.2.7 Sampling oscilloscope trace averaged 16 times of the FPMLL output for a 
signal input power of  -20dBm. (Iamp = 118 mA, VSA = - 2.2 V, PRBS ’31, 19.721 GHz) 
 

6.2.6 Frequency locking range of the FPMLL 
An important parameter for AOCR is the locking range. It is the range in which 

the input signal clock frequency can vary and can still be recovered. RF spectra of the 
laser output have been measured for different data clock frequencies and for two 
input power levels ( - 17 dBm and - 11 dBm). Results are plotted in Figure 6.2.8. The 
locking range depends on the input power injected [31], the measured ranges are 
~25 MHz at - 17 dBm input power and ~35 MHz at - 11 dBm. The locking range 
measured is comfortable for optical clock recovery application [11]. However to 
fabricate a device within this accuracy to a particular frequency presents a challenge. 
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Figure 6.2.8 RF spectra of the FPMLL output with optical signal injection at different 
repetition rates. The locking range is respectively 25 MHz and 35MHz for - 17 dBm 
and – 11 dBm. (Iamp = 120 mA, VSA = - 2.2 V, PFPMLL = 2 dBm, PRBS’31) 
 

6.2.7 Robustness of the locking at 20 Gb/s 
We have investigated the robustness of the locking of the FPMLL to the input 

data using patterns with a varying number of zeros. It has to be taken into 
consideration that the 20 Gb/s signal is composed by multiplexing the patterned 
10 Gb/s signal. The multiplexer used has a delay of 6.4 ps which corresponds to 
64 bits. Thus 128 bits patterns are created from two copies of an arbitrary 64 bit 
pattern by interleaving. The Pseudo Random Binary Sequence (PRBS) has up to 31 
"1" bits in a row. The sequences tested were: 32 "0" - 32 "1", 64 "0" - 64 "1", 
96 "0" - 32 "1" and 112 "0" - 16 "1". The power level was kept at -11 dBm. We have 
analyzed the results recording RF spectra and time series (30 GHz Tektronix scope). 
The RF spectra for the longest and the shortest series of "0"s are plotted in Figure 
6.2.9. The rate of the signal was at 19.737 GHz which is 10 MHz off the free running 
FPMLL frequency. In both cases the FPMLL is locked to the optical data steam, but 
the change in background level shows different qualities of locking. These results can 
be compared to the RF spectra in Figure 6.2.4 at -17 dBm and -11 dBm. This 
observation is confirmed by the recorded time series. The time series for a 32 "1" – 32 
"0" signal is plotted in Figure 6.2.10. The "1" bits can be located in the oscilloscope 
trace, as indicated in the figure. A variation of less than 15% in the peak output power 
can be observed due to the transition in the input "1" and "0" series. When the 
number of zeros in a row is increased to 64, 96 and 112, the contrast in the 
oscilloscope degrades. The trace for 64 zeros in a row is acceptable, but the traces for 
96 and 112 zeros in a row reveal a background level, meaning the signal is not exactly 
synchronized to the input data [7]. The FPMLL that we used stays synchronised to 64 
zeros in a row, which is twice the PRBS requirement. 
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Figure 6.2.9 RF spectra of the FPMLL output with two different patterns in the 
injected signal. (Iamp = 128 mA, VSA = - 2.4 V, Pinjected = - 11 dBm at 19.737 GHz) 
 

 
 
Figure 6.2.10 Trace of the FPMLL output with optical signal injection (32 "1" – 32 
"0") recording on a 30 GHz sampling oscilloscope. (Iamp = 128 mA, VSA = - 2.4 V, 
Pinjected = - 11 dBm at 19.737 GHz) 
 

6.2.8 40 Gb/s clock recovery 
We have investigated the possibility to use the same FPMLL as a clock 

extractor and divider of a 40 Gb/s signal to a 20 GHz frequency. First experiments at 
exactly twice the free running repetition rate of the FPMLL (39.442 Gb/s) were poor. 
Better results have been obtained at 39.474 Gb/s. The roundtrip time of the FPMLL 
cavity is changed by the optical injection. For certain, differences were observed 
between injecting one or two pulses per cavity roundtrip time for the same power 
level. The wavelength of the input signal is still 8 nm below the lasing peak of the 
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FPMLL. Locking is achieved but only with a small locking range. In fact, for each 
input power and reverse voltage on the SA, the current of the amplifier needed to be 
finely tuned. Two RF spectra are plotted in Figure 6.2.1 for two input power levels. At 
- 11 dBm input power signal, the RF peak at the fundamental frequency is 140 kHz 
wide at - 10 dB below the peak. The width increases up to 380 kHz at - 10 dB with 
a -14 dBm input power. In both cases, this is much larger than the RF peak widths 
measured at 20 Gb/s injection. Besides this aspect, more power is needed to lock the 
FPMLL to the clock than at 20 GHz. The FPMLL is not locked below -17 dBm input 
power injection. Important information is obtained from the sampling oscilloscope. 
Averaging the trace 16 times (Figure 6.2.12), reveals a train of two pulses with 
different intensities; the clock at 19.737 GHz is not perfect. To improve the results, a 
solution would be to feedback part of the output of the laser FPMLL and to add it to 
the input data signal. This however requires an adjustable delay line [25,27]. Another 
solution would be to cascade a second FPMLL laser [23], but in this configuration the 
timing jitter of the clock at the output of the second FPMLL will not be sufficiently 
low for optical signal processing applications. 

 
 
Figure 6.2.11 RF spectra of the FPMLL output with 39.474Gb/s optical signal injection 
at two different input power levels. The FPMLL is locked to the input signal at its 
fundamental frequency.  
(Iamp = 119.9 mA, VSA = - 2.4 V and Iamp = 128 mA, VSA = - 2.6 V)  
 

 
 
Figure 6.2.12 Sampling oscilloscope trace of the FPMLL output 39.474Gb/s optical 
signal injection at -11 dBm input power. Averaging the signal 16 times, a train of two 
pulses with different intensity is visible. (Iamp = 118.8 mA, VSA =  - 2.2 V, PRBS’31) 
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6.3 Designs for an integrated AOCR device  

6.3.1 Introduction 
We present in this section the design of an integrated 40 GHz Ring 

Modelocked Laser (RMLL) which exploits the possibility of monolithically combing 
active and passive components to obtain a much improved device for AOCR. It has a 
specific input waveguide for AOCR which is explained in details in the following 
section with the frequency division issue. 

6.3.2 Design of the RMLL 
We present in this section the design of an integrated 40 GHz Ring 

Modelocked Laser (RMLL) which has an integrated extended cavity to be realized in 
active-passive integration. The layout is plotted in Figure 6.3.1. The device is 
symmetric; two counter propagating pulses will experience the same optical path, but 
in opposite direction. According to the simulations of Section 2.3 the modelocking 
range is larger in such a configuration. The total length of the ring laser is 
approximately 2 mm. The length of the active block region (visible below the 
amplifier contact) is 500 µm. A SA is positioned in the center of the active region. In 
the designs on the mask the SA length varies from 10 to 30 µm which covers the 
optimum length. The SA is isolated by two 15 µm long isolation waveguide sections 
(see Section 3.2). It has been previously shown, in Section 5.5, that the modelocking 
mechanism of a MLL is strongly disturbed by internal reflections. In this design all the 
possible internal reflections have been minimized. First, the small butt-joint reflections, 
characterized in Section 3.3 and in [32], are minimized. The reflection value should be 
lower than 10-5 by crossing the interface with a waveguide under a 14° angle.  

To achieve the 2 mm cavity length, deeply etched waveguides are used for small 
(60 µm) bending radii; shallowly etched waveguides with low propagation loss and 
amplifiers. The transition between deep and shallow waveguides used for this design is 
different from the transition used in the 27 GHz RMLL (Section 5.5) as described in 
[33,34]. In the initial fabrication scheme, the masking of the deep areas was realized 
with a photoresist layer. Since this resist layer is partly etched during the processing, 
the design required to be tolerant to this aspect. The use of a Ti mask with thin 
photoresist for lift-off is better. The masking does not change with the etching 
process, thus small features can be realized with a proper alignment. The deep-shallow 
transition used is an adiabatic design as shown in Figure 6.3.2, a similar design has 
been used in [35]. The transition is done smoothly using a double taper, a taper for the 
top of the waveguides and a second taper the core of the film. This second taper is 
realized with the Ti mask. No reflection has been observed from the initial deep-
shallow transition design. But, in case the layerstack is different than requested or if 
the etching of the shallow waveguide is not as designed, the initial design can give rise 
to small undesirable reflections. The design shown in Figure 6.3.2 automatically 
matches the two types of waveguides, thus no reflections are created in any case. 
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The two 180° bends in the cavity are high contrast waveguides (deeply etched). 
For each curve, adiabatic bends are used [36], in order to avoid offsets [37]. The light 
from the ring is coupled out using a multimode interferometer (MMI). MMI can 
create internal reflections as well [38] in case the layerstack or the fabrication deviates 
from the simulated design. The RMLL presented here uses an optimized MMI as 
described in [39]. Back reflection at the input waveguides of the MMI can be reduced 
by at least 10 dB. Looking at Figure 6.3.3, one can see that the spaces next to the 
input/output waveguides have very low field strengths. Those areas can be removed 
by having sections of the walls of the MMI at a 45º angle, without affecting the 
operation of the MMI. Furthermore, when the fabricated device deviates from its 
design, the back reflections inside the MMI are not coupled back into the input 
waveguides. From the 2 outputs of the MMI the light is guided to the edge of the chip 
using tilted waveguides which are 7° with respect to the facet’s normal. The output 
waveguides contain mode filters [40] in order to reduce facet reflectivity (not visible in 
the Figure 6.2.1). In addition, the facets of the chip need to be AR coated.   
 

 
 
Figure 6.3.1 Mask layout of a 40GHz All Optical Clock Recovery Ring ModeLocked 
Laser (AOCR-RMLL). The light grey background indicates the deeply etched areas.  
 

 
 
Figure 6.3.2 Schematic depiction of the deep-shallow transition used. The shallow 
waveguide is 2.0 µm wide and the deeply etched waveguide is 1.7 µm wide. The 
transition is done smoothly using two tapers, a taper for the waveguide and one for the 
film.  
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Figure 6.3.3 Top view of the simulated light field in a MMI. The back reflections are 
suppressed in the MMI coupler by having sections of the walls of the MMI on which 
reflections may occur, at a 45º angle. 
 

6.3.3 Concept and design of a separate AOCR input 
As shown in Section 6.2, All Optical Clock Recovery (AOCR) can be realized 

by  injecting part of a data signal into a modelocked laser. In a Fabry-Pérot MLL light 
can be directed to the facet where the SA is. The absorption of the SA is modulated 
by the input signal and the FPMLL locks to it. The fraction of the input signal that is 
not absorbed also passes through the laser cavity and need to be filtered out later. We 
have observed that at high input power of the signal into the cavity, the amplifier 
becomes saturated by the input signal and the modelocking mechanism is affected 
detrimentally. In the case of a ring MLL, if light is injected at one input, it will disrupt 
the symmetry in the laser, which will therefore not fully operate optimally. It was seen 
in the laser simulations that a symmetric regime was preferable for the largest stability 
region. In any case, ring lasers are preferred for their easy connectivity with other 
components on a chip and the CPM configuration. 

 
 
Figure 6.3.4 Mask layout in the region of the OCR input. The OCR input is a short 
wide waveguide ridge spreading the input light over a section of the SA. 
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The new concept presented in this section can be first named All-Optical 
Active Modelocking (AOA-ML). The idea is to modulate only the SA with an optical 
input clock signal in a way that is similar to electronic modulation of the SA in 
standard active or hybrid modelocking [41]. If the input clock signal is replaced by a 
data signal, the same device recovers the clock signal of the data: we have an All 
Optical Clock Recovery Ring ModeLocked Laser (AOCR-RMLL). There is a 
similarity with an optically driven EAM as presented by Demir et al. [42], but without 
optical-electrical-optical conversion. The optically pumped SA solution can be realized 
in active passive integration. A passive input waveguide guides the data signal to the 
side of the SA to modulate its absorption. A proposed design as an addition to a 
40 GHz RMLL is presented in Figure 6.3.1. An enlarged view of the OCR input is 
given in Figure 6.2.1. The input waveguide leads to a deeply etched curved waveguide. 
This waveguide is tapered down to 0.8 µm which is connected at the end to a 
shallowly etched 6 µm wide waveguide that is 10 µm long. The narrow launch in the 
wide waveguide makes the light spread along a large part of the SA. The wide shallow 
waveguide stops 1.5 µm from the SA in order to avoid an abrupt change in index in 
the cavity waveguide which would lead to internal reflections in the ring cavity. The 
area is shallowly etched, so the input light reaches the SA though the film (see Section 
3.2). The short wide waveguide is partly in an unpumped active region. The input light 
will have to pass through this waveguide and sufficient power has end up at the SA in 
order to modulate it sufficiently. This will take some extra input power which can be 
compensated if necessary using an input amplifier. Moreover the device is rather 
independent to the input wavelength, especially at wavelengths lower than the lasing 
wavelength where the absorption is higher [43]. The device should operate better for 
TE polarization, nevertheless the absorption of the bulk material for TM polarization 
is reasonable as well, therefore above a certain power level the AOCR device is 
polarization independent [44].  

The last issue is the AOCR and clock division. We have seen in Section 6.2.8, 
that the combination of AOCR and frequency division was not working well. 
Tsuchida recently proposed a scheme [27] for a hybridly modelocked laser diode. In 
his scheme part of the MLL output is directed via a tunable delay line to a photodiode, 
where it is mixed with the optical input data signal. The signal from the photodiode is 
amplified in order to drive the modulation of the SA in the MLL. This pushes the 
laser to operate only at its fundamental frequency. An all-optical realization of this 
concept can in principle be fully integrated on chip using our technology. This is 
presented schematically in Figure 6.3.5. The difficulty in this design would be the 
synchronization of the input data signal with part of the re-injected AOCR-RMLL 
signal. Considering a 40 GHz RMLL, a 20 MHz tuning range would start to be 
acceptable. 20 MHz at 40 GHz can be set using a 8 mm long phase shifter in our 
technology [45]. This phase shifter is part of the feedback arm which has to match in 
optical pass length a multiple of the repetition rate of the RMLL under injection. 
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Figure 6.3.5 Scheme of a 40 GHz all optical clock recovery ring modelocked laser 
(AOCR-RMLL) with a feedback arm for optical clock division.  
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Summary 

This thesis presents research on, and the realization of compact InP/InGaAsP 
integrated passively modelocked lasers (MLL) operating in the 1.55 µm wavelength 
range. The goal of this work was to obtain modelocked laser designs at a repetition 
rate of several tens of GHz that can be integrated with other devices on a single 
semiconductor wafer. These modelocked lasers should be usable as optical pulse 
sources in an all-optical clock recovery application in optical time domain multiplexing 
(OTDM) systems. The integration of the modelocked laser on a single chip is 
achieved using the active-passive integration technique. This technique allows one to 
integrate active components such as optical amplifiers and saturable absorbers, with 
passive components such as waveguides and optical power splitters. The modelocking 
mechanism of the integrated lasers is passive modelocking using a slow saturable 
absorber. The saturable absorber is a short optical amplifier section that is reversely 
biased. The work was largely concentrated on ring laser type cavities. Such a 
configuration has many advantages. Firstly it allows one to fix the repetition rate of 
the laser by photolithography. It also provides better performance thanks to the two 
counter-propagating pulses which collide in the saturable absorber. Finally the output 
of the laser can be directly interconnected on the same wafer with other devices such 
as an all-optical switch or a pulse compressor. 

 

From the first realization of integrated ring modelocked lasers (RMLLs) using 
active-passive integration and a demonstration of a device at 27 GHz, many issues 
came up and have been addressed in this thesis. First, the understanding of the 
modelocking mechanism and other dynamics needed to be better understood. To 
address this issue, a simulation tool of RMLL was developed. Simulation results 
showed that symmetrical cavities show a much wider operating range for stable 
modelocking. The transitions from a modelocked state of the laser to another 
operating regime have been explored with the model. The simulation tool requires 
parameters describing the gain properties of the material. These have been accurately 
measured using a new type of high resolution spectrum analyzer. 
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Another important issue which came out from the first RMLL realization was 
the necessity to reduce all the reflections inside the modelocked laser cavity and in 
particular the reflections at the active-passive interfaces. Special efforts have therefore 
been made to characterize the optical losses and reflections at those interfaces and to 
minimize them to a sufficiently low value of less than -50 dB.  

To validate techniques of fabrication and materials required to achieve high 
repetition rate RMLL designs, the realization of more compact devices through the 
use of deep etching has been investigated in this thesis. Results are presented on, at 
that time, the world’s most compact AWG using a double-etch technique, and the 
world’s first InAs/InP quantum dot (QD) lasers employing narrow deeply etched 
ridge active waveguides in the 1.55 µm wavelength region.  

Before realizing a final RMLL design on an active-passive wafer, a series of all-
active devices has been designed, fabricated and characterized. These all-active chips 
provided material for the gain measurements and allowed to look further into short 
pulse laser characterization techniques and to test designs for reducing reflections 
from other intra-cavity components. The results of the all-active MLLs have been 
obtained in different configurations. Firstly, 20 GHz and 40 GHz linear all active 
Fabry-Pérot MLL (FPMLL) lasers have been successfully fabricated. Modelocking has 
been achieved with these lasers in the colliding pulse modelocked (CPM) and self 
CPM configurations. Pulse lengths down to 1.6 ps (at 20 GHz) have been observed. A 
40 GHz repetition rate was demonstrated in a CPM laser with a Saturable Absorber 
(SA) positioned in the center of the FP cavity. All-active 15 GHz RMLLs have also 
been successfully fabricated. These lasers show a relatively good timing stability due to 
the ring configuration. Measured output pulses are highly chirped and an FWHM 
bandwidth of up to 4.5 nm was obtained. Such lasers with high bandwidth pulses and 
compatible with active-passive integration are of great interest for optical code 
division multiple access applications, where information is coded in the spectrum. 
Finally, first results from MLLs realized on an active-passive wafer are presented. 
Passive modelocking has been demonstrated in these integrated Extended Cavity 
FPMLLs with minimized intra-cavity reflections. Pulses of 2.1 ps duration and with a 
small pedestal have been observed. The pulses are close to transform-limited. The 
longer timescale dynamics of the EC-FPMLLs are reduced compared to the all-active 
FPMLLs, which is understood to be due to the short amplifier section.  

The use of a MLL at 20 GHz for the all optical clock recovery (AOCR) 
application and a special RMLL design for AOCR at 40 GHz are presented in the last 
chapter of this thesis. Many characteristics of the AOCR at 20 GHz could be 
quantified. The design of the 40 GHz RMLL laser is for an active-passive wafer. The 
design utilizes all the minimizations of small intra-cavity reflections. For the AOCR 
application a novel way to couple the optical input signal into the MLL via a separate 
waveguide is presented. Based on the accumulated results presented in this thesis the 
timing jitter of the clock recovered from this laser is expected to be sufficiently low to 
comply with the telecom requirements at 40 GHz. 
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